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THE GROSS-ZAGIER-ZHANG FORMULA OVER FUNCTION FIELDS
CONGLING QIU
Abstract. We prove the Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula over global function fields of arbitrary
characteristics. It is an explicit formula which relates the Ne´ron-Tate heights of CM points on
abelian varieties and central derivatives of associated quadratic base change L-functions. Our
proof is based on an arithmetic variant of a relative trace identity of Jacquet. This approach is
proposed by W. Zhang.
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1. Introduction
In [16], Gross and Zagier established a formula which relates Ne´ron-Tate heights of Heegner
points on elliptic curves and central derivatives of Rankin L-series associated to modular forms.
Over global function fields of odd characteristics, an analog of the formula in [16] was established
by Ru¨ck and Tipp [37]. Since then, there has been no generalization of this analog, despite
the generalization of the original Gross and Zagier formula by S. Zhang [52] [53] and Yuan-
Zhang-Zhang [48]. In this paper, over global function fields of arbitrary characteristics, we
fully generalize this analog in the format of [48]. In particular, we allow arbitrary “weight” at
“infinity”, which is a new feature of our formula.
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We employ the arithmetic relative trace formula approach proposed by W. Zhang [55], and
our formula is the first global result proved by the this approach. However, the group theoretical
setting in our work is the same as [23], but different from [55]. As a consequence, we set up
arithmetic variants of the two relative trace formulas in [23]. The geometric side of the relative
trace formula for heights is obtained using the theory of admissible pairing, introduced by S.
Zhang [53]. Our results on the comparison of the geometric sides of the two arithmetic relative
trace formulas are as follows. We prove the arithmetic fundamental lemma for the full spherical
Hecke algebra, not only for the unit element as in [55]. However, in our setting, the general
smooth matching theorem only holds in one direction. Thus we construct explicit test functions
and prove the arithmetic smooth matching between them. The new feature is the involvement
of the admissible extensions in the theory of admissible pairing. To deduce our formula from the
arithmetic relative trace formula identity, we show that the local relative trace formula identity
holds for our test functions.
As a byproduct, we prove the Waldspurger formula over global function fields of arbitrary
characteristics. In odd characteristics, this was proved by Chuang and Wei [7].
1.1. The Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula over function fields.
1.1.1. Modular curves. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a finite field of cardinality q
and characteristic p, and let F be the function field of X. Let |X| be the set of closed points
of X, equivalently the set of places of F . Let AF be the ring of adeles of F . Let B be an
incoherent quaternion algebra over AF . Let Ram ⊂ |X| be the ramified places of B which is
of odd cardinality. Choose a distinguished point ∞ ∈ Ram, which plays the role of the infinite
place as in the number field case. Choose a uniformizer ̟∞ of F∞. We will discuss the choices
of ∞ and ̟∞ after the statement of the Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula (see 1.1.4). For v ∈ |X|,
let B(v) be the v-nearby coherent quaternion algebra, i.e. the quaternion algebra over F such
that for x 6= v, B(v)x ≃ Bx, and B(v)v 6≃ Bv. The quaternion algebra B(∞) will be of special
importance to us. Let D := B(∞). Let U∞ ⊂ B
×
∞ be an open normal subgroup containing ̟
Z
∞.
Let B be a maximal order of D, which is a sheaf of OX -algebras. For a finite and nonempty
closed subscheme I ⊂ |X| − {∞}, let MI be the compactification of the quotient by U∞ of the
modular curve of B-elliptic sheaves with level-I structures and level structures at ∞ [8] [9] [27].
Let M be the procurve lim←−I MI where the transition maps are natural projections. Then M
is endowed with the right action of B×, on which U∞ acts trivially. Let JI be the Jacobian
of MI , and let J be the inverse system (JI)I where the transition morphisms are induced by
pushforward of divisors. Let J(F sep)Q be the inverse limit of the system (JI(F
sep)Q)I . By fixing
a normalized Hodge class on each MI , we have an embedding
(1.1) M(F sep) →֒ J(F sep)Q,
where F sep is a separable closure of F .
1.1.2. Abelian varieties parametrized by modular curves. Let A be a simple abelian variety over
F such that
π = πA := lim−→Hom(JI , A)Q
is nontrivial. Then π is an irreducible Q-coefficient representation of B× with U∞ acting trivially.
Let L := End(A)Q. We show that L is a finite field extension of Q of degree dimA and is
isomorphic to EndB×(π). Moreover, every irreducible C-coefficient admissible representation of
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B×/U∞ whose Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to GL2,F is cuspidal comes from πA ⊗L C for
a simple abelian variety A and an embedding L →֒ C.
Let A∨ be the dual abelian variety of A. There is a L-bilinear Ne´ron-Tate height pairing
〈·, ·〉LNT : A(F
sep)Q ⊗L A
∨(F sep)Q → L⊗ C
such that trL⊗C/C〈·, ·〉
L
NT is the usual Ne´ron-Tate height pairing. For f ∈ Hom(JI , A
∨), let
f∨ ∈ Hom(A, J∨I ) be the dual morphism. Regard f
∨ as in Hom(A, JI) by canonically identifying
JI and J
∨
I . Then define the duality pairing
(·, ·) : πA × πA∨ → End(A)Q = L
by
(f1, f2) := Vol(MI)
−1f1,I ◦ f
∨
2,I .
Here Vol(MI) is defined to be the degree of the Hodge class on MI . This pairing is B
×-invariant
and perfect.
Let E be a quadratic field extension of F not split over ∞. Let
Ω : Gal(Eab/E)→ L′×
be a continuous character valued in a finite field extension L′ of L. Regard Ω as a Hecke character
of E× via the reciprocity map
A×E/E
× → Gal(Eab/E).
On one hand, we define local L-factors
L(s, πv,Ωv), L(s, πv, ad)
as in [48], which are rational functions on q−sv with coefficients in L
′, where qv = q
deg v. Regarded
as entire functions valued in L′⊗QC, the products of local L-factors over all places v ∈ |X| give
L(s, π,Ω), L(s, π, ad)
which are valued in L′ ⊗Q C and have holomorphic continuations to the whole complex plane.
On the other hand, we define the Hasse-Weil L-function L(s,A,Ω), s > 3/2, of A valued in
L′ ⊗Q C. We show that
L(s− 1/2, π,Ω) = L(s,A,Ω).
For details, please refer to 3.2.
1.1.3. Global and local periods. Fix an embedding
(1.2) e0 : E →֒ B
of F -algebras, and by this we regard B as an E-algebra. Let P0 ∈ M
E×(F sep) be a CM point.
Then P0 is defined over E
ab, the maximal abelian extension of E in F sep (see 2.3.4). Regard P0
as a point in J(Eab)Q via (1.1). For φ ∈ πA, we have a CM point φ(P0) ∈ A(E
ab)Q. Define
PΩ(φ) :=
ˆ
Gal(Eab/E)
φ(P0)
τ ⊗L Ω(τ)dτ ∈ A(E
ab)Q ⊗L L
′
where the Haar measure on Gal(Eab/E) is of total volume 1. Let ϕ ∈ πA∨. Then
〈PΩ(φ), PΩ−1(ϕ)〉
L′
NT
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is our global height period of φ and ϕ. Here
〈·, ·〉L
′
NT : (A(F
sep)Q ⊗L L
′)⊗L′ (A
∨(F sep)Q ⊗L L
′)→ L′ ⊗ C
is the natural extension of 〈·, ·〉LNT by scalar.
Now we define local periods. Regard E×/F× as an algebraic group over F . Fix the Tamagawa
measure on (E×/F×)(AF ). Then Vol(O
×
Ev
/O×Fv ) ∈ Q for each v ∈ |X|. Use the duality pairing
to identify πA∨ with the contragradient π˜ of πA. Let (·, ·)v be the natural pairing on πv ⊗ π˜v.
For φv ∈ πv and ϕv ∈ π˜v, define the local period to be
απv(φv, ϕv) :=
ˆ
E×v /F
×
v
(πv(t)φv, ϕv)vΩv(t)dt.
Let η be the quadratic Hecke character of F× associated to the quadratic extension E/F .
Define the normalized local period to be
α♯πv :=
L(1, ηv)L(1, πv , ad)
L(2, 1Fv )L(1/2, πEv ,Ωv)
απv .
Then α♯πv takes values in L
′, and for almost all v’s, α♯πv(φv , ϕv) = 1. Let
(1.3) απA := ⊗v∈|X|α
♯
πv .
Theorem 1.1.1 (The Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula). Let φ ∈ πA, ϕ ∈ πA∨ , then
(1.4) 〈PΩ(φ), PΩ−1(ϕ)〉
L′
NT =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, πA,Ω)
4L(1, η)2L(1, πA, ad)
απA(φ,ϕ)
as an identity in L′ ⊗Q C.
There is a complex version of Theorem 1.1.1 (see Theorem 3.2.3), which is an identity similar
to (1.4) involving the ι-components of 〈·, ·〉L
′
NT, πA and Ω, where ι varies among the embeddings
of L′ in C. Indeed we prove Theorem 1.1.1 by proving the complex version.
1.1.4. Remarks on the generality of Theorem 1.1.1. Let π be an irreducible C-coefficient admis-
sible representation of B× whose Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to GL2,F is cuspidal. Let
Ω be a Hecke character of E×. If π(̟∞) = 1, we show that π appears as a certain ι-component
of a certain πA (see 3.2.1). Then the complex version of Theorem 1.1.1 can be applied to π
and Ω. In general, for any choices of ∞ ∈ Ram and uniformizer ̟∞ of F∞, there exists a
Hecke character χ of F× such that π ⊗ χ(̟∞) = 1 (see Lemma 3.2.6). Let π
′ = π ⊗ χ, and let
Ω′ = Ω(χ ◦ Nm)−1 where Nm : A×E → A
×
F is the norm map. Then
L(s, π,Ω) = L(s, π′,Ω′), L(1, π, ad) = L(1, π′, ad),
and similar relations hold for local periods. So we can apply the complex version of Theorem
1.1.1 to π′ and Ω′, to get the Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula for π and Ω with respect to the choices
of ∞, ̟∞, and χ.
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1.2. The Waldspurger formula over function fields. Let B be a quaternion algebra over
F , and let E be a quadratic extension of F embedded in B (not necessary nonsplit over ∞).
Let π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of B×. Let Ω be a Hecke character of E×, and
let ω be the restriction of Ω to A×F /F
×. Suppose that ω is the inverse of central character of π.
For φ ∈ π, define the toric period of φ by
(1.5) PΩ(φ) :=
ˆ
E×\A×E
φ(t)Ω(t)dt.
Let απ be defined as in (1.3).
Theorem 1.2.1. Let φ ∈ π, ϕ ∈ π˜, then
(1.6) PΩ(φ)PΩ−1(ϕ) =
L(2, 1F )L(1/2, π,Ω)
2L(1, π, ad)
απ(φ,ϕ).
Assume that central character of π is ω−1. Otherwise both sides of (1.6) are 0.
We will reduce Theorem 1.2.1 to its distribution version by the multiplicity one result of
Tunnell-Saito. Recall the result of Tunnell-Saito first. Define
PΩ(π) := HomE×(AF )(π ⊗ Ω,C).
Note that both PΩ ⊗ PΩ−1 and απ are elements in PΩ(π) ⊗ PΩ−1(π˜). Let Ram(B) be the
ramification set of B, let ǫ(1/2, πv ,Ωv) := ǫ(1/2, πv,Ev ⊗ Ωv) for each v, and
(1.7) Σ(π,Ω) := {v ∈ |X| : ǫ(1/2, πv ,Ωv) 6= Ωv(−1)}.
Theorem 1.2.2. [45][38] The space PΩ(π) is nontrivial if and only if
(1.8) Ram(B) = Σ(π,Ω).
In this case, PΩ(π) is of dimension 1.
Now we formulate the distribution version of Theorem 1.2.1. The Hecke action of f ∈
C∞c (B
×(AF )) on φ ∈ π is
π(f)φ(x) :=
ˆ
B×(AF )
f(g)π(g)φdg.
Define a distribution on B×(AF ) by assigning to f ∈ C
∞
c (B
×(AF )) the value
(1.9) Oπ(f) :=
∑
φ
PΩ(π(f)φ)PΩ−1(φ˜),
where the sum is over a basis {φ} of π, and {φ˜} is the dual basis of π˜. For fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×
v ), define
ρπv(fv) :=
∑
φ
πv(fv)φ⊗ φ˜,
where the sum is over a basis {φ} of πv, {φ˜} is the dual basis of π˜v, and
πv(fv)φ(x) :=
ˆ
B×(Fv)
fv(g)πv(g)φdg.
Abusing notation, we use α♯πv to denote the distribution on B
×
v which assigns to fv the value
(1.10) α♯πv(fv) := α
♯
πv(ρπv(fv)).
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By Theorem 1.2.2, Theorem 1.2.1 is implied by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.3. Assume Ram(B) = Σ(π,Ω). There exists f = ⊗v∈|X|fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×(AF )) such
that
Oπ(f) =
L(2, 1F )L(1/2, π,Ω)
2L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv),
and α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ |X|.
1.3. The proofs. Let A be the diagonal torus of G = GL2,E , and let Z be the center of G.
Let S ⊂ G be the space of invertible Hermitian matrices over F with respect to the quadratic
extension E. Let H ⊂ G be the similitude unitary group with respect to the Hermitian matrix
(1.11) w =
[
0 1
1 0
]
,
and let κ be the associated similitude character. Let ω′ = ω ◦ Nm.
Let f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)). Consider the Hecek action of f
′ on the space of automorphic forms on
G(AE) which transform by ω
′−1 under the action of the center. The action of f ′ is given by a
kernel function Kf ′ on
G(E)\G(AE)×G(E)\G(AE).
Let σ be an automorphic representation of G. Define O(s, f ′) (resp. Oσ(s, f
′)) to be the integral
of Kf ′ (resp. the σ-component of Kf ′) on
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)× Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
against the character Ω| · |sE ⊠ (η · (ω
−1 ◦ κ)).
1.3.1. Theorem 1.2.3. Assume that Ram(B) = Σ(π,Ω). Let σ be the base change of π to
G = GL2,E. We prove the fundamental lemma, especially in characteristic 2. Then for matching
functions f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )) and f
′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)), we have the relative trace identity (see (8.6))
and its spectral decomposition. The consequence is an equation relating Oπ(f) and Oσ(f
′).
In the number field case, a proof of Theorem 1.2.3 is essentially given in [23] as follows. By the
smooth matching for f ′, the function f ′ can be arbitrary (but not f). If L(1/2, π,Ω) 6= 0, one
can choose f ′ such that Oσ(f
′) is nonzero. Then by some local computations, the local factors
of Oσ and α
♯
πv ’s can be compared, which is called the local relative trace formula identity. Thus
Theorem 1.2.3 follows in this case. In the number field case, by a result of Waldspurger [47] (see
also [20, (1.2)]), Theorem 1.2.3 holds in general.
In our proof of Theorem 1.2.3, we do not use the smooth matching for f ′. Instead, we
take explicit pairs of matching functions f and f ′ such that α♯πv(fv) 6= 0, and prove the local
relative trace formula for fv and f
′
v (see 7.2). Moreover, we require f and f
′ to satisfy the
regular support condition to simplify the relative trace formulas. We achieve this condition by
an explicit construction (see 6.5). Thus Theorem 1.2.3 holds in general.
1.3.2. Theorem 1.1.1. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2.1, Theorem 1.1.1 is reduced to its
distribution version (see Theorem 3.1.8). This is done in Section 3, following [48, Chapter 3].
Now we briefly state Theorem 3.1.8 here. Let HC be the Hecke algebra of locally constant
C-valued bi-U∞-invariant functions on B
× with compact support modulo U∞ × U∞. Define a
distribution on HC by assigning to f ∈ HC the height pairingH(f) of the images of the CM cycle
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given by e0 : E →֒ B and its Hecke translation by f in J , twisted by Ω and Ω
−1 respectively and
with suitable multiplicities (see Definition 13). Then H(f) has a spectral decomposition (see
(3.10)). Let π be an irreducible admissible representation of B×/U∞ with central character ω
−1
whose Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to GL2,F is cuspidal. Let H
♯
π(f) be the normalized
π-component of H(f) (see (3.8)). Let α♯πv(fv) be defined as in (1.10), suitably modified when
v =∞ (see 3.1.5). The distribution version of Theorem 1.1.1 is as follows.
Theorem 1.3.1 (Theorem 3.1.8). Assume Ram = Σ(π,Ω). There exists f = ⊗v∈|X|fv ∈ HC
such that
H♯π(f) =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, π,Ω)
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv),
and α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ |X|.
To prove Theorem 1.3.1, we use the arithmetic relative trace identity which we state here.
Let |X|s be the set of places of F split in E, Ξ∞ := F
×
∞
⋂
U∞. Our arithmetic relative trace
identity (see Theorem 11.1.2) is the identity
(1.12) 2H(f) = O′(0, f ′) +
∑
v∈S−|X|s
OΞ∞(f
vfv)
for good matching functions f and f ′. Here fv ∈ C
∞
c (B(v)
×
v ) for v ∈ S − |X|s − {∞}, f∞ ∈
C∞c (D
×
∞/Ξ∞), and for v ∈ S − |X|s, OΞ∞(f
vfv) is defined for B(v)
×(AF )/Ξ∞ in a similar way
of defining O(0, f ′) (see Definition 29). Note that a desired arithmetic relative trace identity
in the setting of [55] will not have the second term on the right hand side (see [34, Conjecture
8.8]). We can not get rid off this term because we do not have the smooth matching for fv.
An easy but essential observation is that under the condition Ram = Σ(π,Ω), the π-component
of second term on the right hand side is 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1, we take explicit
pairs of purely matching functions f and f ′ such that α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 and the local relative trace
formula identity holds for f and f ′. We prove the arithmetic relative trace identity (1.12) for
such functions with extra conditions which we will mention below (see also Assumption 7). Then
Theorem 1.3.1 follows from (1.12) and the observation.
We sketch the proof of (1.12). The main work is on computing H(f) and compare certain
local intersection numbers on Lubin-Tate or Drinfeld uniformization spaces with derivatives of
local orbital integrals of f ′. This is done in Section 9 and 10.
We work on a model N of a modular curve of small enough level over a certain field extension
of E by glueing certain moduli spaces of B-elliptic sheaves and performing desingularization. We
use the theory of admissible pairing introduced in [53], and choose the relative dualizing sheaf
(with cusps) as the polarization. A vanishing condition on the average of a local component of
f makes the contribution in H(f) from the Hodge class vanish. This is similar to [48, Section
7.3]. Now we compute the contribution in H(f) from intersections of admissible extensions of
CM points. Decompose H(f) into a sum of local intersection numbers H(f)v. We call the
intersection number of horizontal divisors in H(f)v the i-part, and the rest the j-part.
For v ∈ |X|s, let f
v be regularly supported. Then the i-part in H(f)v vanishes. The j-part
in H(f)v comes from intersections on N of horizontal divisors with components in the special
fiber with moduli interpretations. The integral Hecke actions on these components are easy to
understand. Let the average of f v vanish. Then the j-part in H(f)v vanishes.
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For v ∈ |X|−|X|s, let f
v be regularly supported. We compute local intersections on the Lubin-
Tate and Drinfeld uniformization spaces on which B(v)× acts. Then H(f)v is decomposed
into a sum over regular E× × E×-orbits in B(v)×. For each regular orbit, we compare the
local component at v of the corresponding summand with the local orbital integral of f ′v at
a matching orbit of G. Outside a large enough finite set S ⊂ |X|, we prove the arithmetic
fundamental lemma for the full spherical Hecke algebra using the computations in [53]. For
v ∈ S − |X|s, we prove the arithmetic smooth matching. There are foure steps. At first, we
compute a function on B(v)× indicating the intersection number of horizontal divisors associated
to certain CM points in a formal model of the Lubin-Tate or Drinfeld uniformization space. Part
of the computation is carried out in [53]. We make the support of this intersection function more
explicit. Secondly, using this intersection function and the smooth matching in one direction, we
prove the arithmetic smooth matching for our test functions fv and f
′
v for the i-part. Thirdly,
we compute the admissible extensions of CM points explicitly, which is not needed in [53] and
[48] but necessary for us. Finally, using the action of B(v)×v on the special fiber of the formal
model, we can write the j-part in H(f)v as OΞ∞(f
vfv) for certain fv ∈ C
∞
c (B(v)
×
v ). This is the
arithmetic smooth matching for the j-part.
1.4. Remarks on related works and other possible approaches.
1.4.1. Arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture. For groups over number fields other than GL2,
a generalization of the Gross-Zagier formula was conjectured by Gan-Gross-Prasad [12] and
refined by S. Zhang [54]. The arithmetic relative trace formula approach in [55] is proposed
to attack this conjecture. In the setting of [55], partial results on the arithmetic fundamental
lemma (for the unit element in the spherical Hecke algebra) and the arithmetic smooth matching
(for horizontal intersections) in higher dimensional cases were proved by Rapoport, Smithling,
Terstiege and W. Zhang [55] [35] [32] [33] [34]. The local relative trace formula identity (also
called local spherical character identity) over p-adic fields, conjectured in [57], was proved by
Beuzart-Plessis [1].
1.4.2. Higher weight. We allow arbitrary“weight” at “infinity”. Over number fields, the gener-
alization of [48] to arbitrary weight is open. A special case was proved by S. Zhang [51].
1.4.3. Geometric arithmetic relative trace formula. When D is a matrix algebra, our modular
curve is closely related to a special case of the moduli stack of shtukas considered by Yun and
W. Zhang [50]. Using the geometrization of the arithmetic relative trace formula [49], Yun
and W. Zhang [50] proved a remarkable formula relating higher derivatives of L-functions and
intersection numbers on the moduli stacks of shtukas with Iwahori level-structures. In particular,
they obtained a Gross-Zagier type formula for representations of with trivial central characters
and Iwahori ramifications (see [50, Remark 1.5]).
1.4.4. Theta lifting. The machinery of theta lifting, which is used by [48], does not work when
p = 2. When p is odd, the theta lifting approach should work well. We note that the modularity
of Hecke operators is essentially known for modular curves with arbitrary level structures at ∞,
thanks to the result of [27].
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1.5. More notations. Let OF = H
0(X − {∞},OX ) be the ring of integers of F away from
∞. For v ∈ |X|, let OFv be the ring of integers of the completion Fv of F at v. Let OˆF :=∏
v∈|X|−{∞}OFv . Let AF be the ring of adeles of F . Let AF,f ⊂ AF be the subset of elements
whose components at ∞ are 1. So for BF,f. Let ̟v be a uniformizer of OFv , k(v) be the residue
field with cardinality qv = q
deg v. Regard v as a discrete valuation of Fv such that v(̟v) = 1.
Equip Fv with the absolute value |a|v := q
−v(a)
v . Define
|a|F :=
∏
v∈|X|
|a|v.
Similar notations apply to E. We only specify the Haar measures on AF , AE, A
×
F , A
×
E, GL2(AF ),
G(AE), H(AF ) and B
× when we need them.
We have defined Ξ∞ = U∞
⋂
F×∞ where F
×
∞ is regarded as the center of B
×
∞. For an open
compact subgroup U of B×f , let ΞU := U
⋂
A×F,f where A
×
F,f is regarded as the center of B
×
f . Let
Ξ = ΞUΞ∞ ⊂ A
×
F . Let U˜ := UU∞ ⊂ B
×. The number
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F /Ξ|
will be important for us.
Let l 6= p be a prime number. Let AU∞(B
×, Q¯l) (resp. AU∞(B
×,C)) be the set of isomorphism
classes of Q¯l (resp. C)-coefficients irreducible admissible representations of B
×/U∞.
For a field extension K/Q, let HK be the space of K-valued locally constant bi-U∞-invariant
functions on B× with compact support modulo U∞ × U∞. For an open compact subgroup U of
B×f , let HU,K ⊂ HK be the subspace of bi-U˜ -invariant functions.
Let S be a finite subset of |X|, we use BS and B
S to denote the product of components of
B over S and away from S. For π ∈ AU∞(B
×, Q¯l), πS and π
S have similar meanings. For
f ∈ HK , we write f = fSf
S to indicate that f is the product of two functions on B×S and
BS,× respectively. If S = {v}, we use v to replace {v} in these notations for simplicity. For an
open subgroup of U ⊂ B×, let πU ⊂ π be the subspace of U -invariant vectors. We use similar
notations for GL2(AE).
We need to work on nearby quaternion algebras. If B = B(v), we fix an E-algebra structure
(1.13) E →֒ B
on B. Let the E-algebra structure on B× be given by e0 (see (1.2)). Then choose an inclusion
(1.14) B →֒ Bv
of E-algebras, equivalently an isomorphism B(Av) ≃ Bv of E(Av) algebras.
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Part 1. Global Theory
2. Modular curves and CM points
The moduli spaces of B-elliptic sheaves on X have been studied by Drinfeld [8] [9] [11],
Laumon, Rapoport, and Stuhler [27], et al.. Level structures at ∞ are only defined in [9] [11]
and [27]. The generic fibers will be our modular curves. We also define CM points, and prove
the algebraicity of CM points.
2.1. Moduli spaces of B-elliptic sheaves.
2.1.1. Notations on Sheaves. Let F be a sheaf of OX -algebras. For x ∈ |X|, let Fx be the
completion of F at x. If I is a finite closed subscheme of X − {∞}, let F/I be the restriction
of F to I. Let
F ⊗OF := H
0(X − {∞},F).
Let
F ⊗ OˆF := lim←−
I
F/I =
∏
v∈|X|−{∞}
Fv
where the inverse limit is over all finite closed subschemes of X − {∞}.
2.1.2. Maximal orders. Recall that D is the ∞-nearby quaternion algebra B(∞) of B.
Definition 1. An order of D is a locally free coherent sheaf B of OX-algebra sheaves on X
whose stalk at the generic point is isomorphic to D.
For an order B of D, the set of local orders {Bx}x∈|X| satisfies the following property: there
exists an F -basis R of D such that Bx = OxR for almost all x. Consider the following set Ord:
an element in Ord is a set of local orders satisfying this property.
Lemma 2.1.1. [27, Section 1] The map B 7→ {Bx}x∈|X| is a bijection between the set orders of
D and the set Ord.
Definition 2. An order B of D is called a maximal order of D if the stalk Bx of B at each
x ∈ |X| is a maximal order of Dx.
From now on, we fix a maximal order B of D. Then B ⊗ OF is a maximal OF -order of D.
Regard (B ⊗ OˆF )
× as a subgroup of B×f via the isomorphism B
×
f ≃ D
×(AF,f) induced by (1.14)
for v =∞.
2.1.3. Moduli spaces without level structures at ∞. Let S be an Fq-scheme. For a sheaf E on
X × S, let τE := (1× FrobS)
∗E .
Definition 3. [27] A B-elliptic sheaf, on X with respect to ∞, over S is the following data: a
morphism zero : S → X with image away from Ram and a sequence of commutative diagrams
τEi−1
τ ji−1 //
ti−1

τEi
ti

Ei
ji
// Ei+1
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indexed by i ∈ Z, where each Ei is a locally free OX×S-module of rank 4 equipped with a right
action of B compatible with the OX action such that
Ei+2·deg(∞) = Ei(∞),
and ji, ti are injections compatible with B-actions and satisfy the following conditions :
(1) the composition ji+2·deg(∞)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ ji+1 ◦ ji is the canonical inclusion Ei →֒ Ei(∞);
(2) let prS : X × S → S be the projection, then prS,∗(cokerji) is a locally free OS-module of
rank 2;
(3) cokerti is the direct image of a locally free OS-module of rank 2 by the graph morphism
(zero, id) : S → X × S.
We use the symbol E to denote such a B-elliptic sheaf. For n ∈ Z, let E[n] be the n-th shift of
E: the B-elliptic sheaf with i-th sheaf Ei+n and other data defined in the obvious way.
A morphism between two B-elliptic sheave E,F a sequence of morphisms φi : Ei → Fi of right
B-modules with obvious compatibility with other data.
Remark 2.1.2. If D ≃ M2, then a B-elliptic sheaf is the same as an elliptic module defined in
[8] (see [2]).
Let I ⊂ X−{∞} be a finite closed subscheme, and let E be a B-elliptic sheaf. The restrictions
of Ei and ti to I × S are independent of i. Let E/I and t/I be these restrictions.
Definition 4. A level-I-structure on E is an isomorphism
κ : B/I ⊠OS ≃ E/I
of right B/I ⊠OS-modules such that the following diagram is commutative:
B/I ⊠OS
κ
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
τκ
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
τE/I
t/I // E/I.
Remark 2.1.3. In [8], [3] and [18], more general Drinfeld level structures on E are defined.
Let EllI be the set-valued functor
S 7→ {B-elliptic sheaves over S with level-I structures}/ ≃
on the category of Fq-schemes. Let Z acts on EllI(S) by shfiting: n ∈ Z maps E to E[n] which
is the data {(Ei+n, ii+n, ji+n) : i ∈ Z} and the same zero. Let EllI/Z be the set-valued functor
S 7→ EllI(S)/Z.
Note that there is a morphism of functors
EllI/Z→ X − Ram
by mapping a B-elliptic sheaf over S to its zero (which is an S-point of X − Ram).
Theorem/Definition 2.1.4. [8][27] (1) The functor EllI/Z is represented by a smooth Fq-
scheme, which we denote by MI .
(2) The morphism EllI/Z→ X−Ram assigning each B-elliptic sheaf its zero is represented by
a smooth morphism MI → X−Ram of relative dimension 1 which factors through X−I−Ram.
Moreover, if D is a division algebra, the morphism MI → X − Ram− I is proper.
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From now on, we always assume that I is nonempty.
Define the modular curve MI to be the smooth compactification of the generic fiber of MI .
The smooth compactification is only needed when D is split. The points in MI added by the
smooth compactification are called cusps of MI . There is a right action of (B⊗ OˆF )
× on MI by
acting on level structures (extended to the compactification). For J ⊃ I, let πJ,I :MJ →MI be
the natural finite morphism which is e´tale outside cusps. Define an F -procurve
(2.1) M := lim
←−
MI
where the transition maps are πJ,I ’s. It is a locally noetherian scheme over F with a natural
morphism M → MI for each I. If D is split, points in M whose images in MI are cusps are
called cusps of M .
Define
E⊗ OˆF := lim←−
I
Ei/I,
where the inverse limit is over all finite closed subschemes I ⊂ X − {∞}. this definition is
independent of i. We have the induced morphism
t⊗ OˆF := ti ⊗ OˆF :
τE⊗ OˆF → E⊗ OˆF
which is independent of i.
Definition 5. An infinite level structure on E over all finite places is an isomorphism
κ : (B ⊗ OˆF )⊠OS ≃ E⊗ OˆF
of right (B ⊗ OˆF )⊠OS-modules such that the following diagram is commutative:
(B ⊗ OˆF )⊠OS
κ
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
τκ
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
τE⊗ OˆF
t⊗OˆF // E⊗ OˆF .
We usually omit the word “over all finite places”. However, distinguish the notion“infinite
level structures” here and “level structures at ∞” in 2.2. The following lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 2.1.5. The procurve M , excluding cusps if D is split, is the moduli space of B-elliptic
sheaves over F -schemes with infinite level structures.
In particular, there is a natural action of (B ⊗ OˆF )
× on M . We summarize [8, Section 5, D)]
[8, Proposition 9.3] and [27, (7.1)-(7.4)] as follows.
Proposition 2.1.6. The action of (B⊗OˆF )
× on M extends to a right action of B×f /F
× on M .
Let us describe this construction in case it will be referred below.
Proof. Let E = {Ei : i ∈ Z} be a B-elliptic sheaf with infinite level structure κ. The construction
is divided into two parts. At first, let g ∈ A×f , which corresponds to a line bundle L on
X with infinite level structure (similar to Definition 5). The collection {Ei ⊗ L : i ∈ Z} is
naturally a B-elliptic sheaf with infinite level structure. This gives the action of g. Secondly, let
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g ∈ B×f
⋂
B⊗OˆF . Combined with κ, g gives an endomorphism [g] on E⊗OˆF . This endomorphism
[g] produces another B-elliptic sheaf E′ as follows. Define E ′i by the following cartesian diagram:
E ′i
//

Ei ⊗ OˆF
[g]

Ei // Ei ⊗ OˆF
;
the definitions of t′i, j
′
i are obvious. The top morphism induces an isomorphism
α : E′ ⊗ OˆF ≃ E⊗ OˆF .
The level structure κ′ on E′ is defined to be the composition of κ and α−1. This gives the action
of g. 
Let U(I) be the principal congruence subgroup of level I in (B ⊗ OˆF )
×, i.e.
U(I) := ker((B ⊗ OˆF )
× → (B/I)×).
For an open compact subgroup U of (B ⊗ OˆF )
×, we always assume that U is contained in the
conjugation of a certain U(I) with I nonempty. Define the modular curve of level U by
MU :=M/U.
Let πU be the projection M → MU . For U
′ ⊂ U , let πU ′,U : MU ′ → MU be the natural finite
morphism. Points in MU from cusps of M are called cusps of MU
2.2. Level structures at ∞. When D = M2, Drinfeld [9] [11] introduced level structures of
elliptic sheaves at∞. When D is a division algebra, the definition of level structures of B-elliptic
sheaves at∞ is given in [27, Section 8]. We do not recall the definitions here, but only note that
the level structures at∞ there should be considered as “infinite level structures at∞”. Let E˜llI
be the set-valued functor
S 7→ {B-elliptic sheaves over S with level-I structures and level structures at ∞}/ ≃
on the category of Fq-schemes.
Theorem/Definition 2.2.1. [9][11][27] (1) The functor E˜llI/Z is represented by an Fq-scheme
which we denote by M˜I .
(2) The natural morphism M˜I →MI is pro-finite pro-Galois with Galois group B
×
∞/̟
Z
∞.
Let U∞ ⊂ B
×
∞ be an open subgroup containing ̟
Z
∞, and let MU(I)U∞ be the quotient of M˜I
by U∞.
Corollary 2.2.2. The morphism MU(I)U∞ →MI is finite e´tale with Galois group B
×
∞/U∞.
In particular, the generic fiber of MU(I)U∞ is smooth. Define the modular curve MU(I)U∞ to
be the smooth compactification of the generic fiber of MU(I)U∞ , and call the points added by
the smooth compactification cusps. For a fixed U∞, define an F -procurve
MU∞ := lim←−
I
MU(I)U∞ .
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For an open compact subgroup U ⊂ B×f , let MUU∞ =MU∞/U . Moreover MU∞ is endowed with
a right action of B×/U∞ which lifts the action of B
×
f on MB×∞ (see [27, (8.7), Proposition 8.8]).
Then we have an induced action of B×f on the inverse system (MUU∞)U which maps MUU∞ to
Mg−1UgU∞. When U∞ = B∞, the above definitions coincide with the ones in the last subsection.
Definition 6. For g ∈ B×, let Tg :MU∞ →MU∞ and be the right action of g.
2.2.1. Decomposition of cohomology. Let
H1(MU∞,F sep , Q¯l) = lim−→
U
H1(MUU∞,F sep , Q¯l)
where the limit is over open compact subgroups of B×f . For g ∈ B
× and Tg : MU∞ → MU∞ , let
T ∗g be the pullback by Tg. For f ∈ HQ¯l , let f act on H
1(MU∞,F sep, Q¯l) by
T (f) :=
ˆ
B×/Ξ∞
f(g)T ∗g .
If f ∈ HU,Q¯l , then
T (f)(H1(MU∞,F sep , Q¯l)) ⊂ H
1(MU∞,F sep , Q¯l)
U = H1(MUU∞,F sep , Q¯l).
For π ∈ A(B×, Q¯l), let LC(π) be the Langlands correspondence of the Jacquet-Langlands
correspondence of π to GL2,F . Recall that the notion “Langlands correspondence” only means
the local compatibility of automorphic and Galois representations for almost all places. The
compatibility over all places under “Langlands correspondence” is a theorem of L.Larfforgue
[25, Corollaire VII.5]. Combining [8] and [27], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3. There is an isomorphism of B×f ×Gal(F
sep/F )-representations:
H1(MB×∞,F sep, Q¯l) ≃
⊕
π∈A
B
×
∞
(B×,Q¯l)
π ⊠ LC(π).
By [9], [27, (13.8)] and [22, Section 16], the above theorem can be generalized as follows.
Theorem 2.2.4. Let U∞ be an open normal subgroup of B
×
∞ containing ̟
Z. There is an
isomorphism of B× ×Gal(F sep/F )-representations:
H1(MU∞,F sep , Q¯l) ≃
⊕
π∈AU∞ (B
×,Q¯l)
π ⊠ LC(π).
2.2.2. Rigid analytic uniformization at ∞. Let Ω∞ be Drinfeld’s rigid analytic upper half plane
over F∞. For an integer n ≥ 0, let Σn be Drinfeld’s n-th covering of the base change of Ω∞ to
the (separable) unramified quadratic extension F ′∞ of F∞ (see [14]).
Remark 2.2.5. The base change of Σn to an algebraic closure of k(∞) is the original construc-
tion of Drinfeld in [10].
Suitably choose the deformation and level structure data defining Ω∞ and Σn such that they
are equipped with (necessary compatible) left actions of GL2(F∞) and right actions of B
×
∞.
Moreover, we require that the left action of GL2(F∞) on Ω∞ is the action by fractional linear
transformations. Let D× act on Ω via an embedding
(2.2) D× →֒ GL2(F∞).
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Let D× act on B×f via the fixed embedding (1.14).
Proposition 2.2.6. Let U∞ ⊂ B
×
∞ be generated by ̟
Z
∞ and the principal congruence subgroup
of level n ≥ 0. For every open compact subgroup U ⊂ B×f , there are isomorphisms of rigid
analytic space over F∞:
Man
UB×∞
− {cusps} ≃ D×\Ω∞ × B
×
f /U,
and
ManUU∞ − {cusps} ≃ D
×\Σn × B
×
f /U
such that the actions of B× on the inverse systems (Man
UB×∞
)U and (M
an
UU∞
)U are compatible with
the natural actions of B× on the inverse systems (D×\Ω∞ × B
×
f /U)U and (D
×\Σn × B
×
f /U)U .
Proof. When Ram = {∞}, the proposition is proved in [8][11]. Let Ram 6= {∞}. For MUB×∞ ,
the isomorphism is given in [2, Theorem 4.4.11] and the compatibility holds. Let U∞ ⊂ B
×
∞ be
generated by ̟Z∞ and the principal congruence subgroup of level n ≥ 0. The isomorphism for
MUU∞ is obtained as follows. If there exists v ∈ Ram − {∞} such that Uv is maximal, apply
[40, Proposition 4.28] to [18, Theorem 8.3] to get the isomorphism for MUU∞ . In general, let
v ∈ Ram − {∞}, and let U ′ = UvB×v . Then
MUU∞ =MU ′U∞ ×MU′B×∞
MUB×∞ .
Then the isomorphism for MUU∞ is obtained from isomorphisms for all three modular curves on
the right hand side. The isomorphisms for different U ’s can be chosen such that the compatibility
holds. 
2.2.3. Redefine notations. We use the symbol M for MU∞ and MU for MUU∞ . Note that U∞
is not necessary normal. However, we let U∞ ⊂ B
×
∞ be B
×
∞ or be generated by ̟
Z
∞ and the
principal congruence subgroup of B×∞ of level n > 0 if not specified. We use the symbol [z, h]]
(resp. [z, h]U ), where z ∈ Σn(C∞) and h ∈ B
×, to represent a point in M(C∞) (resp. MU (C∞))
via Proposition 2.2.6.
2.2.4. Jacobians and Height pairings. We define two Jacobians J and J∨ as in [48, 3.1.6]. For
an open compact subgroup U of B×. Let JU be the Jacobian variety of MU . By [28, Proposition
6.9], there is a canonical isomorphism
(2.3) JU ≃ J
∨
U .
Definition 7. Let J be the inverse system (JU )U where the transition morphisms are induced
by pushforward of divisors, J∨ be the direct system (JU )U where the transition morphisms are
induced by pullback of line bundles. For a field extension F ′/F and a Z-algebra R, let
J(F ′)R := lim←−
U
JU (F
′)⊗Z R = lim←−
U
Cl0(MU,F ′)⊗Z R,
J∨(F ′)R := lim−→
U
J∨U (F
′)⊗Z R = lim−→
U
Pic0(MU,F ′)⊗Z R.
If R = Z, the subscript R is omitted. Let
Pic(M ×M)R := lim−→Pic(MU ×MU )⊗Z R.
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For U ′ ⊂ U , let π∨U ′,U : J
∨
U → J
∨
U ′ be the dual morphism of the pushforward πU ′,U,∗. Define
(2.4) Hom(J, J∨)R := lim−→
U
Hom(JU , J
∨
U )R,
where the transition map for U ′ ⊂ U is φ 7→ π∨U ′,U ◦ φ ◦ πU ′,U,∗. By [48, Lemma 3.2], the
pushforward by a correspondence defines a map
(2.5) Pic(M ×M)R → Hom(J, J
∨)R.
Define the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing
〈·, ·〉NT : JU (F
sep)Q × J
∨
U (F
sep)Q → R
as in [48, 7.1]. By the projection formula, this pairing extends to the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing
〈·, ·〉NT : J(F
sep)Q × J
∨(F sep)Q → R
which further induces
〈·, ·〉NT : J(F
sep)C × J
∨(F sep)C → C.
We swap J(F sep)Q and J
∨(F sep)Q in the definition of 〈·, ·〉NT when necessary. Let Z ∈ Pic(M ×
M)Q, and x, y ∈ J
∨(F sep)Q, then 〈Z∗x, y〉NT is well-defined.
2.2.5. Hodge classes. Define Hodge classes on MU as in [48, 3.1.3]. For our purpose, we only
need to consider the case when U is small enough so that there is no “elliptic points” issue. Let
ωMU/F be the canonical bundle of MU over F , define Hodge class of MU is to be
(2.6) LU := ωMU/F (2cusps).
Let LU,α := LU |MU,α where α ∈ π0(MU,F sep) and MU,α is the corresponding geometrically con-
nected component. We also define normalizations
ξU,α :=
1
degLU,α
LU,α, ξU =
∑
α∈π0(MU,F sep )
ξU,α.
Lemma 2.2.7. For every U ′ ⊂ U , LU ′ = π
∗
U ′,ULU .
Proof. When D is a division algebra, the lemma follows from the fact that πU ′,U is e´tale. Oth-
erwise, use the moduli interpretation of LU as in [30, Section 7 and Lemma 5.1 (1)]. 
Let α = (αU ) ∈ π0(MF sep). Then the sequences (ξU,αU )U , indexed by U , defines an element
ξα ∈ lim←−Cl(MU,αU )Q.
Let x ∈ M(F sep) and be in the connected component indexed by α. Then x − ξα ∈ J(F
sep)Q.
This defines a map
(2.7) M(F sep) →֒ J(F sep)Q
Definition 8. Define Vol(MU ) := degLU .
Corollary 2.2.8. (1) For U ′ ⊂ U , Vol(MU ′)/Vol(MU ) = deg πU ′,U .
(2) The number
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F /Ξ|
is independent of U .
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Later we will explicitly compute this number (see Lemma 11.1.3).
2.3. CM points.
2.3.1. Endomorphisms of B-elliptic sheaves. Let E be a B-elliptic sheaf. For f ∈ OF , multipli-
cation by f on each Ei gives an endomorphism of E. In particular, End(E) is a OF -algebra.
Suppose that zero : SpecC∞ → X of E factors through the generic point of X.
Lemma 2.3.1. There is an embedding End(E) →֒ B⊗OF , and End(E)⊗OF F is a field extension
of F which is not split over ∞, and of degree at most 2.
Proof. At first, assume that D is division. Then by the analytic uniformization in [42, Corollary
3.6], there is a rank one B ⊗OF -lattice Λ in a D-representation on C
2
∞ such that
End(E) ≃ {λ ∈ C∞ : λΛ ⊂ Λ} ⊂ EndB⊗OF (Λ) ≃ B ⊗OF .
Thus End(E) ⊗OF F is a commutative subalgebra of D. Then the lemma follows. If D is a
matrix algebra, by Remark 2.1.2 (2), we can use the analytic uniformization in [8, Section 3].
Then the lemma follows in a similar way. 
2.3.2. CM B-elliptic sheave and CM points. Let E/F be a quadratic field extension nonsplit
over ∞, which is fixed from now in this and next section.
Definition 9. We say that a B-elliptic sheaf E has CM by E if End(E) ⊗OF F ≃ E. A point
in M(F sep) or MU (F
sep) is called a CM point if it corresponds to a B-elliptic sheaf with CM by
E. Let CM (resp. CMU ) be the set of all CM points in M(F
sep) (resp. MU (F
sep)).
Let x ∈M(C∞), and let E be the corresponding elliptic sheaf. Associated to x is an infinite
level structure κ over all finite places on E (see Lemma 2.1.5) and a (non-unique) level structure
κ∞ at ∞. The actions of endomorphisms of E on κ and κ∞ give a map End(E)⊗OF F → B of
F -algebras such that the resulted group morphism
(2.8) (End(E)⊗OF F )
× → B×/U∞
does not depend on the choice of κ∞. The following lemmas are easy to be verified by the
B×-action on M given in [27, (8.7)] (see the proof of Proposition 2.1.6 when U∞ = B
×
∞).
Lemma 2.3.2. The image of (End(E)⊗OF F )
× under (2.8) fixes x.
In particular, if x ∈ CM , x ∈M(C∞)
e(E×) for some embedding e : E →֒ B of F -algebras.
Lemma 2.3.3. For an embedding e : E →֒ B of F -algebras, a point in M(C∞) fixed by e(E
×)
corresponds to a CM B-elliptic sheaf E with a infinite level structure over all finite places and a
level structure at ∞ and such that image of (2.8) is e(E×).
To sum up, we have a decomposition of the set CM of points
(2.9) CM =
⋃
e:E →֒B
M(C∞)
e(E×).
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2.3.3. CM points under the rigid analytic uniformization. We describe the CM points inM(C∞)
under the rigid analytic unformization. Let d : E× →֒ GL2(F∞) be induced by the embedding
D× →֒ GL2(F∞) in (2.2) and the E-algebra structure on D defined in (1.13). Let E
× acts on
Σn via the embedding
(d, e0,∞) : E
× →֒ GL2(F∞)× B
×
∞.
Let z0 ∈ Σn(C∞) be a fixed point of E
×. By the Noether-Skolem theorem, there exists j ∈ B×
such that jgj−1 = g¯ for every g ∈ E× where g¯ is the Galois conjugate of g. Then the normalizer
H of E× in B× is isomorphic to A×E
⋃
A×Ej. Under the condition that D
× acts on B×f via the
fixed embedding (1.14), it is not hard to prove that
M(C∞)
e0(E×) = {[z0h∞, hf ] : h ∈ H}.
For a general embedding e : E →֒ B, by the Noether-Skolem theorem, there exists g ∈ B×
such that the conjugation of e = g−1e0g. Then
(2.10) M(C∞)
e(E×) = {[z0h∞g∞, hfgf ] : h ∈ H}.
In particular, from (2.9) we have
CM = {[z0g∞, gf ] : g ∈ B
×}.
2.3.4. Construction of CM B-elliptic sheaves. Let π : X ′ → X be a double cover which is a
smooth projective model of E/F . Let ∞′ be the unique preimage of ∞. Let OE = H(X
′ −
{∞′},OX′) the ring of integers of E away from ∞
′.
Definition 10. An elliptic sheaf L, on X with respect to ∞′, of rank 1 over S is the following
data: a morphism zeroL : S → X
′ and a sequence of commutative diagrams
τLi−1
τ ji−1 //
ti−1

τLi
ti

Ei
ji
// Li+1
indexed by i ∈ Z, where each Li is a line bundle on X
′ × S such that
Li+deg(∞′) = Li(∞
′),
and ji, ti are injections compatible with B-actions and satisfy the following conditions:
(1) the composition ji+deg(∞′)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ ji+1 ◦ ji is the canonical inclusion Li →֒ Li(∞
′);
(2) let prS : X × S → S be the projection, then prS,∗(cokerji) is a locally free OS-module of
rank 1;
(3) cokerti is the direct image of a locally free OS-module of rank 2 by the graph morphism
(zero, id) : S → X ′ × S.
Fix an embedding of OX -algebras:
(2.11) B →֒ π∗(M2(OX′)).
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Remark 2.3.4. Such an embedding does exist. We construct an embedding π∗B →֒ M2(OX′)
of OX -algebras, and let (2.11) be the composition of this embedding with B → π∗(π
∗B). Let
R be a basis of D such that OxR = Bx for almost every x ∈ |X|. Then R gives a basis of
D ⊗F E ≃ M2(E) such that Ox′R = π
∗Bx′ for almost every x
′ ∈ |X ′|. On the other hand, for
almost every x ∈ |X|, Bx ≃ M2,Ox. So π
∗Bx′ ≃ M2,O′x for x
′ over these x. Choose a maximal
order of (D ⊗F E)x ≃ M2(Ex) containing π
∗Bx′ for each other x
′. By Lemma 2.1.1, the basis
R and these orders give a sheaf of algebras isomorphic to M2(OX′) containing π
∗B.
Let L be an elliptic sheaf for X ′ of rank 1 on S.
Lemma 2.3.5. The B-action on π∗(Li
⊕
Li) by the embedding (2.11) makes
π∗(L
⊕
L) := (π ◦ zero, π∗(Li
⊕
Li), π∗(ji
⊕
ji), π∗(ti
⊕
ti))
a B-elliptic sheaf.
Proof. The condition at∞ follows from the projection formula and that π∗OX(∞) = OX′(2∞
′).
The remaining verification is trivial. 
Define infinite level structures for rank 1 elliptic sheaves as in Definition 5 and [27, Section
8]. Let M1 be the moduli space of rank 1 elliptic sheaves over E-schemes with level structures
over all finite places and at ∞′. From Lemma 2.3.5, we can construct a E-scheme morphism
Π :M1 →ME, which is made explicit below when U∞ = B
×
∞. By [36, (18.7) Theorem], we can
fix an isomorphism of right B ⊗ OˆF -modules:
(2.12) π∗(OˆE
⊕
OˆE) ≃ B ⊗ OˆF
where B ⊗ OˆF acts on the left hand side by (2.11). Let (L, κ) be a point in M
1 forgetting the
level structure at ∞, where κ is an infinite level structure. Let E := π∗(L
⊕
L) be defined as in
Lemma 2.3.5. Then tautologically
(2.13) E⊗ OˆF = π∗((L
⊕
L)⊗ OˆE) ≃ π∗(OˆE
⊕
OˆE)
as right B ⊠ OS-modules, where the B ⊗ OˆF -module structure on the left hand side is give by
(2.11) and κ. Thus (2.12) and (2.13) give an isomorphism
(B ⊗ OˆF )⊠OS ≃ E⊗ OˆF ,
i.e. an infinite level structure on E. This gives a morphism Π :M1 →ME .
There is an A×E/E
×-action on M1 by acting on level structures. This is related to the B×-
action onM as follows. Define an embeddingAE →֒ B as follows. Let OˆE →֒ EndM2(OˆE)(OˆE
⊕
OˆE)
by the diagonal left multiplication action. By (2.12), we have an isomorphism
EndB⊗OˆF (OˆE
⊕
OˆE) ≃ EndB⊗OˆF (B ⊗ OˆF ) ≃ B ⊗ OˆF .
Therefore OˆE →֒ B ⊗ OˆF . This gives the embedding away from ∞. The construction at ∞ is
defined in the same way. The embedding gives a group morphism
(2.14) A×E → B
× → B×/U∞.
Let A×E act on M via (2.14). By [27, (8.7)] (see the proof of Proposition 2.1.6 when U∞ = B
×
∞),
we have the follow lemma.
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Lemma 2.3.6. The morphism Π : M1 → ME which is compatible with the actions of A
×
E. In
particular, Π(M1) ⊂ (ME)
E×.
2.3.5. Algebraicity of CM points. Let Eab be the maximal abelian extension of E inside F sep.
Let Eab,̟∞ ⊂ Eab be the maximal subfield fixed by the image of ̟∞ under the reciprocity map
A×E/E
× → Gal(Eab/E). Then Eab,̟∞ gives to a inverse limit X∞ of separable covers of X. By
[9, Corollary of Proposition 2.2], we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.7. (1) The scheme M1⊗Fq F¯q is the generic fiber of X
∞ as a scheme over X.
(2) The A×E/E
×-action on M1 coincides with the Gal(Eab/E)-action via the reciprocity map.
Combined with (2.10), Lemma 2.3.6, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.3.8. (1) The scheme (ME)
E× consists of two A×E/E
× orbits and the image of Π
is one of them.
(2) All CM points, in particular all points in (ME)
E×(C∞), are defined over E
ab. Moreover,
the A×E/E
×-action on (ME)
E× coincides with the Gal(Eab/E)-action via the reciprocity map.
3. Height distribution and abelian varieties
In this section, we reduce Theorem 1.1.1 to its distribution version, namely Theorem 3.1.8.
3.1. Height distribution. Continue to use the notations in the last section.
3.1.1. Hecke correspondences. For g ∈ B×, let Tg :M →M be the right action by g, πU :M →
MU be the natural projection. Let Z(g)
′
U be the image of the graph of Tg in MU ×MU under
πU × πU . Define a Q-coefficient divisor of MU ×MU :
Z(g)U :=
|U˜gU˜/U˜ |
|F×\F×U˜gU˜/U˜ |
Z(g)′U .
Under rigid analytic uniformization at ∞, the pushforward by Z(g)U on divisors on MC∞ is
[z, x]U 7→
∑
y∈U˜gU˜/U˜
[zy∞, xyf ]U .
Let K/Q be a field extension, and let f ∈ HU,K . Define
Z(f)U :=
∑
g∈U˜\B×/U˜
f(g)Z(g)U .
Choose Haar measures such that Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ| ∈ Q. Define
Z˜(f)U := Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|Z(f)U .
By the same computation as in [48, Lemma 3.18], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.1. Regarded as line bundles on MU ×MU ’s, Z˜(f)U ’s are compatible under pull
back. In particular, the sequence (Z˜(f)U )U defines an element in Pic(M ×M)Q.
Denote this element by Z˜(f) ∈ Pic(M ×M)Q. Define Z˜(f)∗ ∈ Hom(J, J
∨)Q by (2.5).
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3.1.2. Cohomological projectors. We follow [48, 3.3.1].
Identifying H1(MU,F sep , Q¯l) with H
1(JU,F sep , Q¯l), then pullback of cohomology gives an injec-
tion
(3.1) Hom(JU , JU )Q →֒ Hom(H
1(MU,F sep , Q¯l),H
1(MU,F sep , Q¯l)).
Let (ψU )U be a sequence of elements in Hom(JU , JU )Q indexed by small enough U such that
(3.2) ψU (πU ′,U,∗(xU ′)) = πU ′,U,∗(ψU ′(xU ′)).
Then pullback of cohomology gives an element in Hom(H1(MF sep , Q¯l),H
1(MF sep , Q¯l)).
Lemma 3.1.2. Let (cU )U be a sequence of rational numbers such that cU ′/cU = deg πU ′,U . Let
φ = (φU )U ∈ Hom(J, J
∨)Q. Then the sequence (c
−1
U ψU )U satisfies (3.2).
Proof. By the definition of Hom(J, J∨)Q (see (2.4)), we have
π∗U ′,UφU (πU ′,U,∗(xU ′)) = φU ′(xU ′)
for xU ′ ∈ JU ′ . Apply πU ′,U,∗ to both sides, we have
deg πU ′,U · φU (πU ′,U,∗(x
′
U ))) = πU ′,U,∗φU ′(xU ′).
This gives (3.2). 
Let cU := |F
×\A×F /Ξ|/Vol(U˜/Ξ). The sequence C := (cU )U satisfies the property in Lemma
3.1.2. So we have a morphism
(3.3) Hom(J, J∨)Q¯l →֒ Hom(H
1(MF sep , Q¯l),H
1(MF sep , Q¯l)).
by φ = (φU )U 7→ (C
−1φ)∗ := (c−1U φ
∗
U )U .
Lemma 3.1.3. Let T (f) ∈ Hom(H1(MF sep , Q¯l),H
1(MF sep , Q¯l)) be defined as in 2.2.1, then
(C−1Z˜(f)∗)
∗ = T (f).
Proof. For an open compact subgroup U of (B ⊗ OˆF )
× such that f is bi-U -invariant, we have
the restriction of T (f) to H1(MU,F sep , Q¯l):
T (f)|H1(MU,F sep ,Q¯l) : H
1(MU,F sep , Q¯l)→ H
1(MU,F sep , Q¯l).
Our task is to show that the pullback action of Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Z(f)U,∗ ∈ Hom(JU , JU ) onH
1(JU,F sep , Q¯l),
which is identified with H1(MU,F sep , Q¯l), equals T (f)|H1(MU,F sep ,Q¯l). We may assume f = 1U˜gU˜
for some g ∈ B×. Consider the following diagram
H1(MU,F sep , Q¯l) //
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)
⊕
h∈U˜gU˜/U˜ T
∗
h

H1(MU,F sep , Q¯l)
⊕
h∈U˜gU˜/U˜ H
1(MhUh−1 , Q¯l) // H
1(MF sep , Q¯l)
,
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then T (f)|H1(MU,F sep ,Q¯l) is the dotted arrow making the diagram above commute. So we need
to check that Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Z(f)U,∗ is the dotted arrow making the diagram below commute.
JU JUoo
⊕
h∈U˜gU˜/U˜ JhUh−1
⊕
h∈U˜gU˜/U˜ Th,∗
OO
Joo
OO .
This follows from the definition of Z(g)U,∗. 
Let π ∈ AU∞(B
×, Q¯l). The Hecke action of f ∈ HQ¯l on φ ∈ π is defined by
(3.4) π(f)φ(x) :=
ˆ
B×/Ξ∞
f(g)φ(xg)dg.
Let π˜ be the contragradient representation of π. Let ρπ : HQ¯l → π ⊗ π˜ be given by
ρπ(f) =
∑
φ
π(f)φ⊗ φ˜
where the sum is over a basis {φ} of π, and {φ˜} is the dual basis of π˜. It is well known that
ρ =
⊕
π∈AU∞(B
×,Q¯l)
ρπ : HQ¯l →
⊕
π∈AU∞ (B
×,Q¯l)
π ⊗ π˜
is surjective (for example.
Corollary 3.1.4. The natural embedding π ⊗ π˜ →֒ Hom(H1(MF sep , Q¯l),H
1(MF sep , Q¯l)) given
by Theorem 2.2.4 factors through Hom(J, J∨)Q¯l via (3.3).
Proof. By the discussion above, the image of any
x ∈ π ⊗ π˜ →֒
⊕
π∈AU∞(B
×,Q¯l)
π′ ⊗ π˜′,
equals ρ(f) for a certain f ∈ HQ¯l. Since Theorem 2.2.4 identifies the usual Hecke action ρ(f) and
the Hecke action T (f) on H1(MF sep , Q¯l), the image of x in Hom(H
1(MF sep , Q¯l),H
1(MF sep , Q¯l))
equals T (f). Then the Corollary follows from Lemma 3.1.3 by letting Z˜(f)∗ be the image of x
in Hom(J, J∨)Q¯l . 
Fix an isomorphism c : C ≃ Q¯l. For π ∈ AU∞(B
×,C), let πc := π ⊗C,c Q¯l ∈ AU∞(B
×, Q¯l).
Corollary 3.1.4, applied to πc, defines an injective morphism
T ′π : π ⊗ π˜ → Hom(J, J
∨)C.
By Corollary 2.2.8, the number Vol(MU )/cU is independent of U .
Definition 11. Define the cohomological projector associated to π to be
Tπ :=
Vol(MU )
cU
T ′π : π ⊗ π˜ → Hom(J, J
∨)C.
By definition, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1.5. Let f ∈ HC. We have an equation in Hom(J, J
∨)C:
Vol(MU )
cU
Z˜(f)∗ =
⊕
π∈AU∞(B
×,C)
Tπ ◦ ρπ(f).
3.1.3. The Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula, projector version. To state the projector version of
Theorem 1.1.1, we define a regularized integral first.
Definition 12. [48, 1.6.7] Let f be a locally constant function on E×\A×E invariant by Ξ∞.
Define  
A×F
f(z)dz =
1
|F×\A×F /Ξ∞V |
∑
z∈F×\A×F /Ξ∞V
f(z)
where V is any open compact subgroup of A×F,f such that f is invariant by V . Defineˆ ∗
E×\A×E
f(t)dt =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
 
A×F
f(z)dz.
Fix a CM point P0 ∈ M
e0(E×)(F sep). For h ∈ B×, let h◦ be the image of ThP0 in J(F
sep)Q
via (2.7). Let Ω be a Hecke character of E× valued in C. Define
(3.5) H♯,projπ (φ⊗ ϕ) :=
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
〈Tπ(φ⊗ ϕ)(t
◦
1), t
◦
2〉NTΩ
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt1dt2.
Regard E×/F× as an algebraic group over F . Fix the Tamagawa measure on (E×/F×)(AF ).
Then Vol(E×\A×E/A
×
F ) = 2L(1, η).
Theorem 3.1.6 (The Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula, projector version). For φ ∈ π, ϕ ∈ π˜,
(3.6) H♯,projπ (φ⊗ ϕ) =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, π,Ω)
L(1, π, ad)
απ(φ,ϕ).
We will reduce Theorem 3.1.6 to its distribution version (i.e. Theorem 3.1.8) in 3.1.5, and
reduce Theorem 1.1.1 to Theorem 3.1.6 in Corollary 3.2.5.
3.1.4. Height distribution.
Definition 13. Define the height distribution on B× by assigning to f ∈ HC the complex number
H(f) : =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
〈Z˜(f)∗t
◦
1, t
◦
2〉NTΩ
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.(3.7)
Here the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing is the one on J∨ × J .
Let π ∈ AU∞(B
×,C). Define a linear functional H♯π on HC by
(3.8) H♯π(f) =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
〈Tπ ◦ ρπ(f)t
◦
1, t
◦
2〉NTΩ
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.
Define
(3.9) Hπ(f) =
Vol(ΞU )[F
×\A×F /Ξ]
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
H♯π(f).
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Here the coefficient is independent of U (see Corollary 2.2.8). By Lemma 3.1.5, we have
(3.10) H(f) =
∑
π∈AU∞ (B
×,Q¯l)
Hπ(f).
Let S ⊂ |X| be a finite set containing all ramified places of B. Let f = fSf
S where fS is a
spherical Hecke function. Let π ∈ AU∞(B
×,C). If πS is unramified, let πS(fS) be the value of
spherical character associated to πS on fS. By (3.8) and (3.10), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.7. Fix fS. There exists aπ ∈ C for π ∈ AU∞(B
×,C), nonzero for finitely many
π’s, such that for every spherical Hecke function fS, the following equation holds:
H(fSf
S) =
∑
π∈AU∞(B
×,C)
aππ
S(fS).
3.1.5. Distribution version. Immediately from the definition of H♯,projπ in (3.5), we have
H♯π(f) = H
♯,proj
π (ρπ(f)).
According to the global Hecke action (3.4), define the action of f∞ on φ∞ ∈ π∞ to be
(3.11) π∞(f∞)φ∞(x) :=
ˆ
B×∞/Ξ∞
f∞(g)φ∞(xg)dg.
Let α♯πv(fv) be defined as in (1.10) (for v =∞, with the action of f∞ as in (3.11)).
Let Σ(π,Ω) be define by the formula in (1.7). By the theorem of Tunnell-Satio (see Theorem
6.2.1) and the same reasoning as in 1.2, Theorem 3.1.6 is implied by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.8 (The Gross-Zagier-Zhang formula, distribution version). Assume Ram = Σ(π,Ω).
There exists f = ⊗v∈|X|fv ∈ HC, such that
H♯π(f) =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, π,Ω)
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv),
and α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ |X|.
We will prove Theorem 3.1.8 in Section 11.
3.2. Abelian varieties parametrized by modular curves.
3.2.1. Simple abelian varieties parametrized by modular curves.
Definition 14. An abelian variety A over F is parametrized by M if Hom(J,A)Q is nontrivial.
We construct all simple abelian varieties parametrized by M from AU∞(B
×, Q¯l)). Let π ∈
AU∞(B
×, Q¯l). Let UU
′
∞ be an open compact subgroup of B
×/U∞ (here U∞ is not necessary
normal in B×) such that the πU
′
∞U is one-dimensional. Let S the subset of v ∈ |X| such that
Uv is not maximal or Bv is a division algebra. Assume that Vol(Uv) ∈ Q for v 6∈ S. Let S
S be
the subalgebra of End(JU ′∞U ) generated by the image of Z(x)U,∗ such that xv = 1 at all places
v ∈ S. Let T SQ be the Q-valued spherical Hecke algebra of (B
S)×. Let TSQ be the image of T
S
Q in
End(
⊕
π∈AU∞ (B
×,Q¯l)
πU ). Let and Lπ be the image of T
S
Q in EndHU,Q¯l
(πU ) ≃ Q¯l. Lemma 3.1.3
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and Theorem 2.2.4 give an isomorphism SS⊗Q ≃ TSQ. Let kerπ be the kernel of the composition
of SS → TSQ → Lπ. Let
Aπ := JUU ′∞/ kerπ JUU ′∞ ,
which is an abelian variety defined over F . Define
πQ := Hom(J,Aπ)Q,
which is a Q-coefficient representation of B×. Then there are inclusions of Q-algebras:
(3.12) Lπ →֒ End(Aπ)Q →֒ EndB×(π).
In particular, Lπ is finite dimensional.
Fix an isomorphism EndHU,Q¯l
(πU ) ≃ Q¯l. Let pr : Lπ⊗Q Q¯l → Q¯l be a projection such that the
composition of T SQ ⊗Q Q¯l → Lπ ⊗Q Q¯l with pr gives the T
S
Q ⊗Q Q¯l-action on π. Let ι ∈ Aut(Q¯l),
and πι be the ι-conjugate of π. Then the composition with ι ◦ pr gives the T SQ ⊗Q Q¯l-action on
πι. By the the strong multiplicity one theorem, the Aut(Q¯l)-orbit Oπ of π has [Lπ : Q] elements.
Theorem 3.2.1. (1) The Gal(F sep/F )-representation associated to H1(Aπ,F sep , Q¯l) is the direct
sum of elements in LC(Oπ).
(2) The inclusions (3.12) are isomorphisms. In particular, the abelian variety Aπ is simple
of dimension [Lπ : Q], and the B
×-representation πQ is irreducible.
Proof. Identify H1(Aπ,F sep , Q¯l) as the subspace of H
1(JUU ′∞,F sep, Q¯l) of elements where T
S
Q acts
via Lπ. Then (1) follows from the strong multiplicity one theorem. (1) implies that the B
×-
representation
HomGal(F sep/F )(H
1(JF sep , Q¯l),H
1(Aπ,sep, Q¯l))
is the direct sum of representations in Oπ. By the natural inclusion
Hom(J,Aπ)Q¯l →֒ HomGal(F sep/F )(H
1(JF sep , Q¯l),H
1(Aπ,sep, Q¯l)),
we have dimQ¯l EndB×(π
Q)⊗Q Q¯l ≤ [Lπ : Q]. Then (2) follows. 
Definition 15. Let AU∞(B
×,Q) be the set of irreducible Q-coefficient representations π of B×
such that π ⊗Q Q¯l decomposes as a direct sum of elements in AU∞(B
×, Q¯l).
By Theorem 3.2.1 and [48, Lemma 3.5], we have a bijection between AU∞(B
×,Q) and Aut(Q¯l)-
orbits in AU∞(B
×, Q¯l). Let A be a simple abelian variety over F parametrized by M . Define
πA := Hom(J,A)Q = lim−→Hom(JU , A)Q.
By Theorem 3.2.1, and Zarhin’s theorem on the Tate conjecture, we conclude that πA ∈
AU∞(B
×,Q), End(A)Q ≃ EndB×(πA), and the map A→ πA is a bijection between AU∞(B
×,Q)
and the set of simple abelian varieties over F parametrized by M .
3.2.2. Contragradient representation and L-functions. Let π ∈ AU∞(B
×,Q), and L = EndB×(π).
Let Ω be a Hecke character of E× coefficients in a finite field extension L′ of L. There exists
a unique π˜ ∈ AU∞(B
×,Q) such that π˜ ⊗Lπ,ι C is the contragradient of π ⊗Lπ,ι C for every
embedding ι : L →֒ C. We call π˜ the contragradient representation of π.
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Define the local L-factor L(s, πv,Ωv) valued in L
′ ⊗Q C as in [48, 3.2.2]. Define
L(s, π,Ω) :=
∏
v∈|X|
L(s, πv,Ωv),(3.13)
which is valued in L′ ⊗Q C and has a holomorphic continuation to the whole complex plane
satisfying a functional equation
L(s, π,Ω) = ǫ(s, π,Ω)L(1 − s, π˜,Ω−1)
where ǫ(s, π,Ω) is an exponential valued in L′ ⊗Q C. The local L-factor can also be defined as
the rational function L(s, πv,Ωv) of q
−s
v with coefficients in L
′ such that for every embedding
ι : L′ →֒ C, the following equation holds
ι(L(s, πv,Ωv)) = L(s, (π
ι)Ev ⊗ Ω
ι
v)
where ι acts on the coefficients of L(s, πv,Ωv).
Suppose π = πA where A is a simple abelian variety over F parametrized by M . Then
L ≃ End(A)Q. Assume that Ω come from a continuous character Ω of Gal(E
ab/E) via the
reciprocity map A×E/E
× → Gal(Eab/E). For v ∈ |X| − |X|s, regard v as a place of E. Let Iv be
the inertia group of E at v, FrGv be the geometric Frobenius at v, i.e. the inverse of the canonical
generator of Gal(k(v)/k(v)) where k(v) is the residue field of E at v. Let H1(AF sep , Q¯l)
Iv be
regarded as a L⊗ Q¯l-module of dimension ≤ 2. Let
Pv(T ) := det
L⊗Q¯l
(1− FrGv T |(H
1(AF sep , Q¯l)⊗ Ωv)
Iv) ∈ L′ ⊗ Q¯l[T ].
The definition for v ∈ |X|s is similar. Then for every v ∈ |X| the polynomial Pv has coefficients
in L′ and does not depend on the choice of l. For every embedding ι : L′ →֒ C, let ι act on the
coefficients of Pv, and let ι(Pv) be resulted rational function. Define
L(s,Av,Ωv) := Pv(q
−s
v )
−1, L(s,Av,Ωv, ι) := ι(Pv)(q
−s
v )
−1.
Then by Theorem 3.2.1 (1) and [25, Corollaire VII.5], we have
L(s,Av,Ωv, ι) = ι(L(s − 1/2, πv ,Ω)).
(Indeed, by Theorem 3.2.1 (1), we can conclude that this equation holds for all but finitely many
v’s. Then [25, Corollaire VII.5] gives us the equation for all v’s.) Thus
(3.14) L(s,Av,Ωv) = L(s, πv,Ωv).
Regard L(s,Av,Ωv) as valued in L
′ ⊗ C. We define
L(s,A,Ω) :=
∏
v∈|X|
L(s,Av,Ωv),
which is absolutely convergent when Res > 3/2. Then when Res > 3/2, we have
L(s,A,Ω) = L(s− 1/2, π,Ω),
Thus we have the analytic continuation of L(s,A,Ω) to the whole complex plane.
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3.2.3. Duality pairing. Note that
πUA = Hom(JU , A)Q, π
U
A∨ = Hom(JU , A
∨)Q.
If f ∈ πUA∨ , let f
∨ ∈ Hom(A, J∨U )Q ≃ Hom(A, JU )Q be the dual morphism, where the last
isomorphism is from (2.3). Define a pairing
(·, ·)U : π
U
A ⊗ π
U
A∨ → End(A)Q = L,
by (φ1, φ2)U := φ1 ◦ φ
∨
2 .
Lemma 3.2.2. (1) The pairing (·, ·)U is perfect.
(2) The sequence (
1
Vol(MU )
(·, ·)U
)
U
indexed by U is compatible and gives a perfect pairing
(·, ·) : πA × πA∨ → L.
We call the perfect pairing in (2) the duality pairing. Therefore the contragradient represen-
tation (πA ⊗L,ι C)˜ of πA ⊗L,ι C is isomorphic to πA∨ ⊗L,ι C for every embedding ι : L →֒ C. In
particular πA∨ is isomorphic to contragradient representation of πA.
3.2.4. Height pairing. We follow [48, 1.2.4]. By [48, Proposition 7.3], the usual Ne´ron-Tate
height pairing on A(F sep)Q ⊗A
∨(F sep)Q descends to a pairing
〈·, ·〉NT : A(F
sep)Q ⊗L A
∨(F sep)Q → C.
For x ∈ A(F sep)Q, y ∈ A
∨(F sep)Q,
(a 7→ 〈ax, y〉NT) ∈ HomQ(L,C) ≃ L⊗Q C,
where the last isomorphism is from the trace map L⊗ L→ Q. Thus we have a pairing
〈·, ·〉LNT : A(F
sep)Q ⊗L A
∨(F sep)Q → L⊗Q C.
Let L′/L be a finite field extension. We have the extension of 〈·, ·〉LNT by scalar
〈·, ·〉L
′
NT : (A(F
sep)Q ⊗L L
′)⊗L′ (A
∨(F sep)Q ⊗L L
′)→ L′ ⊗Q C.
For an embedding ι : L →֒ C, there is a canonical isomorphim
(A(F sep)Q ⊗L A
∨(F sep)Q)⊗L,ι C ≃ (A(F
sep)Q ⊗L,ι C)⊗C (A
∨(F sep)Q ⊗L,ι C).
Let C⊗Q C→ C be the multiplication map. Then we define the ι-component of 〈·, ·〉
L
NT by
(3.15) 〈·, ·〉ιNT : (A(F
sep)Q ⊗L,ι C)⊗C (A
∨(F sep)Q ⊗L,ι C)→ C⊗Q C→ C.
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3.2.5. Height identity. Here we merely copy the definitions and results in [48, 3.3.3, 3.3.4], with
which we can deduce Theorem 1.1.1 from Theorem 3.1.6. Let Ω be Hecke character of E× valued
in a finite field extension L′ of L. Let ι : L′ →֒ C be an embedding and we also use ι to deduce
its restriction to L. We use πιA to denote πA ⊗L,ι C. Let φ =
∑
i φi ⊗L,ι ci ∈ π
ι
A. Each φi gives
a morphism φi :M(F
sep) →֒ J(F sep)→ A(F sep). Then we have an induced map
φ :M(F sep)→ A(F sep)Q ⊗L,ι C.
Similarly for ϕ ∈ πιA∨. On the targets of φ and ϕ we have the ι-component of the Ne´ron-Tate
height pairing 〈·, ·〉ιNT (see (3.15)). Define
(3.16) 〈PΩ(φ), PΩ−1(ϕ)〉
ι
NT :=
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
〈φ(t1), ϕ(t2)〉
ι
NTΩ
ι,−1(t2)Ω
ι(t1)dt1dt2.
The complex version of Theorem 1.1.1 is as follows (compare with [48, Theorem 3.13]).
Theorem 3.2.3. For φ ∈ πιA and ϕ ∈ π˜
ι
A∨, we have
(3.17) 〈PΩ(φ), PΩ−1(ϕ)〉
ι
NT =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, πιA,Ω
ι)
L(1, πιA, ad)
απιA(φ,ϕ).
Apply Theorem 3.2.3 to all embeddings ι : L′ →֒ C, Theorem 1.1.1 follows from Theorem
3.2.3. Now we deduce Theorem 3.2.3 from Theorem 3.1.6. Define the algebraic projector
TπA,alg,U : π
U
A ⊗ π
U
A∨ → Hom(JU , JU )Q
by (φ,ϕ) 7→ ϕ∨ ◦ φ. The sequence (TπA,alg,U )U indexed by U defines a map
TπA,alg : πA ⊗ πA∨ → Hom(J, J
∨)Q.
We call TπA,alg the algebraic projector. Compare TπA,alg with the cohomological projector
Tπ : π ⊗ π˜ → Hom(J, J
∨)C
defined in Definition 11 as follows.
Abusing notations, we use ι to denote the natural inclusions
ι : πA →֒ πA ⊗L,ι C, ι : πA∨ →֒ πA∨ ⊗L,ι C.
The embedding ι : L→ C also induces natural inclusions
ι : A(F sep)Q →֒ A(F
sep)Q ⊗L,ι C, ι : A
∨(F sep)Q →֒ A
∨(F sep)Q ⊗L,ι C.
Lemma 3.2.4. [48, 3.3.4] Let φ ∈ πA, ϕ ∈ πA∨ , x, y ∈ J(F
sep), then
〈TπιA(ι(φ)⊗ ι(ϕ))x, y〉NT = 〈ι(φ(x)), ι(ϕ(y))〉
ι
NT
where the height pairing on the left hand side is the one on J(F sep)C × J
∨(F sep)C (see 2.2.4).
Corollary 3.2.5. Theorem 1.1.1 follows from Theorem 3.1.6.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.4, Theorem 3.2.3 follows from Theorem 3.1.6. Thus Theorem 1.1.1 follows
from Theorem 3.1.6. 
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3.2.6. Choices of ∞ and ̟∞. Let π be an irreducible C-coefficient admissible representation of
B× whose Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to GL2,F is cuspidal, Ω a Hecke character of E
×.
Lemma 3.2.6. There exists a Hecke character χ of F× such that π ⊗ χ(̟∞) = 1. Moreover,
if the central character of π∞ has finite order, such χ can be chosen to have finite order.
Proof. Let a ∈ C× with absolute value 1. It is enough to find χ such that χ∞(̟∞) = a. Let V
be an open compact subgroup of A×F . The Pontryagin dual of the exact sequence
1→ ̟Z∞ → F
×\A×F /V → F
×\A×F /V ̟
Z
∞ → 1
is the exact sequence
1→ (F×\A×F /V ̟
Z
∞)ˆ→ (F
×\A×F /V )ˆ→ (̟
Z
∞)ˆ→ 1.
Choose χ∞ ∈ (̟
Z
∞ )ˆ such that χ∞(̟∞) = a. Let χ be the preimage of χ∞ in (F
×\A×F /V )ˆ, then
χ∞(̟∞) = a. This proves the first statement. Since F
×\A×F /V ̟
Z
∞ is a finite group, if a is a
root of unity, χ is of finite order. This proves the second statement. 
4. Automorphic distributions
4.1. Notations. Let F be a field, E a separable quadratic extension of F , and Nm : E× → F×
the norm map. Let B be a quaternion algebra over F containing E. By the Noether-Skolem
theorem, there exists j ∈ B× such that B = E ⊕Ej, j2 = ǫ ∈ F× and jz = z¯j for z ∈ E, where
z¯ is the Galois conjugate of z. Then B is determined by ǫ, and we denote B by
(
E,ǫ
F
)
(see [46,
Chapter 6]). Embed B in M2(E) as an F -subalgebra via
(4.1) a+ bj 7→
[
a bǫ
b¯ a¯
]
where a, b ∈ E. We use the symbol det to denote the reduced norm map on B×. Then for
a, b ∈ E, det(a+ bj) = Nm(a) −Nm(b) · ǫ. Under the embedding (4.1), the reduced norm map
is just the determinant map. Note that if c ∈ E×, then cjcj = cc¯jj = cc¯ǫ, and B ≃
(
E,Nm(c)·ǫ
F
)
.
Thus we have a bijection ǫ 7→
(
E,ǫ
F
)
between F×/Nm(E×) and the set of isomorphism classes
of quaternion algebras over F containing E as a subalgebra.
Let Gǫ = B
× where B =
(
E,ǫ
F
)
. Let Tǫ ⊂ Gǫ be the subgroup induced by the canonical
embeddings of E×, and let Zǫ ⊂ Gǫ be the center. Let Tǫ × Tǫ act on Gǫ by
(h1, h2) · γ = h
−1
1 γh2.
Let invTǫ(a+ bj) = ǫNm(b)/Nm(a). This defines a bijection
invTǫ : Tǫ\Gǫ/Tǫ ≃ ǫNmE
×
⋃
{0,∞}− {1},
Easy to check that invTǫ only depends on the isomorphism class of the embedding Tǫ ⊂ Gǫ (not
on the choice of ǫ and j). Regard Gǫ as a subgroup of GL2(E) of matrices of the form
(4.2)
[
a bǫ
b¯ a¯
]
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where a, b ∈ E via (4.1). Then
Tǫ =
{[
a 0
0 a¯
]
: a ∈ E×
}
and
invTǫ
([
a bǫ
b¯ a¯
])
= ǫ
bb¯
aa¯
.
Let δ =
[
a bǫ
b¯ a¯
]
∈ Gǫ. We say that δ is Tǫ-regular (regular for short) if invTǫ(δ) ∈ ǫNm(E
×)−{1},
equivalently if ab 6= 0. The stabilizer of the Tǫ × Tǫ-action on a regular element is the diagonal
embedding of Zǫ. Let Gǫ,reg ⊂ Gǫ be the subset of regular elements.
Definition 16. For x = ǫNm(b) ∈ ǫNm(E×)− {1}, choose b ∈ E× such that x = ǫNm(b). Let
δ(x) :=
[
1 bǫ
b¯ 1
]
= 1 + bj ∈ Gǫ
which is a representative of the corresponding Tǫ × Tǫ-orbit, i.e. invTǫ(δ(x)) = x.
Remark 4.1.1. This definition depends on the choice of b and j. However, our later computa-
tions on orbital integrals do not depend on this choice.
We define an important variant of invTǫ .
Definition 17. Define inv′Tǫ : Gǫ → F by inv
′
Tǫ
:= invTǫ/(1− invTǫ), i.e.
inv′Tǫ(a+ bj) = ǫ
Nm(b)
Nm(a+ bj)
.
Now we turn to the GL2-side. Let G = GL2,E. Let S ⊂ G be the subset of invertible
Hermitian matrices over F with respect to the separable quadratic extension E. We also regard
S as a subvariety of G if necessary. Let E× × F× acts on S via
(a, z) · s =
[
a 0
0 1
]
s
[
a¯ 0
0 1
]
z.
There is a bijection
invS : E
×\S/F× ≃ F×
⋃
{0,∞} − {1},
invS
([
a b
b¯ d
])
=
ad
bb¯
.
Define γ ∈ S to be regular if invS(γ) ∈ F
× − {1}. The stabilizer of the E× × F×-action on a
regular element is trivial. Let Sreg ⊂ S be the subset of regular elements.
Definition 18. For x ∈ F× − {1}, let
γ(x) =
[
x 1
1 1
]
∈ S
which is a representative of the corresponding regular E× × F×-orbit. Define
(4.3) inv′S =
invS
1− invS
: S → F.
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Let g ∈ G act on S by g · s := gsg¯t where g¯t is the Galois conjugate of the transpose of g.
Let H0 ⊂ G be the unitary group associated to w (see (1.11)), i.e. the stabilizer of w in G. Let
H ⊂ G be the similitude unitary group associated to w, and let κ be the similitude character.
4.2. Local orbital integrals: nonsplit case. Let F be a non-archimedean local field with
ring of integers OF , ̟ be a uniformizer, and k = OF /̟OF be the residue field which we
suppose to have q elements. Let v = vF be the discrete valuation on F such that v(̟) = 1. Let
| · | = | · |F be the absolute value defined by |a| = q
−vF (a). Let E be a separable quadratic field
extension, η be the associated quadratic character of F×. Fix Haar measures on F× and E×.
Note that F×/Nm(E×) contains only two elements. There are exactly two rank 2 nondegenerate
Hermitian forms up to the G-action, determined by their determinants modulo Nm(E×).
Lemma 4.2.1. Let γ ∈ S, then γ ∈ Gw if and only if − det(γ) ∈ Nm(E×). For x ∈ F× − {1},
γ(x) ∈ Gw if and only if 1− x ∈ Nm(E×).
Corollary 4.2.2. If vF (x) is large enough, then γ(x) ∈ Gw.
Let Ω be a continuous character of E× and ω be its restriction to F×.
Definition 19. Endow S ⊂ G with the subspace topology. Let Φ ∈ C∞c (S), γ ∈ Sreg, and s ∈ C.
Define the orbital integral of Φ at γ with s-variable to be integral
O(s, γ,Φ) :=
ˆ
E×
ˆ
F×
Φ
(
z
[
a 0
0 1
]
γ
[
a¯ 0
0 1
])
ηω−1(z)Ω−1(a)|a|sEdzda.
For x ∈ F× − {1}, define O(s, x,Φ) := O(s, γ(x),Φ). Let O(x,Φ) := O(0, x,Φ).
Lemma 4.2.3. The integral defining O(s, γ,Φ) converges absolutely and defines a holomorphic
function on s. Its derivative at s = 0 is the following convergent integral:
O′(0, x,Φ) =
ˆ
E×
ˆ
F×
Φ
([
zaa¯x za
za¯ z
])
ηω−1(z)Ω−1(a) log |a|Edzda.
Proof. The map
E× × F× → G, (a, z) 7→ z
[
a 0
0 1
]
γ(x)
[
a¯ 0
0 1
]
is a closed embedding since γ(x) is regular. Therefore
supp(Φ)
⋂{
z
[
a 0
0 1
]
γ
[
a¯ 0
0 1
]
: (a, z) ∈ E× × F×
}
is compact, and so is its preimage in E× × F×. The lemma follows. 
As an example, we have the following lemma which is easily proved by a direct computation.
Let K = GL2(OE) be the standard maximal compact subgroup of G.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let Φ = 1K
⋂
S , η and Ω be unramified. Suppose v(x) = v(1 − x) = 0, then
O(s, γ(x), f) = Vol(O×F )Vol(O
×
E).
Definition 20. For f ∈ C∞c (G), let Φf ∈ C
∞
c (S) be the function supported on Gw whose value
at gwg¯t is
´
H0
f(gh)dh.
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Definition 21. (1) For f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ) and δ ∈ Gǫ,reg, define
O(δ, f) : =
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
ˆ
Zǫ
f(h−11 δh2z)ω
−1(z)dzΩ(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1
=
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
ˆ
Tǫ
f(h−11 δh2)Ω(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1.
(2) Let Ξ be an open subgroup of Zǫ such that Ω is Ξ-invariant. For f ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ/Ξ) and
δ ∈ Gǫ,reg, define
OΞ(δ, f) :=
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
ˆ
Tǫ/Ξ
f(h−11 δh2)Ω(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1.
(3) For x ∈ ǫNm(E×)− {1}, let O(x, f) := O(δ(x), f) and OΞ(x, f) := OΞ(δ(x), f).
Easy to check that the integrals defining O(δ, f),OΞ(δ, f) converge absolutely.
Definition 22. (1) Let Φ ∈ C∞c (S), and fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ). We say that Φ and fǫ have matching
orbital integrals (match for short) if for every x ∈ ǫNm(E×)−{1}, the following equation holds:
O(x,Φ) = O(x, fǫ).
(2) We say that Φ and (fǫ)ǫ∈F×/Nm(E×) have matching orbital integrals (match for short) if
Φ and fǫ match for each ǫ.
(3) We say that Φ and fǫ purely match if Φ matches (fǫ, 0).
(4) For f ∈ C∞c (G), the definitions in (1) (2) (3) apply if they apply to Φf .
(5) Let Ξ be as in Definition 21 (2), and fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ/Ξ), the definitions in (1) (2) (3) (4)
apply if corresponding conditions hold when O(x, fǫ) is replaced by OΞ(x, fǫ).
Results concerning matching orbital integrals will be given in Section 7.
4.3. Local orbital integrals: split case. Let F be a non-archimedean local field as in 4.2,
and let E = F
⊕
F . Let a 7→ a¯ be the standard involution on E w.r.t. F . Let G = GL2(E).
Then there is a canonical isomorphism
(4.4) G ≃ GL2(F )×GL2(F ).
Abusing notations, we use w (see (1.11)) as a matrix in G or GL2(F ). Then the image of w
under the above isomorphism is (w,w). With respect to the involution a 7→ a¯, the space S of
invertible hermitian matrices and the unitary group (resp. similitude unitary group) H0 (resp.
H) associated to w as in 4.1 is well defined. Under the isomorphism (4.4), H0 ⊂ G is the
subgroup of elements of the form (h,w(ht)−1w). Thus we have an isomorphism
(4.5) H0 ≃ GL2(F )
given by (h,w(ht)−1w) 7→ h. Similarly, under the isomorphism (4.4), S ⊂ G is the subset of
elements of the form (s, st). Thus we have an isomorphism
(4.6) S ≃ GL2(F )
given by (s, st) 7→ s.
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Definition 23. Under the isomorphism (4.6), let Ssing be the union of the following four sets:
C :=
[
F× F
0 F×
]
, Cw =
[
F F×
F× 0
]
wC =
[
0 F×
F× F
]
, wCw =
[
F× 0
F F×
]
.
Let f1, f2 ∈ C
∞
c (GL2(F )), which induce a function f1 ⊗ f2 ∈ C
∞
c (G) under the isomorphism
(4.4). Define Φf1⊗f2 ∈ C
∞
c (S) as in Definition 20. Regarded as a function on GL2(F ) via (4.6),
Φf1⊗f2 has the following expression: let s ∈ GL2(F ), and (g, g2) ∈ G such that
(g, g2)(w,w)(g
t
2 , g
t) = (s, st),
then
Φf1⊗f2(s) =
ˆ
GL2(F )
f1(g1h)f2(g2w(h
t)−1w)dh.
Take g2 = 1 , we have
Φf1⊗f2(gw) =
ˆ
GL2(F )
f1(gh)f2(w(h
t)−1w)dh = (f1 ∗ f˜2)(g),(4.7)
where f˜2 is defined by
f˜2(g) := f2(wg
tw).
Let Ω = Ω1⊠Ω2 be a continuous unitary character of E
× = F×⊕F×. Then ω := Ω1⊗Ω2 is
the restriction of Ω to the diagonal embedding F× →֒ E×. Let Φ ∈ C∞c (S). For x ∈ F
× − {1},
define O(x,Φ) as in Definition 19. Regarded Φ as a function on GL2(F ) via (4.6). Using the
isomorphism (4.4), we have
(4.8) O(x,Φ) =
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
Φ
([
z 0
0 z
] [
a 0
0 1
] [
x 1
1 1
] [
b 0
0 1
])
Ω−11 (a)Ω
−1
2 (b)ω
−1(z)dadbdz.
Similar to Lemma 4.2.4, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let Φ = 1K
⋂
S , η and Ω be unramified. Suppose v(x) = v(1 − x) = 0, then
O(s, γ(x), f) = Vol(O×F )Vol(O
×
E).
Let Gǫ = GL2(F ). Here ǫ is just an abstract subscript. Let Tǫ be the diagonal torus of
GL2(F ). Let fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ). Define O(x, fǫ) as in Definition 21. Then
(4.9) O(x, fǫ) :=
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
fǫ
([
c−1 0
0 1
] [
x 1
1 1
] [
a 0
0 b
])
Ω1(c)Ω
−1
1 (a)Ω
−1
2 (b)dcdadb.
Definition 24. Let Φ ∈ C∞c (S), and fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ). We say that Φ and fǫ have matching orbital
integrals (match for short) if for every x ∈ F× − {1}, the following equation holds:
O(x,Φ) = O(x, fǫ).
Let f1 ⊗ f2 ∈ C
∞
c (G) where fi ∈ C
∞
c (GL2(F )). We say that f1 ⊗ f2 and fǫ have matching
orbital integrals if Φf1⊗f2 and fǫ have matching orbital integrals.
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In (4.9), change variable: b = at, we have
(4.10)
O(x, fǫ) =
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
fǫ
([
a 0
0 a
] [
c 0
0 1
] [
1 x
1 1
] [
t 0
0 1
]
w
)
Ω−11 (c)Ω
−1
2 (t)ω
−1(a)dcdtda.
By (4.8) and (4.10), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let fǫ(g) = Φ(gw), then fǫ matches Φ.
Lemma 4.3.3. (1) Let fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ). Then there exists f1, f2 ∈ C
∞
c (GL2(F )) such that
(4.11) fǫ = f1 ∗ f˜2.
(2) For every f1, f2 as in (1), fǫ(g) = Φf1⊗f2(gw).
(3) For every f1, f2 as in (1), fǫ matches Φf1⊗f2(gw).
Proof. (1) Suppose fǫ is bi-U -invariant for a open compact subgroup U ⊂ Gǫ, choose f1 = fǫ,
f2 = 1U/Vol(U). (2) is a restatement of (4.7). (3) follows from (2) and Lemma 4.3.2. 
4.4. Automorphic distributions. We come back to the global situation. Let F be a global
function field, and let E be a separable quadratic field extension. Let Ω be a Hecke character of
E×, and let ω be its restriction to A×F , and ω
′ := ω ◦Nm. Let G = GL2,E , let A be the diagonal
torus and let Z be the center of G. Let S ⊂ G be the subset of invertible Hermitian matrices.
We also regard S as a subvariety of G if necessary. Let H,H0, κ be defined as in the end of 4.1.
For f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)), define a function on G(AE)×G(AE) by
k(x, y) = kf ′(x, y) :=
∑
g∈G(E)
f ′(x−1gy).
Lemma 4.4.1. The sum defining k(x, y) is a finite sum, i.e. only finitely many nonzero items.
Proof. If f ′(x−1gy) 6= 0, g ∈ xsupp(f ′)y−1 which is compact. Since G(E) ⊂ GL2(AE) is closed
and discrete with the subspace topology, xsupp(f ′)y−1
⋂
G(E) is a compact discrete space,
which must be finite. 
Definition 25. Let f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)). The automorphic kernel associated to ω
′−1 and f ′ is the
function on G(AE)×G(AE) defined by
K(x, y) = Kω′,f ′(x, y) :=
ˆ
A×E/E
×
kf ′(x, zy)ω
′−1(z)dz.
Indeed, the Hecke action of f ′ on the space of automorphic forms which transform by the
Hecke character ω′−1 under the action of Z(AE) is represented by the kernel function K(x, y),
i.e. for every such automorphic form φ, the following equation holds:
(4.12) (K(x, ·), φ)Pet = ρ(f
′)φ(x),
where ρ(f ′)φ is the usual Hecke action.
Definition 26. Let s ∈ C. For a =
[
a1 0
0 a2
]
, let Ω(a) = Ω(a1/a2). Formally define the
distribution O(s, ·) on G(AE) by assigning to f
′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)) the integral
O(s, f ′) =
ˆ
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)
ˆ
Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
Kω′,f ′(a, h)Ω(a)ηω
−1(κ(h))|a|sEdhda.(4.13)
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In general, the integral (4.13) might not be convergent. We will discuss this issue after some
preparations (see Lemma 4.4.3).
Definition 27. (1) For Φ ∈ C∞c (S(AF )), define
O(s, x,Φ) :=
ˆ
A×E
ˆ
A×F
Φ
([
zaa¯x za
za¯ z
])
ηω−1(z)Ω−1(a)|a|sEdzda.
(2) For f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)), define Φf ′ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )) to be the function supported on G(AE)w
whose value at gwg¯t is
´
H0(AF )
f(gh)dh.
By the same reasoning as in the proof Lemma 4.2.3 (1), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let Φ ∈ C∞c (S(AF )). The integral defining O(s, x,Φ) converges absolutely.
Assumption 1. From now on, we only use f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)) and Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )) which are
pure tensors, and arrange the local components of f according places of F . Fix decompositions
Φ = ⊗v∈|X|Φv, f
′ = ⊗v∈|X|f
′
v
where Φv ∈ C
∞
c (S(Fv)), and f
′
v ∈ C
∞
c (G(Ev)).
Lemma 4.2.4 and 4.3.1 show that O(s, x,Φv) = 1 for almost all v. Thus
O(s, x,Φ) =
∏
v∈|X|
O(s, x,Φv),
and the infinite product converges absolutely. And the following sum is a finite sum:
O′(0, x,Φ) =
∑
v∈|X|
O′(0, x,Φv)O(x,Φ
v).(4.14)
Now we discuss the convergence issue of the integral (4.13).
Lemma 4.4.3. Assume Φf ′(g) = 0 for g ∈ A
×
ES(F )singA
×
F . Then (4.13) converges absolutely.
Proof. By Fubini’s theorem, Lemma 4.4.2, and a formal computation, the following equation
holds if either side converges absolutely, and in this case the other side also converges absolutelyˆ
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)
ˆ
Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
Kω′,f ′(a, h)Ω(a)ηω
−1(κ(h))|a|sEdhda
=
∑
x∈F×−{1}
O(s, x,Φf ′).
Extend inv′S defined in (4.3) to S(AF ) → AF . Since inv
′
S(suppΦf ′) is compact, it has finite
intersection with the closed and discrete subset F = inv′S(S(F )) of AF . In particular, the right
hand side is a finite sum. Thus the lemma follow. 
Assumption 2. From now on, we always assume that Φf ′(g) = 0 for g ∈ A
×
ES(F )singA
×
F .
By (4.14), we have a decomposition
O′(0, f ′) =
∑
x∈F×−{1}
∑
v∈|X|
O′(0, x,Φf ′,v)O(x,Φ
v
f ′),(4.15)
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By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.3, there are only finitely many x such that
O′(0, x,Φf ′,v)O(x,Φ
v
f ′) is nonzero for some v. In particular, The sum is a finite sum.
Let B be a coherent quaternion algebra over F .
Definition 28. (1) Let f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )). Define a function on B
×(AF )×B
×(AF ) by
(4.16) k(x, y) :=
∑
g∈B×
f(x−1gy).
The automorphic kernel associated to ω−1 and f is defined by
K(x, y) := Kω,f (x, y) =
ˆ
A×F /F
×
k(x, zy)ω−1(z)dz.
(2) Define a distribution O(·) on B×(AF ) by assigning to f ∈ C
∞
c (B
×(AF )) the integral
O(f) :=
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
K(h1, h2)Ω(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1.
(3) For x ∈ ǫNm(E×)− {1}, define
O(x, f) :=
ˆ
A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
A×E
f(h−11 δ(x)h2)Ω(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1.
Assumption 3. Assume that f ∈ C∞c (B
×(A)) which is a pure tensor. Fix a decomposition
f = ⊗v∈|X|fv.
Lemma 4.4.4. Let f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )), x ∈ ǫNm(E
×) − {1}. The integral defining O(x, f)
converges absolutely, and
O(x, f) =
∏
v∈|X|
O(x, fv)
where the local components in the infinite product are 1 almost everywhere. In particular, the
infinite product converges absolutely.
Assumption 4. From now on, we always assume that f vanishes on A×EB
×
singA
×
E.
Lemma 4.4.5. (1) The integral defining O(f) converges absolutely.
(2) We have a decomposition
O(f) =
∑
x∈ǫNm(E×)−{1}
O(x, f).
When B = B(v) is the v-nearby quaternion algebra of B for some v, we have the following
modification of the distribution O(·). Regard Ξ∞ ⊂ F
×
∞ as a subgroup of the center of B
×
∞.
Let f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )/Ξ∞). Note that the image of B
× →֒ B×(AF )/Ξ∞ is closed and discrete.
Thus, the formula (4.16) gives a well-defined function k(x, y) on B×(AF )×B
×(AF ).
Definition 29. Define the a distribution OΞ∞ on B
×(AF )/Ξ∞ by assigning to f ∈ C
∞
c (B
×(AF )/Ξ∞)
the integral
OΞ∞(f) :=
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
E×\A×E/Ξ∞
k(h1, h2)Ω(h1)Ω
−1(h2)dh2dh1.
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4.5. Pure matching conditions.
Assumption 5. From now on, we only use f ∈ HC which is a pure tensor. Fix a decomposition
f = ⊗v∈|X|fv.
Definition 30. (1) Let f ∈ HC and Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )). We say that f and Φ purely match if
they purely match at v ∈ |X| − |X|s and match at v ∈ |X|s (see Definition 22, 24).
(2) Let f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )) and Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )). We say that f and Φ purely match if they
purely match at each v ∈ |X| − |X|s and match at v ∈ |X|s.
Let f ∈ HC and Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )) purely match as in Definition 30 (1). Suppose there exists
f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE) such that Φ = Φf ′ (so that we have Assumption 2 on Φf ′). We rearrange the
decomposition of O′(0, f ′) in (4.15) according to the decomposition
F× − {1} =
∐
invE×(B
×
reg),
where the union is is over all coherent quaternion algebra over F containing E as an F -
subalgebra. Let B be such a quaternion algebra, and x ∈ invE×(B
×
reg). Consider
O′(0, x,Φ) =
∑
v∈|X|
O′(0, x,Φv)O(x,Φ
v).
If B and B are not isomorphic at more than one place (which must be in |X| − |X|s), then by
the pure matching condition, for every place v, the infinite product
O(x,Φv) =
∏
u 6=v
O(x,Φu)
contains at least one local component with value 0. So O(x,Φv) = 0, thus O′(0, x,Φ) = 0.
Suppose B = B(v) for some place v ∈ |X|− |X|s. Recall that we fixed an embedding B →֒ B
v
of E-algebras (1.14), which induces an isomorphism B(Av) ≃ Bv of E(Av) algebras (1.14).
Definition 31. Let x ∈ invE×(B
×
reg). Let O(x, f
v) be the orbital integral defined by regarding
f v as a function on B(Av) via the isomorphism B(Av) ≃ Bv.
By the pure matching condition, O(x,Φu) 6= 0 only if u = v. In this case O(x,Φv) = O(x, f v).
So O′(0, x,Φ) = O′(0, x,Φv)O(x, f
v). To sum up, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.1. There is a decomposition
O′(0, f ′) =
∑
v∈|X|−|X|s
∑
x∈invE×(B(v)
×
reg)
O′(0, x,Φv)O(x, f
v),
where O(x, f v) is defined as in Definition 31.
Let f ∈ C∞c (B
×(AF )) and Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S(AF )) purely match as in Definition 30 (1). Suppose
that there exists f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE) satisfying Assumption 2 such that Φ = Φf ′ .
Lemma 4.5.2. There is a decomposition
O(f ′) =
∑
x∈invE×(B
×
reg)
O(x, f).
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4.6. Spectral decomposition. Let Ac(G,ω
′−1) be the set of all C-coefficient cuspidal rep-
resentations of GL2(AE) with central character ω
′−1. From now on, we always identify the
complex conjugate of σ ∈ Ac(G,ω
′−1) with the contragradient representation σ˜ of σ via the
Petersson pairing. Let f ′ ∈ C∞c (GL2(AE)), and let K(x, y) be the associated kernel function
(see Definition 25). Equip the the Petersson pairing on the space of cusp forms which transform
by the Hecke character ω′−1 under the action of Z(AE). Let
Kc(x, y) :=
∑
φ
ρ(f ′)φ(x)φ¯(y)
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of this space. Then Kc(x, y) is the kernel function
of the Hecke action of f ′ on this space. For σ ∈ Ac(G,ω
′−1), let
Kσ(x, y) =
∑
φ
σ(f ′)φ(x)φ¯(y),
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of σ. By the multiplicity one theorem, the following
equation holds:
Kc(x, y) =
∑
σ∈Ac(G,ω′−1)
Kσ(x, y).
All the three sums above are finite sums depending on f ′. Similarly, define the kernel functions
KSp and KEis of the Hecke actions of f
′ on the residual spectrum and continuous spectrum of
representations with central character ω′−1 (see [20, Section 5], [23, Section 8]). Then
K(x, y) = Kc(x, y) +KEis(x, y) +KSp(x, y).
For ∗ = c, σ, define
(4.17) O∗(s, f
′) :=
ˆ
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)
ˆ
Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
K∗(a, h)Ω(a)ηω
−1(κ(h))|a|sEdhda.
Let σ ∈ Ac(G,ω
′−1), φ ∈ σ, χ : A×E/E
× → C×, define the toric period
λ(s, φ) =
ˆ
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)
φ(a)Ω(a)|a|sEda
which absolutely converges for all s ∈ C. Also define the base change period
P(φ) =
ˆ
Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
φ(h)ηω(κ(h))dh.
Then
(4.18) Oσ(s, f
′) =
∑
φ
λ(s, σ(f ′)φ)P(φ)
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of σ.
However, for ∗ = Eis,Sp, the same integral as in (4.17) needs to be regularized. Apply the
truncation operator ΛT1,T2 ([23, Section 8]) on the kernel K∗ and take
O∗,T1,T2(s, f
′) :=
ˆ
Z(AE)A(E)\A(AE)
ˆ
Z(AE)H(F )\H(AF )
ΛT1,T2K∗(a, h)Ω(a)ηω
−1(κ(h))|a|sEdhda.
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Let
(4.19) O∗(s, f
′) = lim
T1→0
lim
T2→0
O′∗,T1,T2(0, f
′).
Lemma 4.6.1. [20, (5.7) Proposition][23, Section 8] The residual term OSp(s, f
′) = 0.
By [23, Lemma 10], we have
O(s, f ′) =
∑
σ∈Ac(G,ω′−1)
Oσ(s, f
′) +OEis(s, f
′).
Let N be the upper unipotent subgroup and let K be the standard maximal compact compact
subgroup of G(AE). We use the standard notion: for t ∈ C and g ∈ G(AE), let
e〈t+ρ,H(g)〉 := |a/d|
1/2+t
E
if
[
a 0
0 d
]−1
g ∈ NK. Fix α ∈ A×E with |α|E = 1. Let ΛE be the set of all Heche characters χ of
E× such that χ(α) = 1. For λ ∈ ΛE , t ∈ C, the admissible representation of G(AE) associated
to the data (t, λ, λ−1ω′−1) is realized on the space of smooth functions φ : G(AE)→ C such that
φ
([
a b
0 d
]
x
)
= λ(a)λ−1ω′−1(d)φ(x)
and the action of g ∈ G(AE)is given by
g · φ(x) = e〈t+ρ,H(g)〉φ(xg).
Let S be a finite subset of |X|. Let T ′S be the spherical Hecke algebra of G away from the
set of places of E over S, i.e. the algebra of bi-KS-invariant functions in C∞c (G(A
S
E)).
Theorem 4.6.2. [20, (5.6)][23, Theorem 3] Suppose that S contains all ramified places of E/F
and all places below ramified places of Ω. Given f ′S ∈ C
∞
c (G(AE,S)), there exists
(1) for each χ ∈ ΛE which is a lift of a Hecke character of F
×, a continuous function Φχ(s, t)
on C × [0, 2πi/ log q], entire on the first variable with ∂sΦχ(s, t) continuous. Moreover,
only finitely many Φχ 6= 0;
(2) for each ξ ∈ ΛE which is not a lift of a Hecke character of F
× and has restriction ηω−1
to A×F , an entire function Φξ(s). Moreover, only finitely many Φξ 6= 0;
(3) an entire function ΦΩ(s);
such that as a linear functional on T ′S, we have
OEis(s, f
′
Sf
′S) =
∑
χ
ˆ 2πi/ log q
0
Φχ(s, t)f̂ ′S(t, χ, χ
−1ω′−1)dt
+
∑
ξ
Φξ(s)f̂ ′S(0, ξ, ξ
−1ω′−1)
+ ΦΩ(s)f̂ ′S(1/2,Ω,Ω).
(4.20)
Here f̂ ′S is the Satake transform of f ′S, f̂ ′S(t, χ, χ−1ω′−1) is nonzero only when represen-
tation of G(ASE) associated to the data (t, χ
S , χS,−1ω′S,−1) is unramified, and in this case,
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f̂ ′S(t, χ, χ−1ω′−1) is the the value of f̂ ′S on the Satake parameter of the representation of G(ASE)
associated to the data (t, χS , χS,−1ω′S,−1), etc..
Corollary 4.6.3. As a linear functional on T ′S, we have
(OEis)
′(0, f ′Sf
′S) =
∑
χ
ˆ 2πi/ log q
0
Φξ(0, t)f̂ ′S(t, χ, χ
−1ω′−1)dt
+
∑
ξ
Φ′ξ(0)f̂
′S(0, ξ, ξ−1ω′−1)
+ Φ′Ω(0)f̂
′S(−1/2,Ω,Ω).
Let σ = σξ be the representation of G(AE) associated to the data (0, ξ, ξ
−1ω′−1). Define
Oσ(s, f
′) by a trucntion process as in (4.19). If f ′ = f ′Sf
′S, then Oσ(s, f
′) equals the term
Φξ(s)f̂ ′S(0, ξ, ξ
−1ω′−1) in (4.20). Let KH be the intersection of H(AF ) with K. Let v =
[
1 1
0 1
]
.
Define two periods on σ as follows. For φ ∈ σ, let
P ′(φ) =
ˆ
KH
φ(k)ξ(κ(k))dk.
For t, s ∈ C, define
µ(s, t, φ) =
ˆ
Z(AE)\A(AE)
φ(wva)Ω(a)e〈t+ρ,H(wva)〉|a|sEda
which converges when Re(t) and Re(s) are large enough. By [23, (41)], µ(s, t, φ) has analytic
continuation to C× C. Then
(4.21) Oσ(s, f
′) = c
∑
φ
µ(s, 0, π(f ′)φ)P ′(φ)
for some constant c ∈ C (see [23, Section 8]). By [29, Appendiex], c = Resr=1L(r,1F )4 .
Part 2. Local theory
5. Notations and measures
5.1. Local setting. We fix notations which will be used through Section 6, 7 and 10.
Let F be a non-archimedean local field of characteristic p with ring of integers OF . Let pF be
the maximal ideal of OF , ̟ = ̟F a uniformizer, and k = OF /pF the residue field with q = qF
elements. Let v = vF be the discrete valuation on F such that v(̟) = 1, and | · | = | · |F the
absolute value on F such that |̟| = q−1. Let E be a separable quadratic extension of F , and η
the associated quadratic character of F×. Let pE , vE and qE be defined similarly. Let E
1 ⊂ E×
be the subgroup of norm 1.
Let G,H,H0,S and Gǫ where ǫ ∈ F
× be defined as in 4.1. Let K = GL2(OE) be the standard
maximal compact subgroup of G = GL2(E), and let KH0 = K
⋂
H0. Note that Gǫ ≃ GǫNm(c)
for every c ∈ E×, and F×/Nm(E×) consists of two elements.
Assumption 6. We fix ta choice of ǫ for each representatives of F×/Nm(E×). If E/F is unram-
ified, choose ǫ = 1 or ̟. If E/F is ramified, choose ǫ = 1 or ǫ ∈ O×F and ǫ 6= 1( mod Nm(E
×)).
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Embed Gǫ into G via (4.1). Define a maximal compact subgroup of Kǫ ⊂ Gǫ by
(5.1) Kǫ := Gǫ
⋂
GL2(OE).
Let the tori Tǫ, Zǫ of Gǫ be as in 4.1.
We fix measures as in [23, 2.1, 2.2]. Let ψ be a nontrivial additive character of F . Let
dFx be the self-dual measure on F w.r.t. ψ, dF×x := L(1, 1F )|x|
−1
F dx which is a multiplicative
measure on F×. If not confusing, we just use dx to indicate the given measure on F or F×. Let
c(ψ) be the conductor of ψ. Then we have Vol(OF ) = Vol(O
×
F ) = q
c(ψ)/2 where the volumes
are computed w.r.t. the additive measure on F and the multiplicative measure on F×. Let
tr = trE/F be the trace map from E to F , and let ψE := ψ ◦ tr which is an additive character
on E. Define measures on E and E× in the same way using ψE .
Let the measures on Tǫ ≃ E
× and Zǫ ≃ F
× be induced from the multiplicative measures on
E× and F×. Endow E×/F× with the quotient measure.
Define the measure on G by
dg = L(1, 1E)
2∏
i,j=1
dEgi,j
|det g|2E
.
Then Vol(K) = L(2, 1E)
−1Vol(OE)
4. The same formula also gives the measure on GL2(F ).
Define the measure on Gǫ by
dg = L(1, 1F )|ǫ|F
dEadEb
|det g|2F
if g =
[
a bǫ
b¯ a¯
]
. In particular, if ǫ = 1, this recovers the measure on GL2(F ). If ǫ 6= 1,
(5.2) Vol(Kǫ) =
L(2, 1F )
−1Vol(OF )
4
q − 1
=
Vol(K)
q − 1
.
Define the measure on H as follows. Let H ′ ⊂ G be the image GL2,F under the natural
embedding. Suppose p > 2. Let ξ ∈ E − F be a trace free element. Then
(5.3)
[
ξ 0
0 a
]
H
[
ξ−1 0
0 1
]
= ZH ′.
Define the measure on H ′Z by
dg = L(1, 1E)
dFadEz
|a|F |z|E
dxdy
if
g =
[
z 0
0 z
] [
a 0
0 1
] [
1 0
y 1
] [
1 x
0 1
]
.
Define the measure on H by (5.3) and the measure on HZ ′. Suppose p = 2. Then H = ZH ′.
The measure on H is defined to be the measure on HZ ′.
Lemma 5.1.1. If E/F and ψ are unramified, then
V ol(K1) = Vol(KH0) = L(2, 1F ).
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The following lemma plays an important role in [23] and [19, (4.3)].
Lemma 5.1.2. [23, (15)] Let f be an integrable function on Gǫ, thenˆ
Gǫ
f(g)dg =
1
L(1, η)2
ˆ
ǫNm(E×)
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
ˆ
Tǫ
f
(
h−11
[
1 aǫ
a¯ 1
]
h2
)
dh1dh2
dFx
|1− x|2F
.
5.1.1. An isomorphism. Suppose E/F is unramified. We fix an isomorphism
(5.4) G1 ≃ GL2(F )
which maps K1 to GL2(OF ). Note that the isomorphism is determined by the image of Tǫ ≃ E
×
and j. If p > 2, we require that under the isomorphism (5.4), the embedding E× →֒ GL2(F ) is
as in [19, (5.4.1)]. Let the image of j be
[
1 0
0 −1
]
. If p = 2, let E = F [ξ] be the Artin-Schreier
unramified quadratic field extension of F , where ξ ∈ E satisfies
(5.5) ξ2 + ξ + τ = 0
for some τ ∈ k×. We require that under the isomorphism (5.4), E× →֒ G1 is given by
(5.6) a+ bξ 7→
[
a b
bτ a+ b
]
where a, b ∈ F . Let the image of j be
[
1 0
1 1
]
.
5.2. Global setting. Fix a nontrivial additive character ψ on F\AF , and a decomposition
ψ =
∏
v∈X ψv. Define local measures on F
×
v , E
×
v , B
×
v , B
×
v , G(Ev) and GL2(Fv) as in 5.1. Take
the product measures on A×F , A
×
E , B
×(AF ), B
×, G(AE) and GL2(AF ).
5.2.1. Isomorphisms. Let the E-algebra structure on B be fixed as in (1.13). Let v ∈ |X|−|X|s.
There is exactly one Gǫ isomorphic to B
×
v . Fix an isomorphism B
×
v ≃ Gǫ such that the image of
E×v in B
×
v under the isomorphism is Tǫ. Let v ∈ |X|s. Recall that we define Gǫ = GL2(Fv) and
Tǫ is the diagonal torus (see (4.3)). Fix an isomorphism B
×
v ≃ Gǫ such that the image of E
×
v is
Tǫ. Fix isomorphisms B
×
v ≃ Gǫ in the same way using (1.2). Also require that the isomorphisms
above are compatible under the isomorphism B(Av) ≃ Bv of E(Av) algebras in (1.14).
6. Local distributions
Let F be a local field. We at first deal with nonsplit extensions. E/F be a separable quadratic
field extension. Let Ω be a unitary character of E×, ω the restriction of Ω to F× and ω′ := ω◦Nm.
6.1. A distribution on G. Let σ be an irreducible unitary representation of G = GL2,E with
central character ω′−1. Let W (σ, ψE) be the ψE-Whittaker model of σ.
Definition 32. Define a G-invariant inner product 〈·, ·〉 on W (σ, ψE) by
(6.1) 〈W1,W2〉 :=
ˆ
E×
W1
([
x 0
0 1
])
W2
([
x 0
0 1
])
dx
where W1,W2 ∈W (σ, ψE).
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The inner product identfies the complex conjugate of W (σ, ψE) with W (σ˜, ψ
−1
E ). Let W ∈
W (σ, ψE). Define the local toric period
(6.2) λ(s,W ) :=
ˆ
E×
W
([
x 0
0 1
])
|x|sΩ(x)dx
and the local base change period
(6.3) P(W ) :=
ˆ
F×
W
([
x 0
0 1
])
ηω(x)dx.
Since σ is unitary, the integral (6.2) converges for Re(s) > 0.
Define a distribution Iσ(s, ·) on G as follows.
Definition 33. For f ∈ C∞c (G) and Re(s) > 0, define
Iσ(s, f) =
∑
W
λ(s, π(f)W )P(W )
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of W (σ, ψE). Denote Iσ(0, f) by Iσ(f).
6.2. Distributions on Gǫ. Let π be an irreducible unitary representation of Gǫ with central
character ω−1. Define
PΩ(π) := HomTǫ(π ⊗ Ω,C).
Theorem 6.2.1. [45][38] The space PΩ(π) is at most one dimensional. Moreover, dimPΩ(π) =
1 if and only if
ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = η(ǫ)Ω(−1).
We use ǫ for two meanings: an element in F× or the ǫ-factor.
Remark 6.2.2. The proof in [45] for non-supercuspidal representations holds for all local fields.
The proof in [38] for supercuspidal representations holds for all local fields.
Suppose that π satisfies ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = η(ǫ)Ω(−1). Let eǫ (resp. e˜π ∈ π˜) be the unique up to
scalar vector of π (resp. π˜) such that the linear form
v 7→ (v, e˜ǫ) (resp. v˜ 7→ (eǫ, v˜)
generates PΩ(π) (resp. PΩ−1(π˜)). Here (·, ·) is the natural pairing between π and π˜. Assume
(eǫ, e˜ǫ) = 1. Define a distribution Jπ on Gǫ as follows.
Definition 34. Let f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ), define
Jπ(f) :=
∑
v
(π(f)v, e˜ǫ)(eǫ, v˜)
where the sum is over a basis {v} of π and {v˜} is the dual basis of π˜.
Let wπ be the function on Gǫ defined by
wπ(g) = (π(g)eǫ, e˜ǫ).
Then wπ is Tǫ × Tǫ-invariant, locally constant and wπ(1) = 1. By Definition 34, we have
(6.4) Jπ(f) =
ˆ
Gǫ
f(g)wǫ(g)dg.
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Let f = 1U where U is a small enough open compact subgroup of Gǫ, then
Jπ(f) = Jπ⊗η =
ˆ
Gǫ
f(g) 6= 0.
Let απ ∈ PΩ(π)⊗ PΩ−1(π˜) be defined by
απ(u, v˜) =
ˆ
Tǫ/Zǫ
(π(t)u, v˜)Ω(t)dt.
Then απ(·, ·) is a multiple of (·, e˜ǫ)(eǫ, ·). Taking the first variable to be eǫ, we find that
(6.5) Vol(E×/F×)(·, e˜ǫ)(eǫ, ·) = απ(·, ·).
Definition 35. Abusing notation, use απ to denote the distribution on C
∞
c (Gǫ) which assigns
to f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ) the value
απ(f) :=
∑
v
απ(π(f)v, v˜)
where the sum is over a basis {v} of π and {v˜} is the dual basis of π˜.
By (6.5), the following lemma holds.
Lemma 6.2.3. Let f = 1U where U is a small enough open compact subgroup of Gǫ. Then
απ(f) = απ⊗η 6= 0.
6.3. Local relative trace formula. The values of the local distributions on G and Gǫ at
matching functions are expected to satisfy the local relative trace formula identity, which is
proved by [23, Proposition 5] in certain cases. The cases we need are not covered. However, the
proof of [23, Proposition 5] provides a way (see Proposition 6.3.3) to find matching functions
satisfying the the local relative trace formula identity.
Still assume that ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = η(ǫ)Ω(−1). Moreover, let σ be the base change of π to E.
Proposition 6.3.1. Suppose there is a constant c such that for every pair of (not necessarily
purely) matching functions f ∈ C∞c (G) and fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) supported on {g ∈ Gǫ : det g ∈
Nm(E×)}, the following equation holds: Iσ(f) = cJπ(fǫ).Then
c = 2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η).
Proof. We follow the proof of [23, Proposition 5]. Let fn ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) approximate the Dirac
function δ1 at 1 ∈ G, then Φfn approximates δw. Let φ ∈ C
∞
c (E), φˆ be the Fourier transform of
φ w.r.t. ψ. Choose φ such that φˆ(0) = 0 and
´
F× φˆ(b)η(b)db 6= 0. Such φ exists (see 6.3.1). Let
(6.6) fn(g) :=
ˆ
E
φ(x)fn
([
1 x
0 1
]
g
)
dx.
As in [23, p 57], for n large enough w.r.t. the choice of φ, we have
Iσ(f
n) =
ˆ
F×
φˆ(b)η(b)db 6= 0.
Let fnǫ match f
n. To find the constant c between Iσ(f
n) and Jπǫ(f
n
ǫ ), the key is to compute
Jπǫ(f
n
ǫ ) using f
n. We have the following result deduced from Lemma 5.1.2 and (6.4).
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Lemma 6.3.2. [23, 5.3] Let f and fǫ match, then
Jπǫ(fǫ) =
1
L(1, η)2
ˆ
ǫNm(E×)⊂F
ωπǫ
([
1 aǫ
a¯ 1
])
O(x,Φf )
dFx
|1− x|2F
.
The computation of Jπǫ(fǫ) for p > 2 is similar to the archimedean case in [23, 5.2]. To
integrate on E, one write E = F + Fξ where ξ is a trace free element. When p = 2, the
difference is as follows. Write E = F + Fξ where ξ has trace 1. So if we write t ∈ E as a+ bξ,
the roles of a and bξ in the cases p > 2 and p = 2 are exactly opposite. 
The proof of Proposition 6.3.1 implies the following proposition.
Proposition 6.3.3. Let fn ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) approximate δ1. Let φ ∈ C
∞
c (E) such that φˆ(0) = 0 and´
F× φˆ(b)η(b)db 6= 0. Let f
n be defined as in (6.6). Then for n large enough w.r.t. the choice of
φ, the following equation holds for any fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) matching f
n:
Iσ(f
n) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(fǫ).
6.3.1. An explicit example. For fn ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ), let f
φ,n denote the function fn defined in (6.6),
indicating the role of φ. We construct fn and φ satisfying the requirements in Proposition 6.3.3.
Then we compute Φfφ,n explicitly, which will be useful for smooth matching in 7.2. Let
Kn :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(OE) :
[
a b
c d
]
≡ w( mod pnE)
}
.
For n large enough,we have
− det(Kn) = 1 + p
n
E ⊂ Nm(E
×).
By Lemma 4.2.1, Kn
⋂
S ⊂ Gw. Endow Gw = G/H0 with the quotient measure. Then
1Kn
⋂
S/Vol(Kn
⋂
S) approximates δw. By [6, V.2, Theorem 11], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.4. There exists fn ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) approximating δ1 such that
Φfn =
1Kn
⋂
S
Vol(Kn
⋂
S)
.
Now we construct the function φ we want. For l ∈ Z, ξ ∈ E, let
φl,ξ :=
1ξ+plE
Vol(plE)
.
Let c(ψE) be the conductor of ψE . If b ∈ p
−(l+c(ψE))
E , then
1̂ξ+plE
(b) = ψE(ξb)
ˆ
plE
ψE(ab)da = ψE(ξb)Vol(p
l
E);
otherwise 1̂ξ+plE
(b) = 0. Let φ := φl′,ξ′ − φl,ξ where l > l
′, then
φ̂(b) = ψE(ξ
′b)− ψE(ξb)
on p
−(l′+c(ψE))
E . In particular,
(6.7) φ̂(0) = 0
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Now we compute the integral
´
F× φˆ(b)η(b)db. Recall the following fact about Gauss sums.
Lemma 6.3.5. (1) Let χ be a unitary character of F× of conductor c(χ), and let
τn(χ,ψ) :=
ˆ
O×F
χ(̟nx)ψ(̟nx)dx.
Then τn(χ,ψ) 6= 0 if and only if n = −(c(χ) + c(ψ)).
(2) For a ∈ O×F , let ψa be the character x 7→ ψ(ax). Then
τn(χ,ψa) = χ(a
−1)τn(χ,ψ).
(3) If χ is unramified, then
τ−c(ψ)(χ,ψ) := χ(̟
−c(ψ))Vol(O×F ).
Note that the restriction of the character b 7→ ψE(ξb) to F is ψtr(ξ). Let c = c(η) + c(ψ). We
always choose l, l′ such that
l > l′ > c+max{vF (tr(ξ)), vF (tr(ξ
′))}.
Choose ξ, ξ′ ∈ E with nonzero trace as follows. Note that the trace map from E to F is
surjective. If E/F is ramified, then we choose ξ and ξ′ such that tr(ξ), tr(ξ′) ∈ O×F and tr(ξ) 6=
tr(ξ)( mod Nm(E×)). By Lemma 6.3.5 (2), we have
(6.8) |
ˆ
F×
φˆ(b)η(b)db| = |2τn(η, ψ)| 6= 0.
If E/F is unramified, then we choose ξ, ξ′ such that vF (tr(ξ)) and vF (tr(ξ
′)) are nonnegative
and have different parities. By Lemma 6.3.5 (3), we have
(6.9) |
ˆ
F×
φˆ(b)η(b)db| = 2Vol(O×F ) 6= 0.
Let n be large enough depending on the choices of l, l′, ξ and ξ′. Since we have (6.7), (6.8)
and (6.9), Proposition 6.3.3 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 6.3.6. For any fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) matching f
n, we have
Iσ(f
φ,n) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(fǫ).
Now we compute Φfφ,n . We use the relation
(6.10) Φfφ,n(s) =
ˆ
E
φ(x)Φfn
([
1 x
0 1
]
s
[
1 0
x¯ 1
])
dx.
Let
(6.11) Kl,ξ,n :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(OE) :
[
0 b
c d
]
≡
[
0 1
1 0
]
( mod pnE), a ∈ −tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E)
}
.
Let Xn := tr
−1(OF
⋂
pnE)
⋂
plE . A direct computation using (6.10) shows that
Φfφl,n(s) =
Vol(Xn)
Vol(Kn
⋂
S)Vol(plE)
1S
⋂
Kl,ξ,n .
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Thus
(6.12) Φfφ,n(s) =
Vol(Xn)
Vol(Kn
⋂
S)
(
1S
⋂
Kl′,ξ′,n
Vol(pl
′
E)
−
1S
⋂
Kl,ξ,n
Vol(plE)
)
.
6.4. Split extension. Recall the setting in 4.3. Let G = GL2(F )×GL2(F ) and Gǫ = GL2(F ).
Here ǫ is just an abstract subscript. Let π be an irreducible unitary representation of Gǫ. Let
σ = π ⊠ π which is an irreducible unitary representation of G. Let Ω = Ω1 ⊠ Ω2 be a unitary
character of F× × F×. Then ω := Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 is the restriction of Ω to the diagonal embedding of
F× in F× × F×.
Let W (σ, ψ ⊠ ψ) = W (π, ψ) ⊠W (π, ψ) be the Whittaker model of σ. Let W = W1 ⊗W2 ∈
W (σ, ψ ⊠ ψ). Define two periods on W (σ, ψ ⊠ ψ):
(6.13) λσ(s,W ) :=
∏
i=1,2
ˆ
F×
Wi
([
x 0
0 1
])
|x|sΩi(x)dx,
and
(6.14) P(W ) :=
ˆ
F×
W1W2
([
x 0
0 1
])
ηω(x)dx.
Since π is unitary, the integral (6.13) converges for Re(s) > 0.
Define a G-invariant inner product on W (π, ψ)⊠W (π, ψ) similar to (6.1). The inner product
identifies the complex conjugate of W (π, ψ)⊠W (π, ψ) as W (π˜, ψ−1)⊠W (π˜, ψ−1).
Definition 36. For f ∈ C∞c (G) and Re(s) > 0, define
Iσ(s, f) =
∑
W
λ(s, π(f)W )P(W )
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of W (π, ψ)⊠W (π, ψ). Denote Iσ(0, f) by Iσ(f).
Now we turn to the Gǫ-side.
Definition 37. Define a Gǫ-invariant inner product 〈·, ·〉 on W (π, ψ) by
(6.15) 〈W1,W2〉 :=
ˆ
F×
W1
([
x 0
0 1
])
W2
([
x 0
0 1
])
dx
where W1,W2 ∈W (π, ψ).
The inner product identifies the complex conjugate of W (π, ψ) as W (π˜, ψ−1). Let W ∈
W (π, ψ), define the local toric period
λπ(W ) :=
ˆ
F×
W
([
x 0
0 1
])
Ω1(x)dx.
Let W1,W2 ∈W (π, ψ), define
απ(W1,W2) : =
ˆ
E×/F×
〈π(t)W1,W2〉Ω(t)dt
=
ˆ
F×
ˆ
F×
W1
([
tx 0
0 1
])
W2
([
x 0
0 1
])
Ω1(t)dxdt
= λπ(W1)λπ(W2).
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Definition 38. Abusing notation, use απ to denote the distribution on C
∞
c (Gǫ) which assigns
to f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ) the value
απ(fǫ) =
∑
W
απ(π(fǫ)W,W )
where the sum is over an orthonormal basis of W (π, ψ).
The following local relative trace formula identity can be directly verified.
Proposition 6.4.1. [23, Proposition 6] Let f1, f2 ∈ C
∞
c (GL2(F )) and fǫ = f1 ∗ f˜2 ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ)
(see (4.11)), then Iσ(f1 ⊗ f2) = απ(fǫ).
6.5. Regularly supported functions. At first, we have the nontriviality of απ.
Lemma 6.5.1. There exists fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) such that απ(fǫ) 6= 0.
Proof. We adapt the method in [23, 5.2]. Let φ ∈ C∞c (F ) such that φˆ(0) = 0, where φˆ is the
Fourier transform of φ w.r.t. ψ. By [22, Proposition 2.9], there exists W 0 ∈W (π, ψ) such that
W 0
([
a 0
0 1
])
= φˆ(a)Ω1(a).
Choose f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ) such that π(f
∗)W 0 =W 0 where f∗(g) := f(g−1). Let
fǫ(g) :=
ˆ
F
φ(x)f
([
1 x
0 1
]
g
)
dx.
Then as in [23, p 57], we have απ(fǫ) =
´
F× φˆ(b)db. We can choose φ with φˆ(0) = 0 such that
this integral is non-zero. Note that this integral makes sense since φˆ(0) = 0 
However, we hope απ(f) 6= 0 for some regularly supported fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ). (Compare with [56,
Theorem A.2].) We prove a weaker result (but enough for our purpose). Let
(6.16) w′ =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
.
Consider following four sets
C :=
[
F× F
0 F×
]
, Cw′ =
[
F F×
F× 0
]
,
w′C =
[
0 F×
F× F
]
, w′Cw′ =
[
F× 0
F F×
]
.
Compare with Definition 23.
Lemma 6.5.2. For each set C,Cw′, w′C, or w′Cw′, there exists fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) such that απ(fǫ) 6=
0 and the restriction of fǫ to this set is 0.
Proof. We prove this lemma by exploring the proof of Lemma 6.5.1. We find such function
fǫ ∈ C
∞
c (Gǫ) for the four sets C,Cw
′, w′C, or w′Cw′ separately. And we use fCǫ to denote the
function fǫ for the set C, etc..
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6.5.1. The set C. For simplicity of notations, suppose ψ is unramified. For n ≥ 0, let φn =
1pnF /Vol(p
n
F ). If b ∈ p
−n
F , then
1̂pnF (b) =
ˆ
pnF
ψ(ab)da = Vol(pnF ),
otherwise 1̂pnF (b) = 0. In particular, let n > m and
φ := φm − φn,
then φ̂(0) = 0, and φ is nonzero only on p−nF − p
−m
F with value 1. Let W
0 ∈W (π, ψ) such that
W 0
([
a 0
0 1
])
= φˆ(a)Ω1(a).
Define
Kj :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(OF ) :
[
a b
c d
]
≡ 1( mod pjF )
}
,
and
Lj :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(OF ) :
[
a b
0 d
]
≡ 1( mod pjF ), c ≡ 0( mod p
2j
F )
}
.
Let fj = 1Kj with j > m. Let
f jφ(g) :=
ˆ
F
φ(x)fj
([
1 x
0 1
]
g
)
dx,
and let f jm := f
j
φm
. Consider the restriction of f jm on C. Let g =
[
a b
0 d
]
∈ C, then[
1 x
0 1
]
g =
[
a b+ dx
0 d
]
.
So f jm(g) 6= 0 only if a, d ∈ 1 + p
j
F and b + dx ∈ p
j
F for some x ∈ p
m
F , which implies b ∈ p
m
F .
Suppose a, d ∈ 1 + pjF , b ∈ p
m
F , and g =
[
a b
0 d
]
, then f jm(g) = Vol(p
j
F )/Vol(p
m
F ). Similarly, let
hj = 1Lj , h
j
m(g) 6= 0 only if a, d ∈ 1 + p
j
F and b ∈ p
m
F . Suppose a, d ∈ 1 + p
j
F , b ∈ p
m
F , and
g =
[
a b
0 d
]
, then hjm(g) = Vol(p
j
F )/Vol(p
m
F ). Thus f
j
φ|C = h
j
φ|C . Let f
C
ǫ = f
j
φ − h
j
φ for j large
enough, then fCǫ vanishes on C and
π((fCǫ )
∗)W 0 = (Vol(Kj)−Vol(Lj))W
0.
Thus by the computation in Lemma 6.5.1, we have
απ(f
C
ǫ ) = (Vol(Kj)−Vol(Lj))
ˆ
F×
φˆ(b)db
= (Vol(Kj)−Vol(Lj)Vol
×(p−nF − p
−m
F )
6= 0.
Here we use Vol× to indicate the volume w.r.t. the multiplicative measure on F×.
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6.5.2. The set Cw′. Let fCw
′
ǫ (g) := f
C
ǫ (gw
′). Then
απ(f
C
ǫ ) =
∑
W∈OB
απ(π(f
C
ǫ )W,W )
where OB an orthonormal basis of W (π, ψ). By the local functional equation ([22, Theorem
2.18]), there is a constant c depending only on π such that for every W ∈ W (π, ψ), we have
λ(π(w′)W ) = cλ(W ). Thus
απ(f
Cw′
ǫ ) =
∑
W∈w′OB
απ(π(f
Cw′
ǫ )W,W )
=
∑
W∈OB
απ(π(f
Cw′
ǫ )π(w
′)W,π(w′)W )
=
∑
W∈OB
απ(π(f
C
ǫ )W,π(w
′)W )
= cαπ(f
C
ǫ ) 6= 0.
6.5.3. The set w′C. Let fw
′C
ǫ (g) = f
C
ǫ (w
′g). By the local functional equation again, we have
λ(π(w′g)W ) = cλ(gW ) for every g and W . Thus λ(π(fw
′C
ǫ )W ) = cλ(W ), and consequently
απ(f
w′C
ǫ ) = cαπ(f
C
ǫ ) 6= 0.
6.5.4. The set w′Cw′. Let fw
′Cw′
ǫ (g) = f
C
ǫ (w
′gw′).

7. Smooth matching and fundamental lemma
We have defined the local orbital integrals O(x,Φ) and O(x, fǫ) for Φ ∈ C
∞
c (S) and fǫ ∈
C∞c (Gǫ) respectively in 4.2. We compute explicit examples of O(x,Φ) to prove special cases of
the smooth matching. Using result in 6.3.1, we prove the local relative trace formula for these
functions. Finally we prove the fundamental lemma for the full Hecke algebra.
7.1. Local orbital integrals on Gǫ. We have the following characterization of O(x, f).
Proposition 7.1.1. [19, Proposition 2.4] Let φ be a function on ǫNm(E×)−1. If φ(x) = O(x, f)
for some f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ), then the following conditions hold:
(1) the function φ is locally constant on ǫE× − {1};
(2) the function φ vanishes near 1;
(3) there exists a constant A, such that φ(x) = A for x near 0;
(4) if Ω is trivial on E1, then there exists a constant B such that φ(x) = Ω(a)B for x = ǫaa¯
and near ∞;
(4’) if Ω is nontrivial on E1, then φ = 0 for x near ∞.
Moreover, the above conditions are also sufficient for the existence of f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ), such that
φ(x) = O(x, f).
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7.2. Explicit computations for smooth matching. To avoid confusion, let Vol× indicate
the volume of an open subset of F× or E× w.r.t. the multiplicative measure, let Vol+ indicate
the volume of an open subset of F or E w.r.t. the additive measure. Let ξ ∈ E with tr(ξ) 6= 0,
n, l be integers which are large enough. Let Kl,ξ,n be as in (6.11)). Similarly define
(7.1) K ′l,ξ,n :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(OE) :
[
a b
c 0
]
≡
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
( mod pnE), d ∈ −tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E)
}
.
Note that K ′l,ξ,n = w
′Kl,ξ,nw
′t, where w′ is as in (6.16).
Example 7.2.1. Let l, n be large enough such that Ω(1 + pnE) = 1 and η(−tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E)) =
η(−tr(ξ)). Then for x ∈ F× − {1}, O(x, 1Kl,ξ,n
⋂
S) = 0 unless vE(x) ≥ n + vE(tr(ξ)). In this
case, we have
O(x, 1Kl,ξ,n
⋂
S) = η(−xtr(ξ))Vol
×(1 + pnE)Vol
×(−tr(ξ) + tr(plE)).
Example 7.2.2. Let l, n be large enough such that Ω(1 + pnE) = 1 and η(−tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E)) =
η(−tr(ξ)). Then for x ∈ F× − {1}, O(x, 1K ′l,ξ,n
⋂
S) = 0 unless vE(x) ≥ n + vE(tr(ξ)). In this
case, we have
O(x, 1K ′l,ξ,n
⋂
S) = η(−tr(ξ))Vol
×(1 + pnE)Vol
×(−tr(ξ) + tr(plE)) · Ω(−1).
We also have some explicit computations on Gǫ following [17, 2.3, 2.4]. Recall that Gǫ is
embedded in G via (4.1) and Assumption 6. For an integer m ≥ 1, let
(7.2) Kǫ,m :=
{[
a b
c d
]
∈ Gǫ
⋂
GL2(OE) :
[
a b
c d
]
≡ 1( mod pmE )
}
.
Example 7.2.3. Let x ∈ ǫNm(E×)− {1}. If vE(x) ≥ 2m+ vF (ǫ), then
O(x, 1Kǫ,m) = Vol
×(1 + pmE )Vol(E
×/F×).
Otherwise, O(x, 1Kǫ,m) = 0.
Let π be an irreducible unitary representation of Gǫ such that ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = η(ǫ)Ω(−1). Let
σ be the base change of π to E. Let Iσ (resp. απ) be the local distribution on G (resp. Gǫ)
defined in Section 6.
Proposition 7.2.4. Let m be an integer which is large enough, fǫ = 1Kǫ,m . There exists
f ∈ C∞c (G) such that
(1) f purely matches fǫ;
(2) the following equation holds:
Iσ(f) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(fǫ).
Lemma 7.2.5. Let m be an integer which is large enough. There exists f1 ∈ C
∞
c (G) such that
(1) for x ∈ ǫNm(E×)− {1}, if vE(x) ≥ 2m+ vF (ǫ), then
O(x,Φf1) = η(ǫx)Vol
×(1 + pmE )Vol(E
×/F×),
otherwise O(x,Φf1) = 0;
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(2) the following equation holds:
Iσ(f1) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(1Kǫ,m).
Proof. We use the results in 6.3.1. Choose ξ, ξ′ ∈ E× and positive integers l, l′ as under Lemma
6.3.5. In particular, η(tr(ξ′))/η(tr(ξ)) = −1. If E/F is unramified, we further require that
vE(tr(ξ) = 1, vE(tr(ξ
′) = 0. Let m be large enough w.r.t. l, l′, ξ and ξ′. Let n = 2m+ vF (ǫ) −
vE(tr(ξ)). Let xl, xl′ ∈ R such that
xl′η(−tr(ξ
′))Vol×(1 + pn
′
E )Vol
×(−tr(ξ′) + tr(pl
′
E))
−xlη(−tr(ξ))Vol
×(1 + pnE)Vol
×(−tr(ξ) + tr(plE)) = η(ǫ)Vol
×(1 + pmE )Vol
×(E×/F×)
(7.3)
and
(7.4) xl′Vol
+(pl
′
E) = xlVol
+(plE).
Indeed, since
η(tr(ξ′))Vol×(1 + pn
′
E )Vol
×(−tr(ξ′) + tr(pl
′
E))
η(tr(ξ))Vol×(1 + pnE)Vol
×(−tr(ξ) + tr(plE))
6=
Vol+(pl
′
E)
Vol+(plE)
,
such xl, xl′ exists. Let
Φ := xl′1Kl′,ξ′,n
⋂
S − xl1Kl,ξ,n
⋂
S .
By (6.12) and condition (7.4), there exists f1 ∈ C
∞
c (G) such that Φ = Φf1 . By our choice of n,
Example 7.2.1 and condition (7.3), (1) holds. By Example 7.2.3 and (1), f1 and 1Kǫ,m match.
By Corollary 6.3.6, (2) holds. 
Lemma 7.2.6. Let m be an integer which is large enough. There exists f2 ∈ C
∞
c (G) such that
(1) for x ∈ F× − {1}, O(x,Φf2) = η(ǫx)O(x,Φf1),
(2) the following equation holds:
Iσ(f2) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(1Kǫ,m).
Proof. Let f1 be as in Lemma 7.2.5, and f2(g) := f1(w
′g) · η(ǫ)Ω(−1). Then
Φf2(s) = Φf1(w
′sw′t)η(ǫ)Ω(−1).
By Example 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, (1) holds. By the condition ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = η(ǫ)Ω(−1), the local
functional equation of L(s, π,Ω) and Lemma 7.2.5 (2), (2) holds. 
Proof of Proposition 7.2.4. Let f1 and f2 be as in Lemma 7.2.5, 7.2.6. Let f =
1
2(f1 + f2). By
Example 7.2.3, Lemma 7.2.5 (1) and 7.2.6 (1), (1) holds. By Lemma 7.2.5 (2) and 7.2.6 (2), (2)
holds. 
We have a mild modification when fǫ is replaced by fǫ = 1Kǫ,m̟Z . Let Ξ = Kǫ,m̟
Z
⋂
Zǫ.
Redefine the Hecke action π(fǫ) as in (3.11), απ(fǫ) be as in Definition 35 w.r.t. the new Hecke
action π(fǫ). Proposition 7.2.4 has the following variant.
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Proposition 7.2.7. Let m be an integer which is large enough, fǫ = 1Kǫ,m̟Z. There exists
f ∈ C∞c (G) such that
(1) f purely matches fǫ (see Definition 22);
(2) the following equation holds:
Iσ(f) =
2ǫ(1, η, ψ)L(0, η)
Vol(E×/F×)
απ(fǫ).
7.3. Fundamental lemma. Assume E/F , ψ and Ω (so ω) are unramified through this subsec-
tion. We fix the isomorphism G1 ≃ GL2(F ) as in 5.1.1. Recall that K is the standard maximal
compact subgroup GL2(OE) of G, and KH0 = H0
⋂
K (see 5.1). Let v = vF .
Definition 39. Let bc be the base change homomorphism from the spherical Hecke algebra of
G (i.e. the algebra of bi-K-invariant functions in C∞c (G)) to the spherical Hecke algebra of G1
which is defined as follows. For every admissible representation π of G1 ≃ GL2,F , let Π be the
base change of π to G, then
trΠ(f) = trπ(bc(f)).
Proposition 7.3.1 (Fundamental lemma). Let f ∈ C∞c (G) be bi-K-invariant, then
bc
(
Vol(KH0)Vol(K1)
Vol(K)
f
)
purely matches Φf . In particular,
1K1
Vol(K1)
purely matches Φ 1K
Vol(KH0
)Vol(K1)
.
The fundamental lemma in odd characteristic is proved in [20]. By the method in [21, Section
3], it is enough to prove the following proposition (see [23, Proposition 2, Proposition 3]).
Proposition 7.3.2. Let m ≥ 0 and be even. Let f be the characteristic function of the set of
matrices g ∈ G1 with integral entries such that v(det g) = m, Φ be the characteristic function
of the set of matrices g ∈ S with integral entries such that v(det g) = m. Then for x ∈
Nm(E×)− {1}, we have
O(x,Φ) = O(x, f);
for x ∈ F× −Nm(E×), we have
O(x,Φ) = 0.
We compute O(x,Φ) explicitly. Let ξ := Ω−1(̟).
Example 7.3.3. Let Φ = 1K
⋂
S .
Suppose v(x) > 0. If v(x) is odd, then O(x,Φ) = 0. If v(x) is even, then O(x,Φ) = 1.
Suppose v(x) < 0. If v(x) is odd, then O(x,Φ) = 0. If v(x) is even, then O(x,Φ) = ξ−v(x)/2.
Suppose v(x) = 0. If v(1− x) > 0, then O(x,Φ) = 0. If v(1− x) = 0, then O(x,Φ) = 1.
Example 7.3.4. Let m > 0 and be even. Let Φ be the characteristic function of the set of
matrices g ∈ S with integral entries such that v(det g) = m.
Suppose v(x) > 0. If v(x) is odd, then O(x,Φ) = 0. If v(x) is even, then O(x, f) = ξm/2.
Suppose v(x) < 0. If v(x) is odd, then O(x,Φ) = 0. If v(x) is even, then O(x,Φ) = ξ(m−v(x))/2.
Suppose v(x) = 0, then O(x,Φ) = ξ(m−v(1−x))/2.
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Now we compute the orbital integrals for the G1-side in characteristic 2. We follow [19, 5.4,
5.5]. Let p = 2. Then E/F is the unramified Artin-Schreier quadratic extension (see (5.5)).
The embedding E× →֒ G1 ≃ GL2(F ) is as (5.6). Let x = a
2 + ab+ b2τ = Nm(a+ bξ). Take
(7.5) δ(x) = 1 + (a+ bξ)j = 12 +
[
a b
bτ a+ b
]
j =
[
1 + a+ b b
a+ b+ bτ 1 + a+ b
]
.
Then det δ(x) = 1 + x.
Lemma 7.3.5. We have v(x) = min{v(a2), v(b2)}. In particular v(x) is even.
Proof. If v(a) 6= v(b), v(ab) is between v(a2) and v(b2). Then v(x) = min{v(a2), v(b2)}. If
v(a) = v(b), we may assume b = 1. Then a2 + a + τ 6= 0( mod pF ) by the definition of the
Artin-Schreier extension E/F (see (5.5)). So v(a2 + ab+ b2τ) = 0. 
Let
Cm := K1
[
̟m 0
0 1
]
K1.
Proposition 7.3.6. (1) Suppose m > 0, then O(x, 1Cm) = 0 unless v(x) = 0 and v(1+x) = m,
in which case O(x, 1Cm) = 1.
(2) Suppose m = 0.
If v(x) > 0, then O(x, 1Cm) = 1.
If v(x) < 0, then O(x, 1Cm) = ξ
−v(x)/2.
If v(x) = 0, and v(1− x) = 0, then O(x, 1Cm) = 1.
If v(x) = 0, and v(1− x) > 0, then O(x, 1Cm) = 0.
Proof. Now we begin to compute O(x, 1Cm). Let ξ = Ω
−1(̟). Since T1 ⊂ K1Z1, we have
O(x, 1Cm) =
ˆ
Z
1Cm(zδ(x))dz =
∑
k∈Z
1Cm(̟
kδ(x))Ω−1(̟k).
The conditions [19, (5.4.7),(5.4.8),(5.4.9)] on 1Cm(̟
kδ(x)) 6= 0 (so = 1), i.e. ̟kδ(x) ∈ K1 are
exactly the same. In particular, [19, (5.4.7)] says that ifOE(δ(x), 1Cm ) 6= 0, then n := m−v(1+x)
is even. In this case, only the term for k = n/2 possibly contributes to the sum.
The proof of (1). The cases v(x) < 0, v(x) > 0 are exactly the same as in [19, (5.4)].
Let us prove the case v(x) = 0. Suppose O(δ(x), 1Cm ) 6= 0. The entries of ̟
n/2δ(x), where
n := m− v(1 + x) is even, are
̟n/2(1 + a+ b), ̟n/2b, ̟n/2(a+ b+ bτ), ̟n/2(1 + a+ b).
Since v(x) = 0. By Lemma 7.3.5, at least one of v(a), v(b) is 0, and the other is non-negative.
So at least one of
b, a+ b+ bτ
is a unit in OF . By [19, (5.4.8),(5.4.9)], n = 0. Thus, ̟
n/2δ(x) ∈ K1 and OE(δ, 1Cm ) = 1.
The proof of (2). We only compute the case v(x) = 0, v(1+x) > 0. Suppose OE(δ(x), 1Cm ) 6=
0. The entries of ̟n/2δ(x), where n := −v(1 + x) < 0 and even, are
̟n/2(1 + a+ b), ̟n/2b, ̟n/2(a+ b+ bτ), ̟n/2(1 + a+ b).
Since v(x) = 0, by Lemma 7.3.5, at least one of v(a), v(b) is 0. So at least one of
̟n/2b, ̟n/2(a+ b+ bτ)
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is not contained in OF . By [19, (5.4.8) ], OE(δ(x), 1Cm ) = 0, a contradiction. 
Compare Example 7.3.3 and Example 7.3.4 with Proposition 7.3.6, Proposition 7.3.2 for p = 2
follows.
8. Global and local periods, proof of Theorem 1.2.1
We come back to the global situation in Section 1.
8.1. Local-global decompositions of periods: cuspidal representations. [23, Section 4]
Let σ ∈ Ac(G,ω
′−1) and Ω a Hecke character of E×. We defined two global periods λ(s, φ)
and P(φ), where s ∈ C and φ ∈ σ, in 4.6. Let S ⊂ |X| be a finite set containing all ramified
places of B, E/F , ψ, π, all places below ramified places of Ω. LetW be the ψE-th coefficient of φ.
SupposeWv is the Whittaker newform of σv for v 6∈ S (see [31]). Then we have a decomposition
(8.1) λ(s, φ) =
∏
v∈S
λv(s,Wv)L
S(s+ 1/2, σ ⊗ Ω)
for Re(s) > 0, where λv is the local period defined in (6.2) and (6.13).
Now we decompose P. Let H ′ = GL2,F which is naturally a subgroup of G. Let B
′ ⊂ H ′ be
the subgroup of upper triangular matrix, N ′ be the upper unipotent subgroup, and Z ′ ⊂ H ′ be
the center.
Suppose p > 2. Let ξ ∈ E − F be a trace free element. Then[
ξ 0
0 1
]
H
[
ξ−1 0
0 1
]
= ZH ′.
The pullback of the similitude character κ on H to H ′ = GL2,F is the determinant. Thus
P(φ) =
ˆ
H′(F )\H′(AF )
φ
(
h
[
ξ 0
0 1
])
ηω(det(h))dh.
Suppose p = 2. Then H = ZH ′, and
P(φ) =
ˆ
H′(F )\H′(AF )
φ(h)ηω(det(h))dh.
Let Φ = ⊗′Φv ∈ C
∞
c (A
2
F ) be a pure tensor. Suppose that Φ
S is the characteristic function of
(OˆSF )
2. Let e2 = (0, 1) ∈ A
2
F , and H
′(AF ) act on A
2
F from right naturally. Let E(g,Φ, s) be the
Eisenstein series associated to Φ (see [23, Section 4]). Consider the integral
Ψ(s, φ,Φ) :=
ˆ
Z′(AF )H′(F )\H′(AF )
E(g,Φ, s)φ(g)ηω(det(g))dg.
Lemma 8.1.1. Suppose p > 2. Let ξ ∈ E − F be a trace free element. Then
Ψ(s, φ,Φ) =
ˆ
N ′(AF )\H′(AF )
W
([
ξ 0
0 1
]
g
)
Φ(e2g)ηω(det(g))|deg g|
sdg.
Suppose p = 2. Then
Ψ(s, φ,Φ) =
ˆ
N ′(AF )\H′(AF )
W (g)Φ(e2g)ηω(det(g))|deg g|
sdg.
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The expressions of Ψ(s, φ,Φ) in the above lemma have obvious local-global decompositions.
Define ΨS(s,W,Φ) to be the away from S part. Computing the residue of Ψ at s = 1, we have
a decomposition (see [23, (23)])
P(φ) =
∏
v∈S
Pv(Wv)
2Ress=1Ψ
S(s,W,Φ)
Ress=1L(s, 1F )
(8.2)
where Pv is the local period associated to σv defined in (6.3) and (6.14). We remark that
the proof of [23, (23)] uses a certain invariance property of the local period Pv which can be
established for all local fields. The same proof of [23, (23)] works for (8.2).
If p > 2, we take ξv to be a unit in OEv for v 6∈ S. Applying the explicit formula for Whittaker
newforms (see [31, Corollary 1]), we have the following unramified computation.
Lemma 8.1.2. Assume that σ is the base change of π ∈ Ac(H
′). Then
ΨS(s,W,Φ)
LS(s, σ × σ˜)
=
Vol(K ′S)
LS(s, η)LS(s, π, ad)
.
Here K ′S is the standard maximal compact subgroup of H ′(ASF ), and L
S(s, σ× σ˜) is the product
of local L-factors outside the places of E over S.
Recall that the Petersson pairing on σ satisfies the following local-global decomposition [4,
Proposition 2.1]: let φi ∈ σ, where i = 1, 2, and Wi be its ψE-th Whittaker coefficient, then
(8.3)
ˆ
Z(AE)G(E)\G(AE)
φ1φ¯2(g)dg = 2
∏
v
1
L(1, 1Ev )
〈W1,W2〉v ,
where the product is over all places of E. SupposeWv is the Whittaker newform of σv for v 6∈ S.
By the explicit formula of Wv (see [31, Corollary 1]), we have
(8.4)
1
L(1, 1Ev )
〈Wv,Wv〉v =
L(1, σv , ad)
L(2, 1Ev )
.
Let KSH0 (resp. K
S) be the product of local maximal compact groups of H0 (resp. G) defined in
5.1 outside S (resp. places of E over S). By (4.18), (8.1), (8.2), Lemma 8.1.2, (8.3) and (8.4),
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1.3. [23, Proposition 4] Let σ ∈ Ac(G,ω
′−1). Suppose σ is the base change of a
cuspidal representation of GL2,F , and f
′S =
1
KS
Vol(KSH0
)Vol(K ′S)
, then
Oσ(s, f
′
Sf
′S) =
(∏
v∈S
Iσv(s, f
′
v)
)
LS(1, η)
LS(1/2 + s, π,Ω)LS(2, 1F )
LS(1, π, ad)
.
8.2. Local-global decompositions of periods: non-cuspidal representations. [29, Ap-
pendiex]
Let N be the upper unipotent subgroup and K be the standard maximal compact compact
subgroup of G(AE). Fix α ∈ A
×
E with |α|E = 0. Let ξ a Heche character of E
× such that
ξ(α) = 1. Let σ = σξ be admissible representation ofG(AE) associated to the data (0, ξ, ξ
−1ω′−1)
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(see 4.6). We have defined two periods on σ in the end of 4.6. The periods P ′ and µ have apparent
local-global decompositions
P ′(φ) =
∏
v
P ′v(φv)
where the product is over all places of F , and
µ(s, t, φ) =
∏
v
µv(s, t, φv)
where the product is over all places of E. Here the definitions of local factors are clear. The
Whittaker model W (σ, ψE) of σ is defined as follows. For φ ∈ σ, define
Wφ(g, t) :=
ˆ
Z(AE)\A(AE)
φ
(
w
[
1 x
0 1
]
g
)
e
〈
t+ρ,H
(
w
[
1 x
0 1
]
g
)〉
ψE(−x)dx
which converges when Re(t) is large enough. There is a local-global decomposition
Wφ(g, t) =
∏
v
Wφv (g, t)
where the definitions of local factors are clear. Each Wφv(g, t) has analytic continuation to C,
so does Wφ(g, t). Then Wφ(g, 0) gives the element corresponding to φ in W (σ, ψE).
Define local periods
λ(s, t, φv) :=
ˆ
E×v
Wφv
([
a 0
0 1
]
, t
)
|a|sEΩ(a)da
which specialize to (6.2) and (6.13) when t = 0, and
P(φv) :=
ˆ
F×v
Wφv
([
a 0
0 1
]
, 0
)
ηω(a)da
which is just (6.3) and (6.14). The integral defining λ(s, t, φv) converges when Re(s) is large
enough, and as a function on s, λ(s, t, φv) has analytic continuation to C.
Lemma 8.2.1. [29, Appendiex, Lemma 2, 3] Let φ ∈ σ.
(1) For a place v of E, we have µ(s, t, φv) = ǫ(1/2− t, ξ
−1
v Ωv, ψEv )
−1λ(s, t, φv);
(2) For a place v of F , we have P ′(φv) =
1
L(1,1Fv )
2P(φv).
The proof is the same with [29, Appendiex, Lemma 2] with mild modifications when p = 2.
Suppose ξ|A×F
· η = ω−1 and is not a lift of a Hecke character of F×. Let π = πξ be the
automorphic induction of ξ to GL2(F ), which is cuapidal with central character ω
−1. Then σ is
the base change of π to E. Combined with (4.21), we have the following result.
Proposition 8.2.2. [29, Appendiex, Corollary 1] Let σ and π be as above, and f ′Sf
′S be as in
Proposition 8.1.3. Then
4Oσ(s, f
′
Sf
′S) =
(∏
v∈S
Iσv(s, f
′
v)
)
LS(1, η)
LS(1/2 + s, π,Ω)LS(2, 1F )
LS(1, π, ad)
.
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8.3. The Waldspurger formula over function fields. In this subsection, let notations be
as in 1.2. We prove Theorem 1.2.3 which we restate below.
Theorem 8.3.1. Assume Ram(B) = Σ(π,Ω). There exists f = ⊗v∈|X|fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×(AF )) such
that
(8.5) 2Oπ(f) =
L(2, 1F )L(1/2, πEv )
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv)
and α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ |X|.
Proof. We show how to choose fv’s such that Theorem 8.3.1 holds. We will get (8.5) by com-
paring O(f) with O(f ′) for suitable f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)). Let σ be the base change of π to E.
Let v ∈ |X|. We always fix an isomorphism B×v ≃ Gǫ as in 5.2.1. Thus we regard functions
on Gǫ as functions on B
×
v . Let S ⊂ |X| be a finite set. Suppose S contains all ramified places
of B, E/F , ψ, π, all places below ramified places of Ω, and a set Ss,reg = {v1, v2, v3, v4} ⊂ |X|s.
Let the functions fS ∈ C∞c (B
×(ASF )) and f
′S ∈ C∞c (G(A
S
E)) be as follows:
(1) for v ∈ |X| −S − |X|s, let f
′
v be spherical, and fv be the matching function of f
′
v on B
×
v
given by Proposition 7.3.1;
(2) for v ∈ |X|s − S, let f
′
v = (f1,v, f2,v) be spherical, and fv be the matching function of f
′
v
on B×v as in (4.11).
For v ∈ |X|s
⋂
S − Ss,reg, choose any fv such that απv(fv) 6= 0 (see Lemma 6.5.1). Choose
f ′v = (f1,v, f2,v) as in Lemma 4.3.3 (1). For Ss,reg = {v1, v2, v3, v4}, let the four fvi ’s be as in
Lemma 6.5.2 corresponding the four sets there. Then f satisfies Assumption 4, and απvi (fvi) 6= 0.
Choose f ′vi = (f1,vi , f2,vi) as in Lemma 4.3.3 (1). By the description of S(Fvi)sing in 4.3 and
Lemma 4.3.3 (2), f ′ satisfies Assumption 2. For v ∈ S − |X|s, let Uv be an open compact
subgroup of B×v whose image under the isomorphism B
×
v ≃ Gǫ is Kǫ,m (see (7.2)). Let fv = 1Uv .
Let m be large enough, such that det(Kǫ,m) ⊂ Nm(E
×
v ) and α
♯
πv(fv) 6= 0 (see Lemma 6.2.3).
Let f ′v be the matching function of fv given by Proposition 7.2.4. By Lemma 4.4.5 and 4.5.2,
we have the relative trace formula identity:
O(f) = O(f ′)(8.6)
Suppose that the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to GL2,F is not of the form πξ as
in the end of the last subsection. Then π 6≃ π ⊗ η, and σ is cuspidal. By (4.18), Lemma 4.6.1,
Theorem 4.6.2 (for s = 0), and similar results for B× (see [20, (7.6)]), we have the following
spectral decomposition of the relative trace formula (8.6):
Oπ(f) +Oπ⊗η(f) = Oσ(f
′).
Now choose
f ′S =
1KS
Vol(KSH0)Vol(K
′S)
, fS =
1KS1
Vol(K ′S)
=
1KS1
Vol(KS1 )
.
Then f is supported on {g ∈ B×(AF ) : det(g) ∈ Nm(A
×
E)}. In particular, we have Oπ(f) =
Oπ⊗η(f). Thus 2Oπ(f) = Oσ(f
′). From Proposition 8.1.3, we have
2Oπ(f) = Oσ(f
′) =
(∏
v∈S
L(1, ηv)Iσv (f
′
v)
)
LS(1/2, π,Ω)LS(2, 1F )
LS(1, π, ad)
.
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By Proposition 6.4.1, 7.2.4, the computation of ǫ (or γ)-factor [43, 2.5], and that the product of
the local root numbers of η is 1, we have
2Oπ(f) = Oσ(f
′) =
L(1/2, π,Ω)L(2, 1F )
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv).
Suppose that the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to GL2,F is the representation πξ
as in the end of the last subsection. Then π ≃ π ⊗ η. Let σ = σξ be the base change of πξ as in
the last subsection. We have the following spectral decomposition of the relative trace formula
Oπ(f) = Oσξ(f
′) +Oσξ−1ω′−1 (f
′) = 2Oσ(f
′).
From Proposition 6.4.1, 7.2.4 and 8.2.2, we have
2Oπ(f) = 4Oσ(f
′) =
(∏
v∈S
Iσv(f
′
v)
)
LS(1, η)
LS(1/2, π,Ω)LS(2, 1F )
LS(1, π, ad)
=
L(1/2, π,Ω)L(2, 1F )
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv).

9. Compute the height distribution
Let I be a nonempty finite closed subscheme of X − {∞}, U = U(I) ⊂ B ⊗ OˆF the corre-
sponding principal congruence subgroup, and f ∈ HU,C. In this section, we compute the height
distribution H(f). The results are summarized in the end of this section. We always assume
that f is a pure tensor as in Assumption 5
We assume the following assumption on f in this section. Let Bnv := {g ∈ B
×
v : v(det(g)) = n}.
Assumption 7. There exists three disjoint finite subsets Ss,reg,1, Ss,reg,2 and Ss,ave = {vi : i =
1, 2} of |X|s such that
(1) for every v ∈ |X| − |X|s and i = 1, 2, the following equation holds:
fSs,reg,i |A×E,Ss,reg,iB(v)
×
singA
×
E,Ss,reg,i
= 0
under the isomorphism B(v)(AF,Ss,reg,i) ≃ BSs,reg,i (see (1.14);
(2) for i = 1, 2, Uvi is maximal and for every n ∈ Z, the following equation holds:∑
gvi∈B
n
vi
/Uvi
fvi(gvi) = 0.
We will show how to choose f to satisfy Assumption 7 in 11.1.
Let e0 : E →֒ B be as in (1.2). Fix isomorphisms B
×
v ≃ Gǫ for v ∈ |X| − |X|s as in 5.2.1. We
assume the following assumption on B×v ≃ Gǫ and U in this section.
Assumption 8. (1) If v 6=∞, we require that the image of B×v by B
×
v ≃ Gǫ is Kǫ (see (5.1)).
(2) If v 6= ∞, let Uv ⊂ B
×
v be the preimage of Kǫ,m (see (7.2)) by B
×
v ≃ Gǫ. If v = ∞, let
Uv ⊂ B
×
v be generated by the preimage of Kǫ,m and ̟∞.
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By the discussion in 2.3.3 and invariance of the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing 〈·, ·〉NT on J under
the diagonal B×-action on the two variables, the truth of Theorem 1.1.1 for one embedding
e0 : E →֒ B is equivalent to the truth of Theorem 1.1.1 for every such embedding. Thus we can
choose e0 such that Assumption 8 (1) holds. Assumption 8 (2) can always be achieved assuming
Assumption 8 (1).
9.1. CM points and models. Let P0 ∈ M
E×(F sep). For h ∈ B×, the image of ThP0 under
the rigid analytic uniformization of M at ∞ is [z0h∞, hf ]. Let (ThP0)U be the image of ThP0 in
MU . The map h 7→ (ThP0)U induces a bijection
(9.1) E×\B×/U˜ ≃ CMU .
Thus we identify CMU with E
×\B×/U˜ , and denote (ThP0)U by h. Let U˜E = U˜
⋂
A×E. Regard
E×\A×E/U˜E as a subset of CMU . Let H be a finite abelian extension of E such that all geomet-
rically connected components of MU and all points in E
×\A×E/U˜E are defined over H. Let X
′
be the smooth projective curve corresponding to H.
For v ∈ |X|, let v be an extension of v to F sep, and let w be the restriction of v to H, Let Ov
be the ring of integers of the completion of F sep at v. Let Fˆ urv be the completion of the maximal
unramified extension of Fv w.r.t. the restriction of v, Oˆ
ur
Fv
be its ring of integer. Define Hˆurw and
OˆurHw simiarly. In particular, we have embeddings Oˆ
ur
Fv
→֒ OˆurHw →֒ Ov.
Let I ′ = I−Ram. When Ram 6= {∞}, the notion of B-elliptic sheaves with level-I ′ structures,
is generalized in [2], [3] and [18]. The image of the morphism zero (see Definition 3) is allowed
to be in X − I ′ − (Ram − {∞}), X − Ram, and X − I ′ − {∞} respectively. Moreover, the
corresponding moduli spaces are obtained over respective open subschemes of X. In particular,
by gluing these models, we have a regular projective model MU(I′)B×∞ of MU(I′)B×∞ over X. If
Ram = {∞}, a regular projective model MU(I′)B×∞ of MU(I′)B×∞ over X is defined in [8] and [2].
Definition 40. (1) Let MU be the minimal desingularization of the normalization of MU(I′)B×∞
in the function field of MU . Let cusp be the Zariski closure of the cusps in MU .
(2) Let NU be the minimal desingularization of the normalization of MU(I′)B×∞ ×X X
′ in the
function field of MU ⊗F H.
Let LU be the sum of 2cusp and the divisor class of the relative dualizing sheaf of MU/X.
Definition 41. Let Z be the pullback of the LU divided by the degree of the restriction of LU
to any geometrically connected component of MU .
9.1.1. Moduli interpretations of the MU outside Ram. The results in [11], [27] and [3] give us
moduli interpretation of MU outside Ram. Suppose Ram 6= {∞}. Let v ∈ I − Ram − |X|s.
Let I ′v ⊂ I ′ and Iv ⊂ I be the closed subschemes with the v-parts removed. Let M′
UB×∞
be
the moduli space of B-elliptic sheaves with Drinfeld level-I structures in [3], which is a reg-
ular projective model of MUB×∞ over X − Ram. Let M
′
U(I′v) be the quotient by U∞ of the
moduli space of B-elliptic sheaves with Drinfeld level-(I ′v) structures and level structures at
∞ (i.e. the one in 2.2), which is a regular projective model of MU(I′v) over X − Ram − (I
′v).
Also note that MU(I′v)B×∞ |X−Ram−(I′v) is the moduli space of B-elliptic sheaves with Drinfeld
level-I ′v structures. Then there are natural morphisms from M′U(I′v) and M
′
UB×∞
|X−Ram−(I′v)
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to MU(I′v)B×∞ |X−Ram−(I′v). Let M
′
U be the fiber product of M
′
U(I′v) and M
′
UB×∞
|X−Ram−(I′v)
over MU(I′v)B×∞ . Suppose Ram = {∞}. Let M
′
U be the quotient by U∞ of the smooth com-
pactification of the moduli space of B-elliptic sheaves with Drinfeld level-I structures and level
structures at ∞ (see [11]).
We have the following lemma whose verification is easy.
Lemma 9.1.1. If Ram 6= {∞}, then M′U is the restriction of MU to X − Ram − (I
′v). If
Ram = {∞}, then M′U =MU .
9.2. Local-global decomposition of the height distribution. We interpret the Ne´ron-Tate
height pairing on JU as the Z-admissible pairing in the sense of [48, 7.1.6].
Definition 42. Let D ∈ Div(MU,H). A divisor D̂ = D + VD, where VD is a vertical divisor is
called the admissible extension of D if
(1) D̂ −
∑
α∈π0(MU,H )
degDα · Zα is a flat divisor;
(2) VD · Zα = 0 for each α ∈ π0(MU,H).
The admissible extension of D exists and is unique. Using a regular model of MU over a
finite extension L of H which dominates NU and the pullback of Z, extend Definition 42 to
Div(MU,L). For D1,D2 ∈ Div(MU,L), define the Z-admissible pairing
〈D1,D2〉 := −
1
[L : F ]
D̂1 · D̂2.
Then by the arithmetic Hodge index theorem (see [48, Theorem 7.1.4]), we have
〈Z˜(f)∗t
◦
1, t
◦
2〉NT = 〈Z˜(f)U,∗t1, t2〉 − 〈Z˜(f)U,∗ξt1 , t2〉 − 〈Z˜(f)U,∗t
◦
1, ξt2〉,(9.2)
Here the left hand side is (part of) the integrand in the integral (3.7) defining H(f).
Lemma 9.2.1. The second and third term in the right hand side of (9.2) vanish. In particular,
the following equation holds
(9.3) H(f) =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
〈Z˜(f)U,∗t1, t2〉Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.
Proof. Similar to [48, Lemma 7.6], we have Z(g)U,∗(ξt1) = degZ(g)U · ξt1 . So in (9.2), the term
〈Z˜(f)U,∗ξt1 , t2〉 equals
(9.4) Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
∑
n∈Z
(
∑
gv∈Uv\Bnv /Uv
fv(gv) degZ(gv)〈Z(f
v)U,∗ξt1gv , t2〉).
Fix hn ∈ B
n
v . Then for every gv ∈ B
n
v , we have ξt1gv = ξt1hn . Thus the inner sum of (9.4) equals
(
∑
gv∈Uv\Bnv /Uv
fv(gv) degZ(gv)) · 〈Z(f
v)U,∗)ξt1hn , t2〉
=(
∑
gv∈Bnv /Uv
fv(gv)) · 〈Z(f
v)U,∗)ξt1hn , t2〉 = 0
where the last equation follows from Assumption 7 (2). For the third term, similar to [48,
Lemma 7.7], we have
〈Z(gv)U,∗t
◦
1, ξt2〉 = degZ(gv)〈Z(f
v)U,∗t
◦
1, ξt2〉.
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Note that here we use the fact that Z(f v)U,∗t
◦
1 has degree 0 which implies that the second term
in the right hand side of [48, Lemma 7.7] vanishes. So the term 〈Z˜(f)U,∗t
◦
1, ξt2〉 in (9.2) vanishes
by the same reasoning for the second term. 
9.2.1. Decomposition of the height distribution. Let v be an extension of v to F sep. For D1 ∈
Div(MU,F sep) and D2 ∈ Div(MU,H), let iv(D1,D2) and jv(D1,D2) be defined as in [48, 7.1.7]. In
other words, take a suitable base change N ′U of NU , and define iv(D1,D2) to be the intersection
number (normalized by the ramification index) of the Zariski closures of D1,D2 in N
′, and and
define jv(D1,D2) to be the intersection number of the Zariski closure of D1 with the pullback
to N ′ of the vertical part in the Z-admissible extension of D2 in N .
If v is not split in E, let
i(f)v = Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
∑
g∈B×/U˜
f(g)iv(t1g, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1
and
j(f)v = Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
∑
g∈B×/U˜
f(g)jv(t1g, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.
If v is split in E, let v1, v2 be two places over v. Let vi be an extension of vi to F
sep. Let
i(f)v =
1
2
∑
n=1,2
i(f)vn , j(f)v =
1
2
∑
n=1,2
j(f)vn
where
i(f)vn = Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
∑
g∈B×/U˜
f(g)ivn(t1g, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1,
and
j(f)vn = Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
∑
g∈U˜\B×/U˜
f(g)jvn(Z(g)U,∗t1, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.
The expression of j(f)vn is useful for the computation (see 9.5.2). Then similar to [48, 7.2.2],
by Lemma 9.2.1 and the CM theory (see Corollary 2.3.8), we have
H(f) =
∑
v∈|X|
−(i(f)v + j(f)v)) log qv.
9.3. Supersingular case. Let v ∈ |X| − ∞ be split in B, and let B = B(v) be the v-nearby
quaternion algebra of B. Then Bv is a division algebra. Let n be the level of the principal
congruence subgroup Uv ⊂ B
×
v .
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9.3.1. Special fibers of MU,OFv and NU,OHw . This section will also be used to deal with the
ordinary case (see 9.5). We at first describe the special fiber of MU,OFv .
To each B-elliptic sheaf E over OFv (resp. k(v)) with Drinfeld level structure of level-nv, one
can associate to it a divisible OFv -module M over OFv (resp. k(v)) of height 4 with Bv-action
and Drinfeld level structure of level n (see [3, 6.3]). Fix an isomorphism Bv ≃ M2(OFv). Let
M1 :=
{[
a b
0 0
]
M : a, b ∈ OFv
}
, M2 :=
{[
0 0
a b
]
M : a, b ∈ OFv
}
(9.5)
which are divisible OFv -modules of height 2. Then M =M1 ⊕M2 and
[
0 1
1 0
]
gives an isomor-
phism M1 ≃M2 of divisible OFv -modules.
Recall that for each positive integer m, there is a unique connected formal OFv -module of
height m over k(v). If M1 is not connected, it is the direct sum of the connected divisible
OFv -module of height 1 and the constant divisible OFv -module Fv/OFv .
Definition 43. (1) A B-elliptic sheaf E over k(v) is called supersingular if M1 is connected.
Otherwise E is called ordinary. A point inMUB×∞,k(v) is called supersingular if the corresponding
B-elliptic sheaf is supersingular.
(2) Let Msing
UB×∞,k(v)
⊂MUB×∞,k(v) be the subset of supersingular points. Let M
sing
U,k(v)
⊂MU,k(v)
be the subset of points whose images inM
UB×∞,k(v)
is contained inMsing
UB×∞,k(v)
. Points inMsing
U,k(v)
are called superinsgular points. Points in M
U,k(v)
outside Msing
U,k(v)
are called ordinary points.
Remark 9.3.1. Replacing MUB×∞,k(v) in the above definition by MU(I′v),k(v) or MU(I′v)B×∞,k(v),
we have the same Msing
U,k(v)
.
By [27, (10.6)] and [3, Proposition 10.2.2], we have a bijection
(9.6) Msing
U,k(v)
≃ B×\Z × Bv,×/U˜v .
The following lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 9.3.2. If v is split in E, all points in CMU have ordinary reductions. Otherwise all
points in CMU have supersingular reductions.
Now we discuss the special fiber of MU,OFv . Recall that a Drinfeld level structure of level n
on the divisible OFv -modules M1 is an OFv -module morphism
((̟−nv OFv)/OFv )
2 →M1[̟
n
v ]
satisfying certain conditions (see [8, Secton 4, B)]). The OFv -submodules of ((̟
−n
v OFv )/OFv )
2
of rank 1 are indexed by
P1(OFv/̟
n
v ) ≃ P
1(OFv )/Uv ≃ B(Fv)\GL2(Fv)/Uv ,
where B is the standard Borel subgroup. Consider a connected component C ofMU,k(v) and its
image C ′ in M
UB×∞,k(v)
. The condition that the Drinfeld level structure vanishes on the rank-1
OFv -submodule represented by a ∈ P
1(OFv)/Uv gives a closed subvariety C
′
a of C
′. Let Ca be
the preimage of C ′a in C. By the argument in [5, 9.4], we have the following proposition (see
also [3, 10.4]).
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Proposition 9.3.3. Each Ca is an irreducible connected component of MU,k(v), and is smooth.
For a 6= b, Ca and Cb intersect at C
sing the set of supersingular points on C.
Now we describe the special fiber of NU,OˆurHw
.
Definition 44. An irreducible component in the special fiber of NU,OˆurHw
is called a supersingular
component if its image in the special fiber of MU,OˆurFv
is a supersingular point. Otherwise it is
called an ordinary component.
By Lemma 9.3.2, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3.4. Consider the reduction map from MU,H to the special fiber of NU,OHw . If v is
split in E, all points in CMU have reductions outside supersingular components. Otherwise all
points in CMU have reductions in supersingular components.
9.3.2. Uniformizations. Assume that v is not split in E. Let ArtOˆurFv
be the category of complete
artinian OˆurFv -algebras with residue fields isomorphic to k(v) ≃ Oˆ
ur
Fv
/̟v . Let S
q
Uv
be the level n
deformation space of the unique formal OFv -module M of height 2 over k(v). In other words,
an element in SUv (R), where R ∈ ArtOˆurFv
, is a(n isomorphism class) of formal OFv -module M
over R with Drinfeld level structure of level n and a quasi-isogenie
(9.7) Mk(v) →M.
Then there is a natural projection
(9.8) SqUv → Z
which maps an element in SqUv(R) to the degree of the quasi-isogeny. Let g ∈ B
×
v act by
v(det(g)). There is a natural left action of
B×v ≃ (End(M)⊗OFv Fv)
×
on SqUv which respect the morphism (9.8) and the actions of B
×
v on both sides. In particular the
fibers of (9.8) are mutually isomorphic.
Let SUv be the preimage of 1 of the projection (9.8). Fix a noncanonical isomorphism
(9.9) SqUv ≃ SUv × Z
whose composition with the natural projection SUv × Z → Z is (9.8). Let FUv be the totally
ramified abelian extension of Fˆ urv corresponding to det(Uv) via local class field theory. The
Lubin-Tate theory realizes OFUv as the deformation space of formal OFv -modules height 1 with
level structures (see [5, A.5]). Then there is a natural morphism
DetUv : SUv → SpecOFUv
of OFv -schemes, which maps a formal OFv -module to its determinant (see [41]).
Let MˆU be the formal completion of MU,OˆurFv
along the supersingular locus. The Serre-
Tate theory for B-elliptic sheaves (see [8, Proposition 5.4], [3, Theorem 7.4.4]) gives a formal
uniformization of MˆU (see [3, Proposition 14.1]):
(9.10) MˆU ≃ B
×\(SUv × Z)× B
v,×/U˜v .
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Such a uniformization depends on certain choices of local data away from v (see [27, 10.2]).
Under the isomorphisms (9.6) and (9.10), the reduction map MˆU → M
sing
U,k(v)
is given by the
projection SUv × Z→ Z.
Let Vsing be the set of supersingular components of NU,OˆurHw
, and let NˆU be the formal com-
pletion of NU,OˆurHw
along the union of supersingular components. Let S˜Uv be the minimal desin-
gularization of the normalization of SUv in the function field of SUv⊗ˆOˆurFv
OˆurHw . Then S˜Uv × Z
admits an action of B×v by the functoriality of minimal desingularization. Then (9.10) induces
an isomorphism of formal schemes:
(9.11) NˆU ≃ B
×\(S˜Uv × Z)× B
v,×/U˜v.
Define HUv to be the set of (isomorphism classes of) quasi-canonical liftings of M to Ov
with Drinfeld level structures of level n. Then there is a canonical B×v -action on HUv , and a
B×v -equivariant map
(9.12) HUv → SUv(Ov)× Z.
Consider maps
(9.13) CMU →MU (Ov)→ MˆU (Ov)
where the first map maps a CM point to the base change to Ov of its Zariski closure in MU
and the second map is the natural one. We have an “uniformization” of CMU by HUv and an
“uniformization” of the composition of (9.13) by (9.12) as follows.
The fixed embedding B →֒ Bv of E-algebras (1.14) and the bijection (9.1) induce a bijection
(9.14) CMU ≃ B
×\B× ×E× B
×
v /Uv × B
v,×/U˜v .
By [53, 5.5] (we modify the quasi-isogeny there to be as in (9.7) to obtain a left action), there
is a B×v -equivariant bijection
HUv ≃ B
×
v ×E×v B
×
v /Uv,
where B×v -action on the right hand side is by left multiplication. This bijection depends on the
choice of the preimage of (1, 1) in HUv . We take (1.1) to be the formal OFv -module of heigth
2 with Drinfeld level structure of level n associated to B-elliptic sheaf represented by P0 as in
(9.5). By this we identify HUv with B
×
v ×E×v B
×
v /Uv . Under the natural inclusion
(9.15) B× ×E× B
×
v /Uv →֒ HUv ,
we regard HUv as an “uniformizing space” of CMU . By (9.14) and (9.10), the composition of
(9.15) and (9.12) induces a map
CMU ≃ B
×\B× ×E× B
×
v /Uv × B
v,×/U˜v
→B×\(SUv(Ov)× Z)× B
v,×/U˜v ≃ MˆU (Ov).
(9.16)
Up to choices of the data away from v defining (9.10), we have the following result.
Lemma 9.3.5. The map (9.16) is the composition of (9.13).
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Corollary 9.3.6. The reduction map
B×\B× ×E× B
×
v /Uv × B
v,×/U˜v ≃ CMU
→Msing
U,k(v)
≃ B×\Z× Bv,×/U˜v
is induced by the composition of the maps
B× ×E× B
×
v →֒ HUv → SUv(Ov)× Z→ Z.
A point in SUv(Ov) lifts to a point in S˜Uv(Ov) by strict transform. Thus the map HUv →
SUv(Ov)× Z lifts to a B
×
v -equivariant map
HUv → S˜Uv(Ov)× Z.(9.17)
This map induces a map
CMU ≃ B
×\B× ×E× B
×
v /Uv × B
v,×/U˜v
→NˆU (Ov) ≃ B
×\(S˜Uv(Ov)× Z)× B
v,×/U˜v.
(9.18)
Lemma 9.3.5 implies the following result.
Lemma 9.3.7. The map (9.18) coincides with the composition of maps
CMU → NU(Ov)→ NˆU (Ov)
where the first map maps a CM point to the base change to Ov of its Zariski closure in MU and
the second map is the natural one.
9.3.3. Multiplicity function.
Definition 45. Define the multiplicity function mv on HUv − {(1, 1)} as follows: for (g1, g2) ∈
HUv and (g1, g2) 6= (1, 1), let mv(g1, g2) to be the intersection number of the images of the points
(g1, g2) and (1, 1) in S˜(Ov)× Z under (9.17).
We have the following properties of the multiplicty function mv.
Lemma 9.3.8. (1) The following equation holds: mv(g
−1
1 , g
−1
2 ) = mv(g1, g2).
(2) The number mv(g1, g2) is the intersection number of the images of the points (gg1, g2) and
(g, 1) in S˜(Ov)× Z for every g ∈ B
×
v .
Proof. (1) follows from definition. (2) follows from the B×v -equivariance of the map (9.17). 
Now we consider the nonvanishing of mv. By definition, m(g1, g2) 6= 0 only if (g1, g2) and
(1, 1) have the same image under the composition
(9.19) HUv → S˜(Ov)× Z→ Z,
which is given by (g1, g2) 7→ v(det(g1) det(g2)). Thus mv(g1, g2) 6= 0 only if v(det(g1) det(g2)) =
0. We can improve this condition using the morphism DetUv : SUv → SpecOFUv . Let H
0
Uv
be
the preimage of {0} of the composition map HUv → Z. Note that
(9.20) (SpecOFUv )(Ov) ≃ O
×
Fv
/det(Uv)
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as Gal(FUv/Fv)-torsor, where the Gal(FUv/Fv)-action on O
×
Fv
/det(Uv) is via local class field
theory. Up to the choice of (9.20), the composition
H0Uv → S(Ov)→ SUv(Ov)
DetUv−−−−→ O×Fv/det(Uv)
is given by (g1, g2) 7→ det(g1) det(g2). Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3.9. The multiplicty function mv(g1, g2) 6= 0 only if det(g1) det(g2) ∈ det(Uv).
9.3.4. Compute i(f)v. By Lemma 9.3.7, we express iv(t1g, t2) involved in the definition of i(f)v
(see 9.2.1) by mv as follows.
Lemma 9.3.10. Let x, y ∈ CMU be distinct CM points. Assume x = t1g, y = t2 for t1, t2 ∈ A
×
E
and g ∈ B×, then
iv(x, y) =
∑
δ∈B×
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v , g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
Proof. The decomposition is standard, see [48, Lemma 8.2]. The particular expression here
follows from Lemma 9.3.8. Only need to show that the sum is a finite sum. Since Bv is a
division algebra, the preimage of an open compact subset of F×v under the reduced norm det is
compact. By Lemma 9.3.9, the function
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v, g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v)
for δ ∈ B×(AF )/̟
Z
∞ is only nonvanishing on a compact subset. Since the image of B
× →֒
B×(AF )/̟
Z
∞ is discrete and closed, the sum is a finite sum. 
To compute i(f)v, we at first deal with the regularized integral involved in its definition (see
9.2.1). The following lemma is from a direct computation.
Lemma 9.3.11. Let V be an open compact subgroup of A×F,f , δ ∈ B
×
reg, and let φ be a function
on A×EδA
×
E which is V -invariant and Ξ∞-invariant. Then if either side of the equation
Vol(V )
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
∑
t∈F×\A×F /Ξ∞V
∑
x∈E×δE×
φ(t−11 xtt2)dt2dt1
=
ˆ
A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
E×(AF,f)
ˆ
E×(F∞)/Ξ∞
φ(t−11 δt2,ft2,∞)dt2,∞dt2,fdt1
converges absolutely, the other side also converges absolutely, and in this case the equation holds.
Use Assumption 7 (1) to get rid of contributions from singular orbits in i(f)v as follows.
Lemma 9.3.12. (1) If t1g = t2 as points in MU , then f(g) = 0.
(2) Let g ∈ B×/U˜ , we have
f(g)
∑
δ∈B×
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v , g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v)
=f(g)
∑
δ∈B×reg
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v, g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v).
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Proof. (1) If t1g = t2, then g ∈ A
×
EU˜ . Thus f(g) = 0 by Assumption 7 (1) and the U˜ -invariance
of f . (2) Let δ ∈ B×sing. If 1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v) 6= 0, then gv ∈ t−11 δt
v
2U˜
v. So f(g) = 0 by
Assumption 7 (1) and the U˜ -invariance of f . The equation follows. 
Now we compute i(f)v. Lemma 9.3.12 validates the third “=” in the equation
i(f)v =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
iv(Z˜(f)U,∗t1, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1
= Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ ∗
E×\A×E
∑
g∈B×/U˜
f(g)iv(t1g, t2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1
= Vol(ΞU )|F
×\A×F /Ξ|
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
1
|F×\A×F /Ξ|∑
t∈F×\A×F /Ξ∞ΞU
∑
g∈B×/U˜
f(g)
∑
δ∈B×reg
mv(t
−1
1,vδtt2,v, g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δtt2)
v)ω−1(t)Ω−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1.
Applying Lemma 9.3.11 and Fubini’s theorem, we have
i(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
ˆ
A
v,×
E /A
v,×
F
ˆ
A
v,×
E /Ξ∞
f((tv1)
−1δtv2)Ω
−1(tv2)Ω(t
v
1)dt
v
2dt
v
1
∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
fv(gv)
ˆ
E×v /F
×
v
ˆ
E×v
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v, g
−1
v )Ω
−1
v (t2,v)Ωv(t1,v)dt2,vdt1,v
(9.21)
provided the right hand side is absolutely convergent. The absolutely convergence is as follows.
At first, the integral of mv is absolutely convergent by Lemma 9.3.9. Second, the integral over
A
v,×
E /A
v,×
F ×A
v,×
E /Ξ∞ decomposes into a product of local orbital integrals such that for almost
all places the values are 1 (see Lemma 4.2.4, 4.3.1). So We only need to prove that the right
hand side is a finite sum. We use the invariant map invE× and its variant
inv′E× =
invE×
1− invE×
: B×(AF )→ AF
w.r.t. the embedding (1.14) (see 4.1). Since Nm(E×v ) 6∈ invE×(B
×
v ), an open neighborhood of
1 is not contained in invE×(B
×
v ). So inv
′
E×(B
×
v ) is contained in a compact subset of Fv. In
particular, with g2 fixed, the subset inv
′
E×({g1 ∈ (B
×
v )reg : mv(g1, g2) 6= 0}) of inv
′
E×(B
×
v ) is
contained in a compact subset of Fv. By Proposition 7.1.1, there is a compact subset of AF ,
such that the summand in the right hand side is nonzero only if inv′E×(δ) is in this compact
subset. Since inv′E×(B
×) is a discrete closed subset of F , the sum on the right hand side is a
finite sum.
Definition 46. For δ ∈ B×reg, define the arithmetic orbital integral of the multiplicty function
mv weighted by fv to be
i(δ, fv) :=
ˆ
E×v /F
×
v
ˆ
E×v
∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
fv(gv)mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v , g
−1
v )Ω
−1
v (t2,v)Ωv(t1,v)dt2,vdt1,v.
By (9.21), we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 9.3.13. Under Assumption 7, we have
i(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)i(δ, fv).
9.3.5. Compute the multiplicity function mv. The computation of the multiplicity function mv
is purely local in terms of formal modules. Some results are obtained in [53, 5.5] based on
Gross’s theory of quasi-canonical liftings [15].
We at first assume that Uv is maximal. Then MU,OFv is a smooth model. So NU,OHw ≃
MU,OFv ⊗OFv OHw and is a smooth model. Then mv can be computed using Gross’s theory of
quasi-canonical lifting. Fix an isomorphism GL2(Fv) ≃ B
×
v which maps GL2(OFv ) to Uv.
Lemma 9.3.14. Let hc =
[
̟c 0
0 1
]
∈ GL2(Fv) ≃ B
×
v . Under Assumption 8, there is a decom-
position
B×v =
∐
c∈Z≥0
E×v hcUv.
Lemma 9.3.15. [53, Lemma 5.5.2] [48, Lemma 8.6] The multiplicity function mv on HUv −{1}
is nonzero only if det(g1) det(g2) ∈ O
×
Fv
. In this case, assume g2 ∈ E
×
v hcUv, then
(a) if c = 0 then mv(g1, g2) =
1
2 (v(inv
′
E×v
(g1)) + 1);
(b) if c > 0 and Ev/Fv is unramified, then mv(g1, g2) = q
1−c
v (qv + 1)
−1;
(c) if c > 0 and Ev/Fv is ramified, then mv(g1, g2) =
1
2q
−c
v .
Now suppose Uv is principal of level n. Assume g2 = 1. Then by Lemma 9.3.9, m(g1, 1) is
supported on Bv,0 := {g1 ∈ B
×
v : det(g1) ∈ detUv} (and not defined on the image of E
×
v ).
Lemma 9.3.16. There is an open compact subgroup U ′ ⊂ Bv,0 such that
(1) as subgroups of E×v , U
′
⋂
E×v = Uv
⋂
E×v :
(2) the function
m(g1, 1)−
v(inv′
E×v
(g1))
2
1U ′(g1)
on Bv,0 − E
×
v can be extended to a locally constant function on Bv,0.
Proof. Let U ′ be the maximal open compact subgroup through which the restriction of the Bv,0-
action on the special fiber of S˜Uv factors. Then the inclusion U
′
⋂
E×v ⊃ Uv
⋂
E×v and (2) is
proved in [53, Lemma 5.5.3, Lemma 5.5.4]. We prove the equation in (1).
Let k(v)′ be the residue field of Ev. For a ∈ k(v)
′, let a¯ be the Gal(k(v)′/k) conjugate of a.
Since det(Uv) = 1 +̟
n
vOFv , we have Bv,0
⋂
E×v = µ+̟
n
vOEv where µ = {a ∈ k(v)
′ : aa¯ = 1}.
Note that Uv
⋂
E×v = 1 +̟
n
vOEv . We only need show that µ − {1} 6∈ U
′. It is enough to show
that every element in µ− {1} acts on the special fiber of SUv nontrivially when Uv is maximal.
Suppose that Uv is maximal. Let k(v)
′′ be the unique separable quadratic extension of k(v)
which is contained in B×v and contains k(v)
′. There exists an isomorphism SUv ≃ SpfOˆ
ur
Fv
[[X]]
such that an element a ∈ k(v)′′ acts on the coordinates by aX = a¯X, where a¯ is the Gal(k(v)′′/k)
conjugate of a. Thus µ−{1} acts on the special fiber of SUv nontrivially. The lemma follows. 
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9.3.6. Compute j(f)v. Now we compute the j(f)v .
Proposition 9.3.17. There exists fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×
v ) such that
j(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)O(δ, fv).
We will prove Proposition 9.3.17 in 9.3.8 after some preparations.
Let Vsing be the set of supersingular components in the special fiber of NU,OˆurHw
(see Definition
44). Let V be the set of irreducible components of S˜Uv ×Z, then there is a natural action of B
×
v
on V. The B×v -equivariant maps (9.19) induce B
×
v -equivariant maps
HUv → V, V → Z.
From (9.11), we have a bijection
(9.22) Vsing ≃ B×\V × Bv,×/U˜v.
For C ∈ V, g ∈ Bv,×, let [C, g] be the corresponding element in Vsing.
Definition 47. Let C ∈ V, define a function lC on HUv as follows. For (g1, g2) ∈ HUv , let
lC(g1, g2) be the intersection number of C and the image of the point (g1, g2) in S˜(Ov)× Z.
Lemma 9.3.18. The function lC satisfies the following properties:
(1) for h ∈ HU , lC(h) 6= 0 only if the image of C in Z under the map V → Z and the image
of h under HUv → Z (the composition of (9.19)) are the same;
(2) for b ∈ B×v , h ∈ H, lbC(bh) = lC(h);
(3) lC is locally constant.
Proof. (1) follows from Definition 47. (2) follows from the fact that the action by b is an
isomorphism. (3) follows from (2) and the fact that the B×v -action on the special fiber of S˜
factors through the open compact subgroup U ′ as in Lemma 9.3.16. 
Similar to Lemma 9.3.10, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3.19. Let g ∈ (Bv)× and y ∈ CMU ≃ B
×\B××E×B
×
v /Uv×B
v,×/U˜v, the intersection
number of (C, g) ∈ Vsing and the Zariski closure of y in NU ⊗OHw Ov is given by∑
δ∈B×
lC(δ
−1, yv)1U˜v(g
−1δ−1yv).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
The finiteness of the sum is implied by Lemma 9.3.18 (1).
9.3.7. Noncanonical isomorphisms. Let FU be the abelian extension of F corresponding to
F×\A×F /det(U˜). Let J = Ram
⋃
(I − v). Let OJFU be the J-integers of FU . By Lemma 9.1.1
and the determinant construction of B-elliptic sheaves (see [24]), there is a natural projection
DetU :MU |X−J → SpecO
J
FU
of (X − J)-schemes. Here SpecOJFU is certain moduli space of rank 1 elliptic sheaves (see
Proposition 2.3.7). Since
SpecOJFU ⊗X−J Oˆ
ur
Hw ≃ Oˆ
ur
Hw × F
×\A×F /det(U˜ ),
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the projection DetU induces a projection
NU,OˆurHw
→ F×\A×F /det(U˜).
Then the preimages of elements in F×\A×F /det(U˜) are isomorphic. LetNU,OˆurHw ,1
be the preimage
of {1}. Then we have an isomorphism
(9.23) NU,OˆurHw
≃ NU,OˆurHw ,1
× F×\A×F /det(U˜).
Let Z1 be the restriction of Z to NU,OˆurHw ,1
.
Let Vord be the set of ordinary components in the special fiber of NU,OˆurHw
. By Proposition
9.3.3, we have an isomorphism
Vord ≃ Vord1 × F
×\A×F /det(U˜ )
where Vord1 ≃ B(Fv)\GL2(Fv)/Uv is the set of ordinary components in NU,OˆurHw ,1
. Thus an
element in Vord can be written as (C, g) with C ∈ Vord1 , g ∈ F
×\A×F /det(U˜).
Lemma 9.3.20. (1) Let C ∈ Vord1 , D ∈ V
sing, and a, b ∈ Bv,× such that ab−1 ∈ det U˜v. Then
the intersection number (C, a) · [D, b] does not depends on the choice of a, b.
(2) Let D ∈ Vsing, and a, b ∈ Bv,× then (Z1, a) · [D, b] = 0.
Proof. (1) The problem is local. Thus we may compute the intersection number by pulling back
(C, a) to the related deformation space S˜Uv × Z. By the moduli interpretation of the ordinary
components (see Proposition 9.3.3), the pullback only depends on C (not on a, b). Thus (1)
follows. (2) follows from the definition of Z (see Definition 41).

9.3.8. Compute Z-admissible extensions. For t ∈ A×E, regarded as a point CMU , let Vt be the
j-part in the Z-admissible extension tˆ of t in NU . There exists Ci ∈ V and a certain sum Cord,1
of ordinary components in Vord1 such that
V1 =
n∑
i=1
ai[Ci, 1]− (Cord,1, 1).
Lemma 9.3.21. For t ∈ A×E, the sum of the supersingular components in Vt is
n∑
i=1
ai[tvCi, t
v].
Proof. Let t be the Zariski closure of t in NU,OˆurHw
. Up to replacing t by an element in E×t, we
may assume that tv ∈ (U˜E)v. Then tvCi = Ci for all Ci (see Lemma 9.3.16 (1)). We prove that
tˆ := t+
n∑
i=1
ai[Ci, t
v]− (Cord,1, t
v).
We verify the first condition on the admissible extension of t in Definition 42. The second one
is similar and easier. Recall that the first condition is that tˆ − (Z1,Nm(t)) has 0 intersection
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number with every supersingular component and ordinary component. We prove this condition
for supersingular components. For ordinary components, the proof is similar and easier.
For a divisor Z of S˜Uv × Z and g ∈ B
v,×, let {Z, g} denote the corresponding divisor of
(S˜Uv × Z)× B
v,×. Let Ztv be the image of (tv, 1) = (1, tv) ∈ H in S˜ × Z, then the image of t in
NˆU is given by the image of {Ztv , t
v} in
NˆU ≃ B
×\(S˜Uv × Z)× B
v,×/U˜v.
Let D ∈ V, gv ∈ Bv,×. By the first condition on the admissible extension of 1 in Definition 42,
we have ∑
γ∈U˜v(gv)−1
⋂
B×
(Z1 +
n∑
i=1
aiCi) · γD = ((Z1, 1) + (Cord,1, 1)) · [D, g
v ], ,(9.24)
where the intersections on the left hand side happen on S˜Uv × Z, and the intersection on the
right hand side happens on NU,OˆurHw
.
By the assumption that tv ∈ (UE)v, we have Ztv = Z1, (Z1, t) = (Z1, t
v). Thus we only need
to prove that for every [A,hv ] ∈ Vsing, the equation
(9.25)
∑
γ∈tvU˜v(hv)−1
⋂
B×
(Z1 +
n∑
i=1
aiCi) · γA = ((Z1, t
v) + (Cord,1, t
v)) · [A,hv ]
holds. By Assumption 8, we have tvU˜v = U˜vtv. Thus (9.25) is equivalent to
(9.26)
∑
γ∈U˜v(hv(tv)−1)−1
⋂
B×
(Z1 +
n∑
i=1
aiCi) · γA = ((Z1, t
v) + (Cord,1, t
v)) · [A,hv ].
Choose A = D, hv = gvtv. By Lemma 9.3.20, (9.26) is implied by (9.24). The lemma follows. 
Now we prove Proposition 9.3.17. Let l =
∑n
i=1 ailCi . By Lemma 9.3.19, we have
jv(t1g, t2) =
∑
δ∈B×
n∑
i=1
ailt2,vCi(δ, t1,vgv)1U˜v ((t
v
2)
−1δt1g
v)
=
∑
δ∈B×
l(t−12,vδ
−1t1,v, gv)1U˜v ((t
v
2)
−1δ−1t1g
v).
Similar to Proposition 9.3.13, we have the following expression of j(f)v. Let
(9.27) j(δ, fv) :=
ˆ
E×v /F
×
v
ˆ
E×v
∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
fv(gv)l(t
−1
2,vδ
−1t1,v, gv)Ω
−1
v (t2,v)Ωv(t1,v)dt2,vdt1,v
which is well-defined by Lemma 9.3.18 (1).
Proposition 9.3.22. Under Assumption 7 and Assumption 8, we have
j(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)j(δ, fv).
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Define a function fv on B
×
v by
(9.28) fv(h) :=
∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
fv(gv)l(h
−1, gv).
By Lemma 9.3.18 (1), fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×
v ). By (9.27), j(δ, fv) = O(δ, fv). This finishes the proof of
Proposition 9.3.17.
9.4. Superspecial case. Let v ∈ Ram − {∞}. Then Bv is a division algebra. In particular, v
is not split in E. Let B = B(v) be the v-nearby quaternion algebra of B. Then Bv ≃ M2,Fv . Let
n be the level of the principal congruence subgroup Uv ⊂ B
×
v .
9.4.1. Formal models of NU,OHw and the multiplicity function. Let Ωv be rigid analytic Drinfeld’s
upper half plane over Fv, Ωˆv be Deligne’s formal model of Ωv over OFv . Then Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
is the
deformation space of special height 4 formal OFv -modules (see [10]). Let Σn be the n-th covering
of Ωv⊗ˆFv Fˆ
ur
v (compare with Remark 2.2.5). Fix an isomorphism
(9.29) B×v ≃ GL2(Fv).
Then Σn admits a natural B
×
v × B
×
v -action (see [10]).
Proposition 9.4.1. There is an isomorphism of rigid analytic spaces over Fv:
ManU ≃ B
×\Σn × B
v,×/U˜v.
Proof. When U∞ = B
×
∞, this is proved in [18, Theorem 8.3]. The general case can be obtained
by applying [40, Proposition 4.28] to Proposition 2.2.6. 
Let Σˆn be minimal desingularization the normalization of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
in the rigid analytic space
Σn⊗ˆFvHw. Let NˆU be the formal completion of NU,OHw along its special fiber.
Corollary 9.4.2. There is an isomorphism of formal schemes over OHw :
NˆU ≃ B
×\Σˆn × B
v,×/U˜v .
Such a uniformization depends on certain choices of local data away from v
Now we consider Ov-points. Define
HUv := B
×
v ×E×v B
×
v /Uv
and let B×v acts on HUv by left multiplication. We define a B
×
v -equivariant map HUv →֒ Σˆn(Ov)
as follows. Here Σˆn is regarded as a formal scheme over OHw . Consider the natural map
NU,OHw (Ov)→ NˆU (Ov)
Let Pˆ0 ∈ NˆU (Ov) be the image of the Zariski closure of P0. Then up to the choice of the data
defining the isomorphism in Corollary 9.4.2, there exists zˆ0 ∈ Σˆn(Ov), fixed by the image of
the diagonal embedding E×v →֒ B
×
v × B
×
v , such that under this isomorphism Pˆ0 = [zˆ0, 1]. Then
define HUv →֒ Σˆn(Ov) by (g1, g2) 7→ (g1, g2) · zˆ0.
Definition 48. Define the multiplicity function mv on HUv − {(1, 1)} as follows: for (g1, g2) ∈
HUv and (g1, g2) 6= (1, 1), let mv(g1, g2) to be the intersection number of the images of the points
(g1, g2) and (1, 1) in Σˆn(Ov).
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Similar to Lemma 9.3.9, we prove a nonvanishing condition on mv as follows by the determi-
nant (i.e. Weil pairing) construction in [14].
Lemma 9.4.3. The multiplicty function mv(g1, g2) 6= 0 only if det(g1) det(g2) ∈ det(Uv).
Let zˆ′0 ∈ Ωˆv(Ov) be the image of zˆ0 by the composition of Σˆn → Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
→ Ωˆv. It is the
base change of a point zˆ′0 ∈ Ωˆv(Oˆ
ur
Ev
). Then the composition of
HUv →֒ Σˆn(Ov)→ Ωˆv(Oˆ
ur
Ev)(9.30)
is given by (g1, g2) 7→ g1zˆ
′
0.
9.4.2. Special fibers of Ωˆv. The irreducible components of the special fiber of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
, now
regarded as a formal scheme over OˆurFv , are P
1
k(v)
’s parametrized by the set of dilation classes of
OFv -lattices of F
2
v . Moreover, B
×
v acts on the special fibers in the same way as B
×
v acts on the
lattices via the isomorphism (9.29). Assume that Ev/Fv is unramfied. Then the reduction of of
zˆ′0 is a smooth point of the special fiber of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
, so is only in one irreducible component. Let
Kv be the maximal compact subgroup of B
×
v such that F
×
v Kv is the stabilizer of this irreducible
component. We choose the isomorphism (9.29) such that Kv is the subgroup Kǫ ⊂ Gǫ under
the isomorphism B×v ≃ Gǫ fixed in (5.2.1).
Each two P1
k(v)
’s in the special fiber of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
intersect at an ordinary double point. The
double points in the special fiber of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
one-to-one correspond to non-ordered pairs of
dilation classes of adjacent lattices. Assume that Ev/Fv is ramfied. Then
zˆ′0 ∈ Ωˆv(Oˆ
ur
Ev)− Ωˆv(Oˆ
ur
Fv ).
In fact, the generic fiber of zˆ′0 in Ωv(Eˆ
ur
v ) is a fixed point of E
×
v →֒ B
×
v . A direct computation
on Drinfeld’s upper half plane shows that the generic fiber of zˆ′0 is not defined over Fˆ
ur
v . Thus
the reduction of zˆ′0 is a double point. Let Sv be the stabilizer of this double point. Let s ∈ B
×
v
which switches the two dilation classes of adjacent lattices (such s exists and is unique up to
F×v ). Let Kv ⊂ B
×
v be the a maximal compact subgroup such that F
×
v Kv is the stabilizer of
[L0] or [L
′
0]. We choose the isomorphism (9.29) such that Kv is the subgroup Kǫ ⊂ Gǫ under
the isomorphism B×v ≃ Gǫ fixed in (5.2.1). Then the group Sv is generated by F
×
v , s and Kv.
Lemma 9.4.4. We have the following necessary conditions for m(g1, g2) 6= 0:
(a) when Ev/Fv is unramfied, then g1 ∈ F
×
v Kv;
(b) when Ev/Fv is ramfied, then g1 ∈ Sv.
Proof. Assume n = 0 and m(g1, g2) 6= 0. Then the images of (g1, g2) and (1, 1) under HUv →֒
Σˆ0(Ov) have the same reduction. Recall that zˆ
′
0, g1zˆ
′
0 are the images of (1, 1) and (g1, g2) in
Ωˆv(OˆurFv) under the composition of (9.30). Thus the reductions of zˆ
′
0, g1zˆ
′
0 are the same point.
Assume that Ev/Fv is unramfied, then the reductions of zˆ
′
0, g1zˆ
′
0 are in the same irreducible
component of the special fiber of Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
. This gives condition (a). Now let Ev/Fv be ramfied.
Then the reductions of zˆ′0, g1zˆ
′
0 are the same double point. This gives condition (2). 
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9.4.3. Compute i(f)v. By Corollary 9.4.2, we can express iv by mv as in Lemma 9.3.10.
Lemma 9.4.5. Let x, y ∈ CMU be distinct CM points. Assume x = t1g, y = t2 for t1, t2 ∈
E×(AF ) and g ∈ B
×, then
iv(x, y) =
∑
δ∈B×
mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v , g
−1
v )1U˜v (((t1g)
−1δt2)
v).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
The proof is the same as the one of Lemma 9.3.10, except that here we use Lemma 9.4.3 and
9.4.4 to show that the support of mv(·, g2) for fixed g2 is contained in a compact subset of B
×
v .
Definition 49. For δ ∈ B×reg, define the arithmetic orbital integral of the multiplicty function
mv weighted by fv to be
i(δ, fv) :=
ˆ
E×v /F
×
v
ˆ
E×v
∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
fv(gv)mv(t
−1
1,vδt2,v , g
−1
v )Ω
−1
v (t2,v)Ωv(t1,v)dt2,vdt1,v.
We have the following result on i(f)v (compare with Proposition 9.3.13).
Proposition 9.4.6. Under Assumption 7, we have
i(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)i(δ, fv).
The proof is the same as the one of Proposition 9.3.13, except that here we use the condition
n > 0, Lemma 9.4.3 and 9.4.4 to show that
inv′E×({g1 ∈ (B
×
v )reg : mv(g1, g2) 6= 0})
is contained in a compact subset of Fv for a fixed g2.
9.4.4. Compute the multiplicity function mv. By 9.4.4 (2), m(g1, 1) is supported on the open
subgroup Bv,0 := {g1 ∈ B
×
v : det(g1) ∈ detUv} of B
×
v (not defined E
×
v ). Similar to Lemma
9.3.16, we have the following result.
Lemma 9.4.7. There is an open compact subgroup U ′ ⊂ Bv,0 such that
(1) as subgroups of E×v , U
′
⋂
E×v = Uv
⋂
E×v ;
(2) the function
m(g1, 1)−
v(inv′
E×v
(g1))
2
1U ′(g1)
on Bv,0 − E
×
v can be extended to a locally constant function on Bv,0.
9.4.5. Compute j(f)v. The following proposition is the same as Proposition 9.3.17,
Proposition 9.4.8. There exists fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×
v ) such that
j(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)O(δ, fv).
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Define a set V of irreducible components of the special fiber of Σˆn⊗ˆOFv Oˆ
ur
Fv
as follows. Consider
the morphism Σˆn → Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv
of formal schemes over OFv . Its base change to Oˆ
ur
Fv
is
(9.31) Σˆn⊗ˆOFv Oˆ
ur
Fv → Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv ⊗ˆOFv Oˆ
ur
Fv ≃ Ωˆv⊗ˆOˆ
ur
Fv × Z.
If Ev/Fv is unramified and n = 0, then let V be the set of all irreducible components whose
images via (9.31) are not points. Otherwise, let V be the set of all irreducible components
whose images are double points. For C ∈ V, let SC ⊂ B
×
v be the stabilizer of the corresponding
irreducible component or double point. Let nC be the image of C in Z via (9.31). Let
Vsp = B×\V × Bv,×/U˜v,
which is a subset of the set of irreducible components of Nk(w). For C ∈ V, g ∈ B
v,×, let [C, g]
be the corresponding element in Vsp.
Definition 50. For C ∈ V, define a function lC on HUv as follows. For (g1, g2) ∈ HUv , let
lC(g1, g2) be the intersection number of C and the image of the point (g1, g2) in Σˆn(Ov).
Similar to Lemma 9.3.18, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.4.9. The function lC satisfies the following properties:
(1) lC(g1, g2) 6= 0 only if v(det(g1) det(g2)) = nC and g1 ∈ SC ;
(2) for b ∈ B×v , h ∈ H, lbC(bh) = lC(h);
(3) lC is locally constant.
Proof. First part of (1) is easy. The proof of the second part is similar to the proof of Lemma
9.4.4. The proof of (2)(3) are similar to the proof of Lemma 9.3.18 (2)(3). 
Similar to Lemma 9.3.19, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.4.10. Let g ∈ (Bv)× and y ∈ CMU ≃ B
×\B××E×B
×
v /Uv×B
v,×/U˜v, the intersection
of (C, g) and the Zariski closure of y in NU ⊗OHw Ov is given by∑
δ∈B×
lC(δ
−1, yv)1U˜v(g
−1δ−1yv).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
Let
∑n
i=1 ai[Ci, 1], where Ci ∈ V, be the sum of the vertical components of the Z-admissible
extension of 1 ∈ CMU which are contained in V
sp.
Lemma 9.4.11. For t ∈ E×\A×E/U˜E,
∑n
i=1 ai[tvCi, t
v] is the sum of the vertical components of
the Z-admissible extension of t ∈ CMU which are contained in V
sp.
The proof of Lemma 9.4.11 is similar to the one of Lemma 9.3.21. We need a simple fact
which follows from the definition of Z (see Definition 41).
Lemma 9.4.12. (1) Let C be an irreducible component of N
U,k(w)
whose image in M
U,k(v)
is not a point. Then C is isomorphic to P1
k(w)
. The degree of the restriction of Z to C is a
independent of C.
(2) Let C be an irreducible component of NU,k(w) whose image in MU,k(v) is a double point.
Then the restriction of Z to C is 0.
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Similar to Proposition 9.3.22, we have the following expression of j(f)v.
Proposition 9.4.13. Under Assumption 7 and Assumption 8, we have
j(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)j(δ, fv),
where j(δ, fv) is defined by the same formula as (9.27)
Define a function fv on (B
×
v ) by the same formula as (9.28). By Lemma 9.4.9 (1), fv ∈
C∞c (B
×
v ). Then Proposition 9.4.8 follows.
9.5. Ordinary case. Let v ∈ |X|s be split in E. Let i(f)vn and j(f)vn , n = 1, 2, be as in 9.2.1.
Proposition 9.5.1. Under Assumption 7, i(f)vn = 0.
Proposition 9.5.2. Under Assumption 7, j(f)vn = 0.
Let wn be the restrictions of vn to H. The special fibers ofMU,OFv and NU,OHwn are described
in 9.3.1. Since v is split in E, the reductions of CM points in NU,OHwn are ordinary points. Let
Yv = N\B
×
v /Uv where N is a unipotent subgroup of B
×
v and Y
v = Bv,×/U˜v. By [27, 10.3,
10.4], ordinary points in N
U,k(v)
are parametrized by E×\Yv × Y
v. The reduction map from
CMU ≃ E
×\B×/U˜ to the set of ordinary points is induced by the natural map
(9.32) B×v /Uv → Yv.
9.5.1. Compute i(f)v. Let NˆU be the formal completion of NU,OˆurHwn
along the special fiber.
For y ∈ Yv, let Dy be the the formal completion of NU,OˆurHwn
at [y, 1] ∈ E×\Yv × Y
v. For
gv ∈ B
×
v /Uv , let Dgv be the image of gv1
v ∈ CMU in NˆU(Ovn). If gv has image y in Yv via
(9.32), then Dgv ∈ Dy(Ov¯). Thus we have a map
Bv/Uv →
∐
y∈Yc
Dy(Ovn).
Definition 51. Define the multiplicity function mvn on Bv/Uv×Bv/Uv as follows: for (g1, g2) ∈
Bv/Uv × Bv/Uv, let mvn(g1, g2) be the intersection number of the image of the points g1 and g2
in
∐
y∈Yc
Dy(Ovn).
Similar to Lemma 9.3.10, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.5.3. Let x, y ∈ CMU := E
×\B×/U˜ represent two distinct CM points, then
ivn(x, y) =
∑
δ∈E×
mvn(xv, δyv)1U˜v ((x
v)−1δyv).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
Similar to Lemma 9.3.11, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 9.5.4. Let V be an open compact subgroup of A×F,f, φ be a function on A
×
E which is
V -invariant and Ξ∞-invariant. Then if either side of the equation
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
∑
t∈F×\A×F /Ξ∞U
∑
x∈E×
φ(xtt2)dt2
=
ˆ
E×(AF,f)
ˆ
E×(F∞)/Ξ∞
φ(t2,f t2,∞)dt2,∞dt2,f
converges absolutely, the other side also converges absolutely, and in this case the equation holds.
Similarly to (9.21), we have
i(f)vn =
ˆ
E×\A×E/A
×
F
ˆ
A×E/Ξ∞
f((tv1)
−1tv2)∑
gv∈B
×
v /Uv
f(gv)mvn(t2,v, t1,vgv)dt2,∞Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2dt1,
and the right hand side is absolutely convergent. Since v 6∈ Ss,reg,i for i = 1 or 2, by Assumption
7 (1), f((tv1)
−1tv2) = 0. Thus Proposition 9.5.1 follows.
9.5.2. Compute j(f)v. Let B be a Borel subgroup of GL2. By Proposition 9.3.3, the set of
ordinary components in NU,k(wn) is parametrized as follows:
Vord ≃ F×\A×F /det(U˜)×B(Fv)\GL2(Fv)/Uv.
Indeed, F×\A×F /det(U˜) ≃ π0(MU,F sep) is the set of connected components of NU,k(wn), and
B(Fv)\GL2(Fv)/Uv parametrizes the set of ordinary components in each connected component.
Definition 52. For C ∈ Vord, define a function lC,n on CMU as follows. For g ∈ CMU , let
lC,n(g) be the intersection number of C and the Zariski closure of g in NU,Ovn .
Let C be an ordinary component. Let Bv,× act on
Vord ≃ F×\A×F /det(U˜)×B(Fv)\GL2(Fv)/Uv
via det and addition on the the first component.
Lemma 9.5.5. (1) Let v′ 6= v, g ∈ B×v′ such that det g ∈ detUv′ . Then lC,n = lg·C,n.
(2) Let v′ ∈ |X| − Ram− {v} and g ∈ B×v′ . Then
lC,n(Z(g)U,∗t) = |U˜gU˜/U˜ |lg−1C,n(t).
Proof. (1) follows from definition. Now we prove (2). Let V = U
⋂
gUg−1, V ′ = g−1Ug
⋂
U .
Let L be a finite extension of H over which all geometrically irreducible components of MV
(and MV ′) are defined. Let un be the restriction of vn to L. Define NV,OLun in the same way
that NU,OHwn is defined. Then NV,OLun is the minimal desingularization of the normalization
of NU,OHwn , also MV,OFv , in the function field of MV,Ln . Let πg be the natural morphism from
NV,OHwn to NU,OHwn . By Lemma 9.1.1, πg finite e´tale away from supersingular components
and cusps. Similar conclusions hold for NV ′,OLun and the natural morphism π1 from NV ′,OHwn
to NU,OHwn . Let Tg : NV,OHwn → NV ′,OHwn be the natural extension of the isomorphism Tg
between the generic fibers. Then the restriction of π1,∗Tg,∗π
∗
g to the generic fiber is cZ(g)U,∗
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for a constant c. Note that the Zariski closure t of t in NU,OHwn has reduction outside the
supersingular components. Thus
lC,n(Z(g)U,∗t) = cπ1,∗Tg,∗π
∗
gt · C = ct · πg,∗T
∗
g π
∗
1C.
By the moduli interpretation of the ordinary components (see 9.3.1), it is easy to check that the
support of πg,∗T
∗
g π
∗
1C is g
−1C. Since π1 and πg are finite e´tale and the correspondence Z(g
−1)
of the generic fibers has degree |U˜gU˜/U˜ |, we have
πg,∗T
∗
g π
∗
1C = |U˜gU˜/U˜ |g
−1C.
Thus (2) follows. 
Proposition 9.5.6. Let v′ ∈ Ss,ave such that v
′ 6= v. Then∑
g∈Uv′\B
×
v′
/Uv′
fv′(g)lC,n(Z(g)U,∗t) = 0.
Proof. Let h−m be a fixed element in B
−m
v′ . By Lemma 9.5.5 (2), for every m ∈ Z, we have∑
g∈Uv′\B
m
v′
/Uv′
fv′(g)lC,n(Z(g)U,∗t) = (
∑
g∈Bm
v′
/Uv′
fv′(g))lh−mC,n(t).
Then inner sum of the right hand side is 0 by Assumption 7 (2). The proposition follows. 
From the definition of j(f)vn , Proposition 9.5.2 is implied by Proposition 9.5.6.
9.6. The ∞ place.
9.6.1. Compute hyperbolic distances. Extend | · |∞ to C∞ and denote this extension by | · |. For
z ∈ Ω∞(C∞), let |z|i := infa∈F |z − a| be the “imaginary part” of z. The “hyperbolic” distance
between z1, z2 ∈ Ω is defined to be
d(z1, z2) :=
|z1 − z2|
2
|z1|i|z2|i
.
The following lemma is easy to check.
Lemma 9.6.1. (1) For δ =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ GL2(F∞), we have |δz|i = |det δ||z|i/|cz + d|
2
(2) The “hyperbolic” distance is GL2(F∞)-invariant, i.e. for every g ∈ GL2(F∞) and z1, z2 ∈
Ω, we have d(z1, z2) = d(gz1, gz2).
Let z be a fixed point of an embedding E×∞ ⊂ GL2(F∞). Let the invariant maps invE×∞ and
inv′
E×∞
be defined w.r.t. this embedding as in 4.1.
Lemma 9.6.2. Suppose p = p > 2 or p = 2 and E∞/F∞ is unramified, then for δ ∈ GL2(F∞),
the following equation holds:
d(z, δz) = |inv′
E×∞
(δ)|.(9.33)
If p 6= 2 and E∞/F∞ is a ramified extension, let ̟
′
∞ be a uniformizer of E∞, then for
δ ∈ GL2(F∞), the following equation holds:
d(z, δz) = |̟′∞|
2|inv′
E×∞
(δ)|.(9.34)
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Proof. By Lemma 9.6.1 (2) we only need to prove the lemma for one representative in the
E×∞×E
×-orbit of δ. Choose embeddings similar to the ones in 5.1.1 and choose a representative
a+ bj, where j is as in 5.1.1, with a = 1 or b = 1 to simplify the computation. Applying Lemma
9.6.1 (1), a direct computation gives the lemma. 
Let z0 a fixed point of E
×
∞ →֒ D
×
∞ ≃ GL2(F∞) as in 2.3.3.
Definition 53. For δ ∈ D× − E×, let
m∞(δ) = −
logq∞ d(z0, δz0)
2
.
Proposition 9.6.3. Suppose U∞ = B
×
∞. Let x, y ∈ CMU ≃ E
×\B×f /U representing two distinct
CM points, then
i∞¯(x, y) =
∑
δ∈D×−E×, d(z0,δz0)<1
m∞(δ)1U (x
−1δy).
Moreover, this is a finite sum.
Proof. Use [44, Proposition 4] and the argument in [48, 8.1.1]. Note that x, y are defined over the
maximal unramified extension of Ev by the condition U∞ = B
×
∞. Thus the ramification index
involved in [44, Proposition 4] is cancelled by the normalization in the definition of i∞¯. 
9.6.2. Compute i(f)∞ and j(f)∞. Suppose U∞ is generated by ̟
Z
∞ and the principal subgroup
of level n as in 2.2.3.
We compute i(f)∞ first. The results below can be obtained via mild modifications of the
computations in 9.4.3, 9.4.4. Let f∞ = 1U∞ for the simplicity of notations. Regard U∞
⋂
E×∞
as a subgroup of D×∞ via the embedding E
×
∞ →֒ D
×
∞.
Definition 54. For δ ∈ D×reg and a function m∞ on D
×
∞ − U∞
⋂
E×∞ invariant by Ξ∞, define
the arithmetic orbital integral of the function m∞ weighted by f∞ to be
i(δ, f∞) :=
ˆ
E×∞/F
×
∞
ˆ
E×∞/Ξ∞
m∞(t
−1
1,∞δt2,∞)Ω
−1
∞ (t2,∞)Ω∞(t1,∞)dt2,∞dt1,∞.
Let D∞,0 := {g1 ∈ D
×
∞ : det(g1) ∈ detU∞}.
Proposition 9.6.4. Under Assumption 7, we have
i(f)∞ =
∑
δ∈E×\D×reg/E×
O(δ, f∞)i(δ, f∞),
where i(δ, f∞) is the arithmetic orbital integral weighted by f∞ of a function m∞ which satisfies
the following properties:
(1) the support of m is contained a compact modulo center subgroup of D∞,0;
(2) there is an open subgroup U ′ ⊂ D∞,0 which is compact modulo center such that
U ′
⋂
E×∞ = U∞
⋂
E×∞
as subgroups of E×∞;
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(3) the function
m(g) −
vE∞(inv
′
E×∞
(g))
2
1U ′(g)
on D∞,0 − E
×
∞ can be extended to a locally constant function on D∞,0.
In particular, i(δ, f∞) is a convergent integral, and i(f)∞ is a finite sum.
For j(f)∞, we have the following result which can be obtained via a mild modification of the
proof of Proposition 9.4.8.
Proposition 9.6.5. Under Assumption 7 and Assumption 8, there exists f∞ ∈ C
∞
c (D
×
∞/Ξ∞)
such that
j(f)∞ =
∑
δ∈E×\D×reg/E×
O(δ, f∞)OΞ∞(δ, f∞).
9.7. Sum up. To sum up, let f ∈ HC, we have
H(f) =
∑
v∈|X|
−(i(f)v + j(f)v)) log qv,
where i(f)v and j(f)v are given as follows under Assumption 7 and Assumption 8.
(1) For v ∈ |X| − |X|s − {∞}, we have
i(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B(v)×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)i(δ, fv),
where i(δ, fv) is given by an orbital integrals of the multiplicity function mv(g1, g2)
weighted by fv as in Definition 46, 49. For nonvanishing conditions on mv, see Lemma
9.3.9, 9.4.3, 9.4.4, for computations on mv(g1, 1), see Lemma 9.3.16, 9.4.7).
(2) For v ∈ |X| − |X|s − {∞}, there exists fv ∈ C
∞
c (B
×
v ) such that
j(f)v =
∑
δ∈E×\B×reg/E×
OΞ∞(δ, f
v)O(δ, fv).
In particular, we proved the arithmetic smooth matching for the j-part.
(3) For ∞, similar properties for i(f)∞ and j(f)∞ hold (see 9.6.2).
(4) For v split in E, i(f)v = j(f)v = 0.
10. Arithmetic smooth matching and arithmetic fundamental lemma
Let F be a local field. For Φ ∈ C∞c (S) and x ∈ F
× − {1}, we have defined the local orbital
integral O(s, x,Φ) and its derivative O′(0, x,Φ) in 4.2. We want to compare these derivatives
with orbital integrals of the local intersection multiplicity functions on Gǫ′ weighted by functions
on Gǫ coming from Definition 46, 49 and 54. In particular, in the application to the global setting,
Gǫ will be B
×
v , and Gǫ′ will be B(v)
×
v at a place v ∈ |X|.
We use notations, measures and assumptions in 5.1.
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10.1. Compute O′(0, x,Φ). we assume that E/F , ψ and Ω (so ω) are unramified, and x ∈
̟Nm(E×) = invT̟(G̟,reg). Then v(x) is odd. Let
hc =
[
̟c 0
0 1
]
,
which is regarded as an element in G1 ≃ GL2,F or G ≃ GL2,E.
Example 10.1.1. Let Φ = 1K
⋂
S where K is the standard maximal compact subgroup of G.
If v(x) > 0, then O′(0, x,Φ) = v(x)+12 (− log q
2).
If v(x) < 0, then O′(0, x,Φ) = 0.
Example 10.1.2. Let m > 0 and be even. Let φm be the characteristic function of KhmK
⋂
S.
If v(x) < 0, then O′(0, x, φm) = 0.
If v(x) > 0, then O′(0, x, φm) = ξ
m/2(m+ v(x))(− log q2).
Example 10.1.3. Let Φ be the characteristic function of the set of matrices g ∈ S with integral
entries such that v(det g) = m. Then
O′(0, x,Φ) =
∑
0≤c<m/2
O′(0, x, φm−2c)ηω
−1(ωc) +O′(0, x, 1K )ηω
−1(ωm/2).
If v(x) < 0, then O′(0, x,Φ) = 0.
If v(x) > 0, then O′(0, x,Φ) = ξm/2 v(x)+m+12 (− log q
2).
10.2. Uramified multiplicity function and arithmetic fundamental lemma. Fix an iso-
morphism G1 ≃ GL2,F which maps K1 to GL2(OF ). Then
G =
∐
c∈Z≥0
T1hcK1.
Let T ◦1 ⊂ T1 ≃ E
× be O×E , then
(10.1) T ◦1 hcK1 = K1hcK1.
We define the unramfied multiplicity function as follows (see Lemma 9.3.15).
Definition 55. The unramified multiplicity function m(δ, g) on G̟ ×T̟≃T1 G1 is nonzero only
if det(δ) det(g) ∈ O×F . In this case, let g ∈ T1hcK1, then
(a) if c = 0 then m(δ, g) =
v(inv′T̟ (δ))+1
2 ;
(b) if c > 0 then m(δ, g) = q1−c(q + 1)−1.
The unramfied arithmetic orbital integrals are define as follows (see Definition 46).
Definition 56. Let f ∈ C∞c (G1). For δ ∈ G̟, define
i(δ, f) :=
ˆ
T̟/Z̟
ˆ
T̟
∑
g∈G1/K1
f(g)m(t−11 δt2, g
−1)Ω(t1)Ω
−1(t2)dt2dt1.
The unramified arithmetic orbital integrals are essentially computed in [48, 8.2.3].
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Proposition 10.2.1 (Arithemtic fundamental lemma). Let f ∈ C∞c (G1) be bi-K1-invariant,
then for all x ∈ F× − {1} with v(x) odd, we have
2i
(
δ(x),bc
(
Vol(KH0)Vol(K1)
Vol(K)
f
))
) · (− log q) = O′(0, x,Φf ).
By the method in [21, Section 3], it is enough to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 10.2.2. Let m ≥ 0 and be even. Let f be the characteristic function of the set of
matrices g ∈ G1 with integral entries such that v(det g) = m, Φ be the characteristic function of
the set of matrices g ∈ S with integral entries such that v(det g) = m. Let x ∈ F× − {1} with
v(x) odd, then we have
2i(δ(x), f) · (− log q) = O′(0, x,Φ).
Proof. The case m = 0, i.e. f = 1K1 , Φ = 1K1
⋂
S . By definition
i(δ(x), 1K1) =
ˆ
T̟/Z̟
ˆ
T̟
m(t−11 δ(x)t2, 1)dt2dt1.
If v(x) < 0, then v(det δ(x)) = v(x) is odd. Since det t = tt¯ is even for every t ∈ E× as E/F is
unramified, det(t−11 δ(x)t2) 6∈ O
×
F . By Definition 55, m(t
−1
1 δ(x)t2, 1) = 0. Thus I(1K1 , δ(x)) = 0.
If v(x) > 0, then v(det δ(x)) = 1. For each t1, we have
Vol({t2 ∈ T̟ : det(t
−1
1 δ(x)t2) ∈ O
×
F }) = Vol(O
×
E).
So
i(δ(x), 1K1) =
v(x) + 1
2
Vol(E×/F×)Vol(O×E ) =
v(x) + 1
2
.
By Example 10.1.1, we proved the proposition in this case.
The case m > 0. Let f ′ = 1̟(m−c)/2K1hcK1 . By (10.1) and Definition 55, we have
i(δ(x), f ′) = [̟(m−c)/2T ◦1 hcK1 : K1]
ˆ
T̟/Z̟
ˆ
T̟
m(t−11 δ(x)t2, (̟
(m−c)/2hc)
−1)Ω(t1)Ω
−1(t2)dt2dt1.
If v(x) < 0, v(det t−11 δ(x)t2) is odd. Sincem is even, by Definition 55,m(t
−1
1 δ(x)t2, (̟
(m−c)/2hc)
−1) =
0. Let v(x) > 0, then for every t1, we have
Vol{t2 : v(det t
−1
1 δ(x)t2) = m} = Vol(O
×
E ).
So if c = 0, then
i(δ(x), f ′) = Vol(E×/F×)Vol(O×E)
v(x) + 1
2
ξm/2 =
v(x) + 1
2
ξm/2;
if c > 0, then
i(δ(x), f ′) = qc−1(1 + q)Vol(E×/F×)Vol(O×E)q
1−c(q + 1)−1ξm/2 = ξm/2.
Thus
i(δ(x), f) =
∑
0≤c≤m/2
i(1̟(m−c)/2K1hcK1 , δ(x)) =
v(x) + 1 +m
2
ξm/2.
By Example 10.1.3, we proved the proposition in this case.

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10.3. Explicit computations for arithmetic smooth matching. We use Lemma 4.2.3 to
compute O′(0, x,Φ). Let Kl,ξ,n,K
′
l,ξ,n be as in (6.11) and (7.1).
Example 10.3.1. Let l, n be large enough such that Ω(1 + pnE) = 1 and η(−tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E)) =
η(−tr(ξ)). Then for x ∈ F× − {1}, O′(0, x, 1Kl,ξ,n
⋂
S) = 0 and O
′(0, x, 1K ′l,ξ,n
⋂
S) = 0 unless
v(x) ≥ n. In this case, we have
O′(x, 1Kl,ξ,n
⋂
S) = η(−xtr(ξ))Vol(1 + p
n
E)Vol(−tr(ξ) + tr(p
l
E))(vE(x)− vE(tr(ξ)) log qE
and
O′(0, x, 1K ′l,ξ,n
⋂
S) = η(−tr(ξ))Vol
×(1 + pnE)Vol
×(−tr(ξ) + tr(plE)) · Ω(−1)(−vE(tr(ξ)) log qE.
Lemma 10.3.2. For f ∈ C∞c (G) given in Proposition 7.2.4, we can further require that for
x ∈ ǫ′NmE× − {1}, the following equation holds
O′(0, x,Φf ) =
1
2
Vol(1 + pnE)Vol(E
×/F×)(−vE(x) log qE).
Proof. Apply the example above to the explicit constructions in Lemma 7.2.5, 7.2.6. 
10.4. Multiplicity functions and arithmetic smooth matching. Let ǫ, ǫ′ be two the rep-
resentatives of F×/Nm(E×) fixed in Assumption 6. We summarize the properties of the mul-
tiplicity functions m(g) = m(g, 1) obtained in Lemma 9.3.9, 9.3.16, 9.4.3, 9.4.4, and 9.4.7. Let
U ⊂ Kǫ be an open compact subgroup where Kǫ is the fixed maximal compact subgroup of Gǫ
(see 5.1), and let
Gǫ′,0 := {g ∈ Gǫ′ : det(g) ∈ detU}.
Definition 57. A special multiplicity function of level U is a function m on Gǫ′ −Tǫ′ supported
on Gǫ′,0 − Tǫ′ satisfying the following conditions:
(a) there exists an open compact subgroup U ′ ⊂ Gǫ′,0 such that U
′
⋂
Tǫ′ = U
⋂
Tǫ as sub-
groups of E× ≃ Tǫ′ ≃ Tǫ, and the function
m(g)−
v(inv′Tǫ′ (g))
2
1U ′(g)
on Gǫ′,0 − Tǫ can be extended a locally constant function on Gǫ′,0;
(b) if ǫ′ 6= 1, then m(g) 6= 0 only if det(g) ∈ det(U);
(c) if ǫ′ = 1, then m(g) 6= 0 only if g ∈ Kǫ′ , the fixed maximal compact subgroup of Gǫ′ .
We fix a special multiplicity function m of level U . The arithmetic orbital integrals of m
weighted by 1U are defined as follows (see Definition 46, 49 and 54).
Definition 58. Let δ ∈ Gǫ,reg. Define
i(δ, 1U ) :=
ˆ
Tǫ′/Zǫ′
ˆ
Tǫ′
m(t−11 δt2)Ω
−1(t2)Ω(t1)dt2t1.
Proposition 10.4.1 (Arithmetic smooth matching for i-part). Let n be a large enough integer.
Let U = Kǫ,n be as in (7.2). Let f be as in Proposition 7.2.4. Then f purely matches 1U and
there exists f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ′) such that for x ∈ F
× − ǫNm(E×)− {1}, the following equation holds:
2(i(δ(x), 1U ) · (− log qE) = O
′(0, x,Φf ) +O(x, f¯).
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Proof. The pure matching is Proposition 7.2.4. Now we show the existence of f . By Proposition
7.1.1, it is enough to prove the following statements:
(1) i(δ(x), 1U ) is a constant for x near ∞;
(2) i(δ(x), 1U ) = 0 for x near 1;
(3) O′(0, γ(x), f) = 0 for x near ∞ and x near 1;
(4) O′(0, γ(x), f) − i(δ(x), 1U ) is a constant for x near 0.
(1) follows from Definition 57 (b) (c) and Proposition 7.1.1. Here we use the fact that Gǫ′/Zǫ′
is compact if ǫ′ 6= 1.
(2) is already indicated in the proof of Proposition 9.3.13 and 9.4.6. If ǫ = 1, then 1 6∈
ǫ′Nm(E×). So only need to consider the case ǫ′ = 1. By Definition 57 (c), only need to prove
that t−11 δ(x)t2 6∈ Kǫ′
⋂
Gǫ′,0 for x near 1. This follows from the facts that inv
′
Tǫ′
(t−11 δ(x)t2)→∞
for x→ 1 and inv′Tǫ′ (Kǫ
′) is a compact subset of F .
(3) follows from the explicit computations in Lemma 10.3.2.
(4) We at first compute i(δ(x), 1U ) for x near 0. Fix N large enough such that Kǫ′,N ⊂ U
′.
Let v(x) large enough such that δ(x) ∈ Kǫ′,N . Then t
−1δ(x)t ∈ Kǫ′,N for every t ∈ Tǫ′ . Since
t−1δ(x)s = t−1δ(x)tt−1s, it is in U ′ if and only if t−1s ∈ U ′, i.e. s ∈ t(U ′
⋂
E×). So
Vol{s ∈ E× : tδ(x)s ∈ U ′} = Vol(U ′
⋂
Tǫ′) = Vol(U
⋂
Tǫ′) = Vol(1 + p
n
E).
Also note that for t−1s ∈ U ′
⋂
Tǫ′ , Ω(t
−1s) = 1. Since v(inv′Tǫ′ (δ(x))) = v(x) for x near 0, by
Definition 57 (a) and Proposition 7.1.1, we have
i(δ(x), 1U ) = Vol(E
×/F×)Vol(1 + pnE)
v(x)
2
+ C
for x near 0, where C is a constant. Compared with Lemma 10.3.2, (4) follows.

When in the situation of 9.6, we have a modification of Proposition 10.4.2. Suppose ǫ 6= 1.
Let U = Kǫ,n̟
Z, Ξ = U
⋂
Zǫ. Define the multiplicity function m(g) by the properties given
in Proposition 9.6.4. Define the arithmetic orbital integral i(δ, 1U ) of m weighted by 1U as in
Definition 54.
Proposition 10.4.2 (Arithmetic smooth matching for i-part). Let n be a large enough integer.
Let U = Kǫ,n̟
Z. Let f be as in Proposition 7.2.7. Then f purely matches 1U and there exists
f ∈ C∞c (Gǫ′/Ξ) such that for x ∈ F
× − ǫNm(E×)− {1}, the following equation holds:
2(i(δ(x), 1U ) · (− log qE) = O
′(0, x,Φf ) +OΞ(x, f¯).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 10.4.2. 
11. Proof of Theorem 1.1.1
In Section 3, we have reduced Theorem 1.1.1 to Theorem 3.1.8. We restate Theorem 3.1.8
here. Let π ∈ Ac(B
×, ω−1).
Theorem 11.0.1. Assume Ram = Σ(π,Ω). There exists f =
∏
v∈|X| fv ∈ HC, such that
(11.1) H♯π(f) =
L(2, 1F )L
′(1/2, πEv )
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv),
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and α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ |X|.
11.1. Choices of f . We show how to choose fv such that Theorem 11.0.1 holds. We will
compare H(f) with O′(0, f ′) for suitable f ′ ∈ C∞c (G(AE)).
Let v ∈ |X|. We identify functions on Gǫ with functions on B
×
v via the isomorphism B
×
v ≃ Gǫ
in Assumption 8 (1). Let S ⊂ |X| be a finite set which contains
(1) all ramified places of B, E/F , ψ, π and all places below ramified places of Ω;
(2) two sets Ss,reg,i ⊂ |X|s, i = 1, 2 of cardinality 4;
(3) one set Ss,ave ⊂ |X|s of cardinality 2 over which π is unramified.
The sets Ss,reg,i and Ss,ave are for the purpose of Assumption 7.
Definition 59. The functions fS ∈ C∞c ((B
×)S) and f ′S ∈ C∞c (G(A
S
E)) are called matching
spherical functions if
(1) for v ∈ |X| − S − |X|s, let f
′
v be spherical, and fv be the matching function of f
′
v on B
×
v
given by Proposition 7.3.1;
(2) for v ∈ |X|s − S, let f
′
v = (f1,v, f2,v) be spherical, and fv be the matching function of f
′
v
on B×v as in (4.11).
Now we choose fS and f
′
S. At first consider the places split in E. For v ∈ |X|s
⋂
S, choose fv
such that α♯πv(fv) 6= 0 (see Lemma 6.5.1). Choose f
′
v = (f1,v, f2,v) as in Lemma 4.3.3 (1). Now
we further specify fv for v ∈ Ss,reg,i, i = 1, 2, and v ∈ Ss,ave to satisfy Assumption 7. By Lemma
6.5.2, we can choose fSs,reg,i , i = 1, 2, which satisfies Assumption 7 (1) (2) such that
α♯πv(fv) 6= 0.
By the description of S(Fv)sing in 4.3 and Lemma 4.3.3 (2), f
′ satisfies Assumption 2.
Lemma 11.1.1. For v ∈ Ss,ave, there exists fv satisfying Assumption 7 (2) such that
α♯πv(fv) 6= 0.
Proof. Let Uv = GL2(OFv). Let
fv = (q
2
v + qv + 1)1̟Uv − 1Uvdiag(̟2,1)Uv .
Suppose the Satake parameters of π are q−s1v , q
−s2
v where s1, s2 are purely imaginary, and let
W0 be the Whittaker newform of W (πv, ψv) (see [31]). Then
α♯πv(fv) = ((q
2
v + qv + 1)q
−s1−s2
v − (q
−s1−s2
v + q
1−2s1
v + q
1−2s2
v ))Vol(Uv)
λπv(W0)λπv(W0)
〈W0,W0〉
.
Since q2v + qv > 2qv, α
♯
πv(fv) 6= 0. 
Now we discuss the places in S−|X|s. Let v ∈ S−|X|s. Keep our choices of Uv in Assumption
8. Let fv = 1Uv and let f
′
v be the matching function of fv given in Proposition 7.2.4 and 7.2.7. We
also require Uv to be small enough such that det(Uv) ⊂ Nm(E
×
v ) and α
♯
πv(fv) 6= 0 (see Lemma
6.2.3). By the computations in Section 9 (summarized in 9.7), Lemma 4.5.1, Proposition 10.2.1,
Proposition 10.4.1 and 10.4.2, we have the following arithmetic relative trace formula identity.
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Theorem 11.1.2 (Arithmetic relative trace formula identity). Let fS, f
′
S be as above. There
exists fv ∈ C
∞
c (B(v)
×
v for v ∈ S − |X|s and f∞ ∈ C
∞
c (D
×
∞/Ξ∞), such that for every pair of
matching spherical functions fS and f ′S, the following equation holds:
2H(f) = O′(0, f ′) +
∑
v∈S−|X|s
OΞ∞(f
vfv).
Here OΞ∞(f
vfv) is as in Definition 29 for B = B(v). Now we prove Theorem 11.0.1.
Proof of Theorem 11.0.1. Let σ be the base-change of π to G = GL2,E .
Suppose that the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to GL2,F is not of the form πξ as
in the end of 8.2. Then π 6≃ π ⊗ η, and σ is cuspidal. By the condition Ram = Σ(π,Ω), the
toric period associated to the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to B(v)× is 0 for every
v ∈ S − |X|s. Thus by Corollary 4.6.3, 4.18, Lemma 4.6.1 and Lemma 3.1.7, we have the
following spectral decomposition of the arithmetic relative trace formula identity
O′σ(0, f
′
Sf
′S) = Hπ(fSf
S) +Hπ⊗η(fSf
S).
If f is supported on {g ∈ B× : det(g) ∈ Nm(A×E)}, then Hπ(fSf
S) = Hπ⊗η(fSf
S). So
O′σ(0, f
′
Sf
′S) = 4Hπ(fSf
S).(11.2)
Suppose that the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to GL2,F is the representation πξ
as in 8.2. Then π ≃ π⊗η, and σ = σξ which is defined in 8.2. By the condition Ram = Σ(π,Ω),
the toric period associated to the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence of π to B(v)× is 0 for every
v ∈ S−|X|s. Thus by Corollary 4.6.3 4.18, Lemma 4.6.1 and Lemma 3.1.7, we have the following
spectral decomposition of the arithmetic relative trace formula identity
2Hπ(f) = O
′
σξ
(0, f ′) +O′σξ−1ω′−1 (0, f
′) = 2O′σ(0, f
′).(11.3)
Now we only need to deduce (11.1) from (11.2) and (11.3) in these two cases. Consider the
first case. Let
I♯σv (s, ·) :=
L(1, πv, ad)
L(1/2 + s, πv,Ωv)L(2, 1Fv )
Iσv(s, ·).
Choose
f ′S =
1KS
Vol(KSH0)Vol(K
′S)
, fS =
L(1, ηv)1KS1
Vol(K ′S)
=
1KS1
Vol(KS1 )
.
By Proposition 8.1.3 and (11.2), we have
4Hπ(fSf
S) = O′σ(0, f
′
Sf
′S) =
d
ds
|s=0
((∏
v∈S
I♯σv(s, f
′
v)
)
LS(1, η)
L(1/2 + s, π,Ω)L(2, 1F )
L(1, π, ad)
)
By the condition Ram = Σ(π,Ω), we have ǫ(1/2, π,Ω) = −1. Thus L(1/2, π,Ω) = 0, and
4Hπ(f) =
(∏
v∈S
I♯σv(0, f
′
v)
)
L′(1/2, π,Ω)L(2, 1F )
L(1, π, ad)
.
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By Proposition 6.4.1 and 7.2.4, the computation of ǫ (or γ)-factor in [43, 2.5], and the fact that
the product of the local root numbers of η is 1, we have
4Hπ(f) =
L′(1/2, π,Ω)L(2, 1F )
L(1, π, ad)
∏
v∈|X|
α♯πv(fv).(11.4)
Recall that
Hπ(f) =
Vol(ΞU )[F
×\A×F /Ξ]
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
H♯π(f)
(see (3.9)), where Vol(MU ) = degLU . Similar to [48, (4.5.1)], we have the following computation
of the coefficient, which was promised below Corollary 2.2.8.
Lemma 11.1.3. We have the following equation:
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F /Ξ|
= 4.
Thus (11.1) follows from (11.4), and Theorem 11.0.1 is proved in this case. For the second
case, only need to replace Proposition 8.1.3 in the above reasoning by Proposition 8.2.2. 
Proof of Lemma 11.1.3. We follow the proof of [48, (4.5.1)]. Since the number on the left hand
side of the equation is independent of the choice of U˜ , we may assume that U∞ = B
×
∞ and
U
⋂
D× is small enough so that it acts on Ω freely. Then
Vol(U˜/Ξ∞)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F /Ξ|
= Vol(B×∞/F
×
∞)
Vol(U)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F,f/ΞU |
.
Suppose D is a division algebra. Let D1 (resp. U1) be the subgroup of D (resp. U) of
elements of norm 1. Then by the formula of Serre [39], the degree κ of the canonical bundle of
(U1
⋂
D1)\Ω∞ is
2
q∞ − 1
Vol(SL2(OF∞))
Vol((U1
⋂
D1)\D1∞).
By the simply-connectedness of D1 and the strong approximation theorem for D1, we have
Vol((U1
⋂
D1)\D1∞)Vol(U
1) = Vol(D1\D1∞U
1) = 1.
Thus
κ = 2
q∞ − 1
Vol(SL2(OF∞))Vol(U
1)
.
Note that
Vol(MU ) = degLU = κ|F
×\A×F,f/det(U)|,
where |F×\A×F,f/det(U)| is the number of geometrically connected component of MU . Combin-
ing the last two equations and the easy fact that
Vol(U)
Vol(ΞU )|F×\A
×
F,f/ΞU |
=
Vol(U1)
F×\A×F,f/det(U)
,
we have
Vol(U)Vol(MU )
Vol(ΞU)|F×\A
×
F,f/ΞU |
=
2(q∞ − 1)
Vol(SL2(OF∞))
=
2(q∞ − 1)Vol(O
×
F∞
)
Vol(GL2(OF∞))
.
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Let OB∞ be the maximal order of B∞, then we have
Vol(B×∞/F
×
∞) = 2
Vol(O×B∞)
Vol(O×F∞)
.
Now the lemma follows from (5.2) which says that
Vol(O×B∞) =
Vol(GL2(OF∞))
q∞ − 1
.
If D is not a division algebra, we apply the explicit formula for Vol(MU ) in [13, VII, Theorem
5.11]. 
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